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S u m m e r  H o l d u p  S c h e d u l e  S t a r t s  S a t u r d a y
T h e  C o u r i e r  ^ X ^ i t n e s s e s  
R .  B .  S t a p l e s  S i g n  C o p y  
O f  S t a n d a r d  C o n t r a c t
Leading Independent Shipper and Packer Says N o  Other 
Means Has Been Brought Forward to Ensure Carry­
ing on Whatever Benefits Have Accrued from Control
T h o u s a n d  S ig n a tu r e s  R e c e i v e d
Fruit Board Members Returned To Office
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F i f t y - M i n u t e  S e r v i c e  
W i l l  C o m m e n c e  S a t .  
A n n o u n c e m e n t  S t a t e s
Extended Summer Schedule of Holdup to Give Five A d ­
ditional Trips Daily— First Ferry Six in Morning—  
Last at Eleven at Night— Same Schedule as Last Year
A d v e r t i s e m e n t  G i v e s  T im e s
W. E. HASKINS
ATTEND SPORTMEN’S 
CONVENTION
«1 | A R . Staples, are you in favour o f the standard contract?”  was 
111 the direct, rather blunt question fired by The Courier repre­
sentative to one o f the Okanagan’s leading packers and shippers o f 
fruit, R. B. Staples, president o f Sales Service Ltd ., Kelowna.
E arly  in the year, Mr. Staples was displeased w ith  the first 
draft o f the standard contract and expressed his displeasure in no 
uncertain terms to a member o f T h e  Courier staff. Since that time, 
various sections o f the contract have been amended, and it has been 
said before that M r. Staples was not against the contract.
No Othrr IVTcans to M ILITARY HONOURS COME , A. D. Marshall, president of the Ke-
I can see nolhm/f wrong with the KPinw iVA utatv lowna Rod and Gun Club, J. B. Spur-
standard contract,” was Mr. Staples’ rier, president of the B.C. Fish and
equally direct reply to The Courier Sergeant Hankey, of B. Squadron, Game Assoiation, and Game Warden
question. “I am not prepared to argue B.C. Dragoons, was decorated by Brig- W. R. Maxson, are in Kamloops today
that the benefits derived from control adier-General J. C. Stewart, new of- to attend the annual convention of the 
exercised by the B.C. Fruit Board is ficer commanding Military District No. Interior Fish and Game Association, 
what Mr. Haskins from time to time 11, at the military camp at Kamloops, R. F. Parkinson, vice-president of the R . P
claims it might be, one way or another, with a long service efficiency medal in Kelowna organization, is expected to qjj
But whatever benefits there have been token of his many years of service with attend some of the sessions today on 
to the growers and to the industry the the unit. his way to Vancouver,
standard contract should be a means —   ■— ■ ■ '■ ■ ' . ' ■■ —^
G. A. BARRAT
APARTMENT 
BLOCK BEING 
BUILT HERE
A  F I F T Y  minute ferry service beginning on Saturday, June 4th, 
is announced in this issue in an advertisement over the signa­
ture o f A . D ixon, chief engineer o f the department o f public works 
at V ictoria. Th e schedule is precisely that in force from  July 1st to 
October 31st last year.
T h e  announcement states that the first run o f the Holdup w ill
---- bg 3t slx H.m. whou It loavos Kelow na and six-twenty-five from
IION. E. W. IIAMBER M AY  W estbank. A t  intervals o f fifty  minutes thereafter trips w ill be
Hon. E. w '® Hamter, ' L f e S n S  k  h ' T r f  a t n igh , when the last trip
Governor for British Columbia, will K elow na w ill be made and eleven-fifty-five which w ill be the
be unable to come to Kelowna for the final chance to reach Kelow na and points north from  the south.
O. W. HEMBLING
big Legion zone picnic to be held on The new service will-provide an ad-
o£ ensuring that that benefit will con­
tinue for 1938-39.
“Up to the present time no other 
means have been brought forward of 
ensuring these benefits,” he continued.
Without further ado, Mr. Staples op­
ened a desk drawer and produced three 
copies of the standard contract, which 
lie forthwith signed as a grower of 
fruit in the Kelowna district. The 
Courier reporter was a witness to the
June 9, he has informed Len Richards, J  ^
Canadian Lesion secretary here owins ditional five round trips per day. The ness of the present service for many 
to previous fngagements arranged fo f Holdup will circle the lake twenty-two monUis It is the second increase in 
. h i m  However, His Honor stl t^es he ^""^ead of the present seventeen, service this spring, as on April 1st.
Hughes Starts Construction will visit Kelowna later in the sum- The extended service comes after without warning or announcement, the 
Ten-Suite Building Just mer. it  is anticipated he may be in persistent demands from the general ferry suddenly started to make her
Kelowna to attend the annual Regatta public which has smarted under the first trip at seven instead of at eight 
on August 3 and 4. inconvenience and detriment to busi- as had been the custom up to that date.
The announcement of the new ser-
il i  
W es t o f Jubilee B lock
B .C .F .C .A . E le c ts  A .  K . L o y d  A s  
P re s id e n t F o r H is  F ifth  T e rm ; 
O n ly  O n e  C h an g e In E x e c u tiv e
M A Y  P E R M IT S  $20,000
Crown Fru it Co. to Build Cold 
Storage Basement P lant to 
Store 25,000 Boxes o f Apples
Another $20,000 in building permits 
for the month of May was coinposed 
in the main of a large apartment build-
S tra n g e  A n tic s  O f  K e lo w n ia n s  
In d ic a te  C o -o p e ra tio n  W ith
M o s q u ito  T e s t A u th o r itie s
by
good luck, were three members of the 
standard contract committee, G. A. 
Turn to Page 7, Story 4
l ^ s t  C a r  o F  A p p l e s  G o e s  
T o  S a s ic a t o o n  F r o m  
O k a n a g a n
at Directors’ Meeting in Kelowna— Emphasis on Hughes states the apartments
Standard Contract Necessity • win be ready by September.
'The building permit for this major 
addition to Kelowna is $9,600. There
new building, 
other business
H is  election was unanimous, as foundations, are, now be-
Only one change wais 3” ^ '
vice will be greeted with enthusiasm 
by large numbers of people who will 
now be able to start their southbound 
trips without having the morning half 
gone before they could leave Kelowna. 
Westbank and Peachland people too 
will be able to remain in Kelowna till 
a later hour: than that which sees the 
hens safely at roost. Kelowna people 
in Penticton and other southern points, 
dining with friends,'will not have to 
leave the table before the dessert is
««=. et ... ..... _  . r  1 ^  • -r i being erected directly west of the
signatures and The Courier reporter l^UCStlOn OI QuebCC L r a t C  O cC U p iC S  L e n g t h y  D lSC U SS lO n  Jubilee Apartments by R. P. Hughes. TV/Tnei- i f  T ie fe  A r f »  > n  h e  S lirce«;< ;fu l.
delivered them to the office of Tree ^ ot Directors’ Meetinp- 4n Kelnwria— Firinhasis on Construction has already commenced LltlZens ^  MUSt LOOper^e It L lS^  Are tO DC OUCCessiUl order to catch the last ferrv
Fruits Ltd. LPirect rs ivieetm  m .eio  iL n sis  and Mr. g es states t e apart e ts Trying to Locate Breeding Ground— Schleppe Slough The aS^ t^ionS^  ^?uns
At the growers’ company office v   r v . ill  v v nt . , ■; ^  ■ . -r •. x-r -i oJ___uaaiuonai runs win taxeand Catharine Lake Under Suspicion
F o r  the fifth  consecutive year, A . K . L o y d  was selected on Thurs- be"te^ n s^ReTinrthL 
day afternoon in the board o f trade rooms, as president o f the plus accommodation for*
care of a larger volume of traffic and 
make movement throughout the Valley 
considerably freer. Verily, small mer-
T h e r e  are strange sights and mysterious doings in Kelow na this cies are gratefully received.
week. On M onday an elderly lady o f the dow ager type was 
w alk ing along Bernard Avenue when she was seen to  take a viscious
B.C. Fru it G rowers’ Association.
was the election o f the other four directors. . wm y uixe wxiinsc wets The Crown Fruit Co. has commenced sw ioe at the"back o f her neck and then carefu lly search the side 
made in the executive personnel, C. S. Squires, Robson, replacing building of an additional basement ^ , oacK ot ner necK ana tnen careiu iiy searen m e siue
W . K e im , o f Creston, fo r the Kootenays. cold storage space to house 25,000 boxes 4^31^ and pick up some small object which she vras seen to  put care-
T h e  1938-39 executive w ill comprise Capt. D. M . R attray Sal- type of cold storage fu lly  in her purse. A  bevy  o f the, city s fairest damsels was seen to
mon A rm  M ain L ine* P  P  Frenrh Vx-rAArT . A equipment is being decided now, but invade the go lf course on Tuesday and, m  addition to  their usual im-
mon Arm , M am  L in e , P . E^ French, Vernon, North Okanagan; A . the construction work started on Mon- pedimenta I f  beauty gadgets, balls and clubs, each carried an envel-
C o u r i e r  W i l l  B e  I s s u e d  
E a r l i e r  N e x t  W e e k
The last car of applies from the 
1937 Okanagan Valley crop was 
sold at noon on Friday and mov­
ed from the Okanagan at 8 ajn. 
Saturday morning, L. R. Steph­
en^ of the one-desk sales , com­
mittee staff, reports.
In allx six cars were shipped 
out on Friday to complete the 
1937 deal, two going from the Oc­
cidental Fruit Co. in Kelowna, 
three from the Kialeden Co-op-| 
erative Growers, and the sixth 
and last from the Summerland 
Co-operative Growers, to Saska­
toon.
This completed the deal and 
the efforts of the one-desk staff 
and the B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. 
staff were immediately turned 
towards closing the pools. ‘
K . Loyd , Kelowna, Central O kanagan; ,Capt. H . A . Porteous, O liver, day.
South Okanagan ; C. S. Squires, Robson, Kootenays. New  Residence Starts
xn.-x-.s __Repairs and alterations to the Ke
Wanted Consideration of Another — ~  -----------— ----- ------- ----------—  to Page 7, Story 7
Mr. Loyd urged the directors, repre- for a cost of production survey and
OFFICIALLY ON 
WEDNESDAY, 8TH
sentative of the 2,500 growers, to con- this may follow the distribution survey. ' * /XlTT A n i¥ A
^ r°e s?S  b u r « .e 4 a . t o  Port-ua, Oliver, pointed „ «  .hat AQUA f i t  OPENS
Stated he would not allow his name to Sone on record as favour- ^
stand against Mr. Loyd’s who had done ing a cost of distribution survey. O. 
such useful work for the growers’ as- W. Hembling considered this survey 
sociation. would be of more importance than the
One of the features of the discussions production project and Col. W. H. Moo- 
on Thursday afternoon reveeiled that die. East Kelowna, concurred in this.
the Dominion government is prepared Started Crate Discussion
to institute a cost of distribution sur­
vey for the Interior tree fruits, similar Introduced by E. Snowsell, Glenmore 
to that just concluded in Nova Scotia. H. W. Ramsay, Okanagan Mission,
The B.C.F.G.A. directors 'endorsed the the Quebec crate discussion found little 
project. favour, with the exception of R. A. ^
For the past few years the growers
at their annual convention have asked Mr. Snowsell introduced his subject
ope and there was an “ I-dare-you”  look in their eyes. Youngsters 
are dashing m adly about the park, all armed w ith  envelopes. E nvel­
opes, too, seem to  have a special place in offices and business houses 
these days as the good people o f Kelowna suddenly .strike various 
parts o f their anatomy and then lov in g ly  fondle the envelope.
A  stranger, intrigued by the antics assistance and came to Kelowna to
of several oitizen-? inouired a<5 to the over the ground. Accompanied byot several citizens, inquired as to tne Mayor Jones, Alderman Gibb and Al-
why and wher.efor of the strange go- derman Pettigrew, he toured the city
ings-on. He was^  told that the good and stated that, in his opinion, the
people of Kelowna had rallied' to the four treatments of oil given the various
crusading cry of His . Worship .the pigpeg of water within the city limits,
------ " Mayor and Were waging a deterrnined j g^d, for, the most part, been effective ■
Bip- Oneninp Dance W i l l  Usher against the score-odd varieties there should not be such a large quan-
I5ig ng mosquitoes which have been making tity of low grades and large sizes on
in K elow na s Summer Season itfe a trifle , nipre than miserable dur- hand in January and February. Certain
at Popu lar Pavilion  ing the past few weeks. Tests are be- prairie men with whom he had dis­
ing conducted by officials of the Do- cussed the question of crate versus box
O R C H E S T R A  S H E L L minion department of entomology to ascertain the breeding places of the
Turn to Page 4, Story 2
Attention of readers, advertis­
ers, paper boys and correspond­
ents of The Courier, is called to 
the fact that . next week The 
Courier will he issued about four 
o’clock on Wednesday afternoon, 
instead of early Thursday morn­
ing. Thursday, June 9th, being 
the date named to celebrate the 
birthday of King George VL, it 
is therefore a holiday and The 
Courier is being advanced to 
Wednesday afternoon that our 
readers may obtain the paper be­
fore the holiday.
Advertisers and correspondents 
would greatly facilitate matters if 
they would have their copy in 
this office at the earliest possible 
moment. Your co-operation will 
be appreciated.
T h re e  M e m b e rs  O f  F ru it
R e tu rn e d  to  O ff ic e  y n a n im o u s ly  a t 
A n n u a l E le c tio n  H e ld  L a s t ^X^eel<
with the statement 
Turn to Page
T . HIT J mi.- pests which find their way into the
e 9 <?torv 1 ^ M any Im provem en ts. Made Th is  and the good people of Kelowna 
’ ^ Spring to  Make Aquatic Club have entered the spirit of the thing
• M ore Attractivis. Than  E ver joyfully and enthusiastically.
F IR E  D E S T R O Y S  E N T IR E  B E L O N G -  — —  W ith in  O n e  W e e k
IN G S  O F  K E L O W N A  M A N  Next Wednesday, June 8, will see develooed wthe official opening of Kelowna’s sutn- .  ^ whole thing nas aeve ped w n
in one week. On Thursday last The 
Courier carried an interview with R.An unfortunate fire occurred on mer home, the Kelowna Aquatic Club.Wednesday afternoon at Okanagan This institution has grown to be one _i. j • „ j
Mission, near the oil'well, when a small of the centre summer attractions in the. COTner, who had myest^ated the situ-
house occupied by W. S. Brown was Orchard City and the summer s o c i a l  ^ “ °^ *” Nhhiloops. On r rmay, J. Orig- 
____ 1 ,-1__  , , ■ , . /ill __A____________son. a.ssi.stant director of the Kamloons
N e w  F e rry  T o  R e p la c e  H o ld u p
U rg e d  B y  R e p re s e n ta tiv e s  O I
2 /5 0 0  G ro w e rs  In  S ession  H e re
entirely destroyed. The blaze was only whirl revolves around the Aquatic and B.C.F.G.A. U n an im O U S  in  SupD O rt o f  R c S o lU t io n — M oV C d
nrevented from .soreadinv when TVTr it« acHvitiAs branch of the Dominion entomological , «  , , , ^  ,N o  Opposition to W . E. Haskins, G. A . Barrat and O. prevented from spreading when Mr; its activities. d th h ’ d ir f
T-» 1 A. ju r X.* t r  t r  i • Johnson, assistant forest ranger, ar- Quite a f e w  changes have been made answerea ine nurriea can lor
W . Hembling at Delegates Meeting Here— Haskins rived with a pump
Again Named Chairman
The oil well was to the building this spring, in readi- 
in danger for a time. Mr. Brown lost ness for the grand opening on Wed- 
all his personal belongings, neighbors nesday. One of the major improve-
INVITE CONVENTION
and Seconded by Southern Men, from Kaleden and 
Penticton^— ^Consider Valley-wide Import '
D e l e g a t e s  representing 2,500 growers from  Kam loops south 
to Osoyoos, west to Kerem eos and east to  the Kootenays voted
The Kelowna Board of Trade is co- 
with the local Rod and Gun
__ _______^ . ____  . . . the matter of extending an in- solid ly fo r a new  ferry  from  K elow na to 'W estban k  Feirry to  replace
A  Barrat and O. W . H em bling  w ill continue to  be the three members subscriptions to aid the unfortunate the dance floor and took up some valu- vitation to the association covering the «  H olduo T h e  resolution was endorsed on Thursdav afternoonA . Barraraim  u , yy. n c  u man, Gordon Herbert having taken ab le  dan cing space. Now the orchestra Interior to hold its annual convent on ™  " “ ’^soay atternoon
o f the B.C. Fn u t Board tor tne season. charee of the collection. T.,m to Paee 7 Storv 8 in Kelowna next year.
•rhis was the decision arrived at by 
25 grower delegates, rneeting in Ke­
lowna last Thursday for the annual 
nomination convention called under 
- the provincial marketing legislation 
scheme.
Unanimous Selection
D. E. Burpee, Osoyoos, nominated 
Mr. Haskins, J. H. East, Keremeo.s, was 
O. W. Hembling’s nominee, yhile R. A. 
Dyson, Armstrong, proposed G. Bar­
rat. As no further nominations were 
forthcoming, a motion to close jtomina- 
tions from R. W. Ramsay and W. J. 
Coe, Okanagan Mission and Winfield, 
respectively, passed unanimously.
Subsequently, W. E. Haskins, on a 
motion by Mr. Coe and M r. Dyson, 
was again the favoured elected member 
to be chairman.
With the exception of the election, 
the entire morning conference was de­
voted to discussing innumerable troub­
les in the fruit industry, with the stan­
dard contract progress being the major 
point of issue. The remuneration of 
the members remained the same as last 
year, namely $3,000 to each member.
A  proposal was made by R. A. D.v- 
son, Armstrong, that the Board mem­
bers be given a salary out of which 
they should pay thmr own travelling 
Turn to Page 7, Story 5
Executive Officers of B.C. Fruit Growers’ Association
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E. FRENCH  
Vernon
A. K. LOYD 
President
H. A. PORTEOUS 
Oliver
at the mee'ting o f B.G.F.G.A. directors to elect a new executive.
President A. K. Loyd spoke strongly 
in announcing that, this resolution had 
been brought forward. If the growers 
considered this to be a sectional affair 
then he did not wish it passed, but if 
they considered that a new ferry was 
of a Valley-wide importance and a 
dire need for tlie entire fruit growing 
area of the Okanagan, then he consid­
ered the gx-owers should bring it before 
the meeting.. ,•
There was evidently no need for dis­
cussion,' and F. W. King, Kaleden im­
mediately moved the resolution, and 
just as quickly it was seconded by W. 
H. Morris, Penticton. The cry of 
“Question”, was heard, showing that 
the growers were thoroughly acquaint-* 
ed with the situation.
The resolution, which had been in­
troduced at a meeting of the . Summer- 
land board of trade, endorsed by the 
Penticton board before forwarding to 
the Kelowna board of trade, was pass­
ed unanimously.
A  copy of the I'esolution will be 
forwarded to ' Hon. F. M. MhePherson, 
minister of public Vixorks; The entire 
ferry question was introduced through 
a letter from the Kelowna board o f 
trade. The resolution follows:
Whereas there will be a greatly in­
creased tonnage of tomatoes in West- 
Turn to Page 7, Story 6
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G. C. lloMP, President 
11. A. Kra;;ei\ S(H*retary
otlu'l
R. P. MacLean, Editor and Manager
'I'lic ICcIowim Courier Ims by (nr tlio K'c‘>tcst circuintlon of 
any iicwH|>ii|icr circiiliitinf’, in Ilia Cciilral UUniini;nii Valley.
clfort ill this direction, ('iicli individuu! iitore and binii- 
iicK-'i house must coopendc. During tliis suininor tiiero 
are at Jeast four occasions wiien the individual busi­
ness premises sliould make some ellort to hang out 
at Iciist one flag. June titii, is almost upon us; follow­
ing rapidly on its heels is July 1st, llegatta Week and 
the descent upon the city of tlie huge Liberal con­
vention in tlie tliird week of 'August. Tlie elfort of 
iianging out one Hag is not one wliieli will seriously 
lax tlie energy or nnancial re.sources of any busine.ss. 
Yet tile eulminative effect of tliose single efforts would 
make Kelowna a well and putriolically decorated city.
JTHE K E L O W N A  C O U R IE R
Triplet Calves Make Bovine History
TllUR.SDAY, JUNE 2, 1930
T llU U SD A Y , JUNE 2nd, 11)3» A  W o r d  O f  P r a is e
S la u g h t e r  O f  T h e  In n o c e n t s
Tlie moscpiito liordc lias descended upon the K c- 
■Jowna district and, althougli its coliorts are not “all 
glistening in silver and gold," tlieir moutlis have lib ­
erally tasted liuiiian blood in .sncli (luantities tliat 
they are gorged to tlie limit and tliey are in a state 
bordering intoxication.
During tlie past week, tlie pests have made it im- 
po.ssible to enjoy the outdoor sports. If one ventured 
upon tlie golf course a liorde of sevei'al thousands im­
mediately tliought it was a signal tor a feast. A  llsh- 
erman negds indeed be an enthusiast to brave the 
ten ors of the mosquito army. At the park It has been 
impossible to enjoy the ball games in comfort, while 
the bowlers liave suifered several degrees of agony.
While the average person has found it impossible 
to enjoy outdoor life, he has found little alleviation 
indoors. No place seems to be sacred to these pesty 
invaders. They worm their way into ofilccs, homes 
and bedrooms— especially bedrooms. Barricades of 
■ screens may stop the offensive of the main army but 
the scouts and sharpshooters seem to break through 
our lines of defence and conduct a guerilla warfare  
wliich is rapidly bringing the district to a state of 
nervous exhaustion.
The counter offensive of control seems to have 
been particularly ineffective this year and the besieg­
ed populace is murmuring and showing signs of re­
volt. R. W . Corner ran the mosquito gantlet last 
week and investigated the methods of combat used 
in Kamloops which city is reported to have completely 
conquered the long-billed invader. The Kamloops city 
council sought the advice of the Dominion Entomo­
logical department and, under its direction, annually 
treated fifty-eight pieces of water in a district cover­
ing an area about ten miles long and eight miles wide 
around the city. There has never been any question 
raised as to the city’s right to treat the sloughs out- 
, side the city limits. Ninety-five per cent of the water 
treated is not within the limits of the city.
Over a period from 1929, the annual cost of the 
Kamloops control has averaged .$831.00—something 
■ approximately a quarter of a mill oh the Kelowna 
taxes. This would seem to be ah extremely reason- - 
able sum, if it eliminates the mosquito plague. W e  
imagine that few  taxpayers would raise any serious 
objections if the Kelowna council adopted the same 
tactics as are being used in Kamloops. ..A inosquito 
free district at present would seem to be a fair slice 
of Paradise and the way the present crop of mosqui­
toes are biting the average sufferer would readily say 
that each bite was worth a quarter of a mill.
It would seem that previous methods of control 
have not covered an area sufficiently wide to give 
effective results. This year four applications of oil 
have been made on pieces of water within the city 
limits and Dominion department of entomology of­
ficials have stated that the city itself is practically free 
from breeding places. A t the present time tests are 
being conducted to ascertain the breeding places of 
the mosquitoes in the area but to make these tests of 
3ny *use whatsoever, the public must cooperate in the 
manner requested in an article in another column of 
this paper. While it is, too late this year to further 
correct the situation, the success of the tests now  
under way rnay have ah important bearing upon the 
strength of next year’s invading horde. If the people 
of the district wish to get rid of the mosquitoes they 
should extend their greatest cooperation during the 
next few  days in this>^^^ the pests
that the result of the tests may be ascertained . The 
mosquito problem would now seem to be in the hands 
of the individual citizen. If he doesn’t care how many 
mosquitoes there are he w il l , ignore-the plea of the 
city ari^ departmental officials. If he is anxious to 
make the pity a little pleasanter place to live he will 
endeavour to tui'n in as many mosquitoes as possible 
that some definite information as to their breeding 
place may be obtained. The success of the tests is in 
the hands of the people of the district.
Wliile the Gyro C lub’s 'rwenty-fourth of May 
celebration has already passed into history by a week, 
it sliould not be allowed to be forgotten without a 
word of praise for tlie sponsors and those participants 
wlio made the day the outstanding success that it was.
’I’lie day was one of the most efficiently organized 
that it has been our pleasure to see. 'The events ran 
like clock-work and entirely eliminated were tlioso 
usual long waits which irritate the spectators and 
make tlie wliole day drag. From the organization 
jioint off view, there could be but little improvement 
and the smootli running of the various events is, in 
itself,-'a tribute to the organization which handled the 
day and the committees in charge of the details.
Surprisingly, the mussed display of the students 
stole the show. Events of this type can be very, very 
boring, but this particular one was so varied in de­
tail and such a fine, example of timing, rhythm and 
beauty that there was no opportunity for the interest 
to lag.
The display doubtless, “sold” physical education 
as taught in our schools to a number of people who 
previously had been luke-warm about the matter. 
The value of such training was self-evident to any 
observer and more than one parent had a passing 
thought of regret that there was not more of this type 
of education in the curriculum when he went to 
school.
,  unusual, and triplets are almost unheard of in the bovine world But n cow on
farm of F icd Mitchell, near Oxford, O., gave birth to three heifer calves and they’re all healthy as you cim 
sec. The whitest calf was born a week before the other two. neauny as you can
K e l o w n a  In  B y g o n e  D a y s
■I C R AZE  I'OR  M ATC H IN G  aecessoriea to
milady s gowns has taken a number of siirprlslnr 
turns during recent years but the latest must surely be  
the 1 call and the ondall. 'That is. If the report from  
liondon as to the latest innovation has any vestige of 
truth in it. Heliotrope and pale .orange dogs may do  
for the Parisuns and th. Londoners but, I prefer niy 
dogs as is . Yes, that Is just it, canines arc now  
being dyed to match their mistresses' costumes. They 
say the wine and lemon coloured dogs are being par­
aded by the Empire capital’s fashionable wom’en 1 
have seen hens and chicks dyed all colours of 
rainbow . . . .  and rabbits, too . . .  . but that was just 
for show purposes, a bit of a novcly, and entirely dif­
ferent from playing up to the vanity of some woman, 
bpeaking of dyeing animals for show purpose.s, did 
you notice the pink poodle in the pel parade'/ Ctf 
course, you did if you saw the parade. That pobdlc 
was easily the most outstanding exhibit of the show  
One could not help laughing, he was such a funny 
looking little cuss. He seemed to enjoy being the- 
centre of attention, too. I did however notice a bit 
of a wistful look in his eyes when a couple of his 
canine friends came up for a chat and took one look 
and turned hastily away as if they did not choose to  
be seen in the company of any dog which apparenUy 
had been on a serious bender the night before. A s  
they turned away, the rapidly wagging tail slowed up 
and ended as far between the hind legs as it could cck 
I  saw him the next day, still a trifle off-colour, but in  
a decidedly more cheerful mood . . . .
r  p m
(From the flies of the Kelowna Courier)
H o l i d a y  R e v i s i o n  N e e d e d
TH IRTY YEARS A G O  
Thursday, May 28, 1908
At a meeting to form a jockey club a committee 
of R. H. Parkinson, Harry Ashcroft, J.- Bowes, H. W . 
Hardman and R. A . Copeland was appointed to make 
arrangements to purchase or lease the race track.
varieties of tree fruits. The loss is estimated at half 
a million dollars in the Kelowna district.
P a t r i o t i c  D e c ,o r a t io n s
There has been much murmuring about the lack 
of decorations in the city on Victoria Day. Well nigh 
a score of persons have intimated to The Courier that 
the lack of flags in the city was something approach­
ing a disgrace. It is pointed out that only two or 
three merchants took the trouble to decorate their 
wndows and about the same number of business 
places had flags in evidence. One visitor to the city 
went so far as to inquire about the loyalty of the 
district and intimated-that the lack of patriotic de­
corations would seem to indicate that the people of 
this city cared little about their British connections 
and British institutions. Kelowna’s past record is suf­
ficient proof as to the loyalty of its people but their 
apathy in the matter of decorations last week gave 
strangers the opportunity to question our patriotism.
The Junior Board of Trade had written the city 
council asking that the city flags be erected; the city 
fathers replied asking for the board’s cooperation’ in 
the matter of obtaining the permission of the owners 
of buildings on which it was proposed to place per­
manent hooks to which the strings of flags would be 
attached. This letter, however, was received tob late 
for action to be taken before the first patriotic holiday 
of the year. The second such holiday is just one week 
away. It is to be hoped that between the board and 
the city council some arrangement will be completed 
whereby the city will present a suitably patriotic ao- 
pearance. . ■
However, while the city itself may make some
In another column of this issue a correspondent 
takes issue with the proposed change in the calendar 
which among other things, would fix the statutory 
holidays so that they would fall on the same date each 
year and the same day. of the week.
Last week w e had a splendid example of the in­
convenience of a holiday falling w illy-nilly in the mid­
dle of the week. During the next two months we will 
have two more examples. Holidays falling in the 
middle of the week disrupt business and are actually 
of little use to a large majority of the people they are 
supposed to benefit. I f  all such holidays were'cele­
brated on the Monday nearest the date, it would add 
greatly to the enjoyment of hundreds of thousands of 
Canadians and cause little business disruption.
Except when they fa ll on Monday they Sre of 
minor value to the public and a major annoyance to 
most lines of business. I f  made to fall on Monday 
they would provide a healthy, worth-while holiday 
and stimulate, rather than upset, trade.
Our correspondent mentions Dominion Day, 
Christmas, Thanksgiving, Labour Day, Memorial Day 
and Mothers’ Day as typical examples of occasions 
which would be, he claims, destroyed by such an in­
novation. Any encylopedia w ill tell you that Christ­
mas is far from being celebrated on the day of the 
birth of Christ. As a matter of fact December 25th is 
the date of a Roman pagan holiday and while the 
Western Churches celebrate it as Christmas, the East- 
Christian Churches hold their feast on January 
7th. It is only in recent years that Thanksgiving Day 
has been fixed and, in Canada, it is now the second 
Monday in October. Likewise Labour Day is the first 
Monday in September. A s for Mothers’ Day, it is a 
comercial innovation which has achieved considerable 
prominence during the last ten years but there could 
be no conceivable objection to changing it if  neces­
sary, but there is no reason why it could not continue 
to be the second Sunday in May.
The argument for continuing to observe “dates’’ 
rather than “days” is a mistaken sentimental fetish. 
Through habit we have become accustomed to cele­
brating birthdays and some anniversaries on their 
“date”, but, after all, isn’t it the spirit of the occasion 
that is the more important and the actual date of 
lesser importance? If not, w;e have been wrong in 
calling December 25th “Cihristmas” for about fifteen 
centuries.
Because Easter Sunday moves with the season it 
is none the less reverently observed. At some time 
in history ecclesiastical authorities took liberties with 
that “date”. The most reverent observations of Re­
membrance Day are usually held on Sunday— even 
though they are prior to November 11th. The birth­
day of the present King (December 14) is being 
moved forward to suit public convenience because of 
its otherwise adverse effect on Christmas trade and 
the unsuitability of the actual date as a holiday. Why 
not take a much less serious liberty with Queen Vic­
toria?
There are several such occasions which need ov- 
erhaulin'g and there are at least three which 'can be 
changed without doing violence to religion, sentiment 
or important tradition. They are Victoria Day, Do­
minion Day and Remembrance Day. The first might 
easily be marked on the fourth Monday in May; the 
second on the first Monday in July and the third on 
the second Monday in November.
Among recent land sales made by the Central 
Okanagan Land &  Orchard Co. are: George Yale, Cal­
gary; V. E. and W. J. Dilworth; James Ross, Toronto; 
A . Dreger, Edmonton; H. W . and H. A. Brown and 
Schell Bros., Calgary; Trice and Cooper, England; 
John Mack, Prince Rupert.
B. McDonald is the new secretary of the A gri­
cultural and Trades Association.
No organized celebration of Victoria Day was held 
in Kelowna, but baseball and soccer games were play­
ed and a .22 rifle match held. In the evening a calico 
ball was held.
TEN Y EA R S  A G O  
Thursday, M ay 31, 1928
Storms on Okanagan Lake caused damage on 
Monday to the lakeshore road between Peachland 
and Summerland to an extent of $30,000 to $40,000, 
Sam Elliott, road foreman, estimates. Woods Lake  
road was closed for two days but the water has since 
receded.
* *
At Ottawa, Hon. Crote Stirling, M.P., seconded 
an amendment to a motion to go into a committee of 
supply, which stated that the government should take 
the necessary action to effectively control importations 
into Canada of natural, products.
THERE IS A  STO RY G O IN G  the rounds to the 
effect that one youpg Kelowna lad was offered five 
Im n d re d ^ lla rs  for his hat and was so flabbergasted 
that he did not take it. Personally I would E A T  any  
hat for that price. The young lad was down at 
aterme with the local pipe band a week or two ag<K 
■As has been said before the piping laddies took the 
American crowd by storm. During the day one of the 
younger members of the band was approached by a 
stranger who pulled out a roll of bills big enough te  
choke a couple of horses and offered the youngster 
a hundred dollars for his Scotty hat. Our hero stut­
tered around in amazement so long that the stranger 
demanded “W ell then, if a hundred isn’t enough w ill 
five hundred do?” and he plunked five C-notes down  
on the table. Our hero rushed off to find his father 
to get his consent to the sale, but when he came 
rushing back equally as fast, he could not find the 
buyer in the crowd . . . . Apparently in that band 
there were some who did not have the true, rich 
canny Scottish blood coursing through their veins . . I
T W E N T Y  YE.ARS A G O  
Thursday, M ay 30, 1918
Mary Tomat, chief squaw of the IVestbank re­
serve, in a police court case of assaulting Mr. Gellatly 
continued the Indians’ fight for water. She was deter- 
inined she was right, and the Indians feels strongly on 
the subject of their alleged prior right to water.
 ^ Miss Charlotte Margaret Hubbard, eldest daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Hubbard passed away on Thursday 
morning after a prolonged illness.
In the sports contests on Victoria Day Dick Par- 
kinson placed s^ond  to Warren Gayton, Summerland 
in the 100 yard dash. Chas. Gaddes was second in the 
broad jump and first in the running hop step and 
jump. James Calder and Dick Parkinson were first 
in the three-legged race.
The 1st B.C. rifles broke camp on Saturday after­
noon after 11 days of training at the Exhibition 
Grounds.
* m m
C. R. Reid, Kelowna golf club captain, brought 
the Kelowna Business Men’s trophy and the interior 
championship back to Kelowna by defeating Dan  
Curell, 8 and 7.
* .* *
Tim general contract for the new hotel has been 
let to Johnston &  Co. Ltd., Kamloops, the tender com­
ing within the allotted amount of $75,000.
r p m
Miss Gertrude Barnhill, fSrmer Kelowna school 
teacher, met death through drowning while bathine 
in a water storage tank in California.
Six degrees of frost on Victoria Day mornins 
caused more damage than ever before to the c r o v l  
A  million and a half tomato plants were destroyed. 
Low  lying districts, were practically wiped out of all
A fter an interval of several years, Canadian Chau- 
taqua visited Kelowna last week for four days' * * • '
_Fire Chief J. Pettigrew approached the council 
on Monday urging the latter body to expedite the by- 
purchase of a new fire truck at a cost
Kelowna lost an o ld . and respected citizen on 
Monday in the person of John Fumerton, aged 88. 
Among other relatives he leaves a son, J. F. Fumerton 
in Kelowna. , •
°^^ ip tlisria  have developed in the
Rutland district.
SPE A K IN G  O F STORIES B.C.F.G.A. President A . 
K. Loyd^was in a story telling mood after the con­
vention here on Thursday. A  large number of the 
delegates were relaxing after a long day’s session. 
T h e y  w ere trying to forget all about Quebec crates, 
the comur of Jonathans, cartels and the maturity o f  
cots, genial A . K, was looking for something to 
take their mmds off their problems when, his eye* 
ch an c^  to fall on George Brown of Tree Fruits w h o  
was al^^ at the table. A  twinkle suddenly appeared 
in A . K .S eyes and he commenced to talk. He told  
how a week or so ago he and Brown had been talking 
over the phone when Central exercised her charming 
^ b i t  of cutting them off. Loyd tried to reestablM i 
the connectaon and did, only to hear an unknown  
voice ask Is that Tree Fruits?” Then Brown, ^
talking again to A . K. came 
on the line with “Tree Fruits? N ow  let me see 1»
^m inute  tiU I  ask the steno­
grapher if this IS Tree Fruits. Yes she says this is  
Tree Fruite but still I  am hot sure . . . The second 
stand no more and broke in with “GoodL 
God. Don t you even know who you are?”
r  p m
_With Henderson pitching and W arren (Dayton 
leading the batters with a home run, Kelowna w al­
loped Penticton at home 16-4.
a n d  P r o p a g a n d a  »  »  »
S o m e  R e l i e f  A t  L a s t
In this issue an advertisement announces the fact 
that an extended sumer ferry schedule will be inaug­
urated on Saturday, June 4th. For small mercies, the 
district is appropriately grateful. The announcement 
comes as water to a man dying of thirst on a desert; 
as the sight of a ship to a man drifting on a raft; as 
the shrill scream of the fire engine to a person trapped 
on the top of a burning building; as a dollar return 
per box of apples to the Okanagan grower; as an 
unexpect^ rise in the stock market to a harassed 
speculator, as the sight of ai piece of macadam road 
to a jolting toiirist; as a twenty-four hour rain to the 
Okanagan; as a sight balance to a banker; as a murder
This curious thing we call public Opinion has be­
come one of the primary forces in directing nations 
and governments. Perhaps the greatest force. You  
cannot put your finger on it and say, “This is public 
opinion,” any more than you can put your finger on 
that other force which we call “electricity” and say 
‘This IS electricity.” W e know it is there because of 
the results it accomplishes, but we do not yet whollv 
understand the force itself. •
Public opinion was not always the force in the 
world that it is at present. Some centuries ago power 
was concentrated in the hands of relatively small 
groups, and the masses Of the people were voiceless 
But the American Revolution and the French Revolu­
tion marked the effective beginning of the form of 
social organization , which we call “democracy.”
'That transition took place 150 years ago The 
people still cannot govern themselves with complete 
.wisdom. But most of us undoubtedly would agree 
that the world has advanced more rapidly and in 
more ways, during that century and one-hklf than 
I during any other like period in history.
It is important to notice that, whether in a de­
mocratic or in an authoritarian country, it is only the 
infoirnation- that actually reaches the people which 
can determine their reaction to a particular poliev or 
event. Most such information, apart from that which 
IS a part of our own, necessarily limited personal ex­
perience, reaches us through the newspapers. Even 
radio news usually is based upon dispatches originallv 
obtained or published by newspapers or press asso- 
ciations.
have been among the most active in 
utilizing press and radio as sounding boards for the 
advancement of their particular ideas. Specificallv 
this has resulted in the use of censorship and propa­
ganda, by governments, on a very extensive scale.
 ^ ^Censorship is a means by which information is 
kept ^om  reaching the people at home, or the peonle 
abroad, or both. It is negative in its p u rp o s^ p re -  
venting ideas from gaining currency.
Propaganda is the term used to describe infor­
mation put forward with the deliberate purpose of im 
pressing certain facts or .some particular point ^ f
view— whether wholly accurate or not— upon the peo- 
pie at home, or the people abroad, or both. It is pos­
itive in its purpose, because it strives to shape opinion 
and so to determine action. ••
These two—censorship and propaganda—are am-
■ the^weapons used by  governments today to deal 
with public opinion, chiefly, to win its support for sov- 
policies. I believe that most persons now are 
aware than the blight of censorship and propaganda
world to such an 
extent that in only three m ajor countries of the world  
is the press now free to print the facts if it can get 
them. Those^countries are the United States, Great 
Britain, and France. -
_  “ Censorship,” so an editor-friend of mine said, 
as now practiced in the authoritarian countries 
makes the dissemination of ignorance an instrument 
or national policy.”
That is well put, and he might have said “Censor- 
shiR and propaganda,” for the two are reverse sides 
of the same com. Censorship deprives the people of 
certaim information. Then propaganda is poured in 
to fill the void.
a p p a r e n t l y  concerned over 
Brown s ^ba rrassm en t when the story was told for 
he immediately began one on himself . . . .  it seems 
- 1,^ some pigs bdonging to one of h is
neighbours found their w ay  into his garden and had  
time at the garden’s expense. 'This spring  
the same thing happened and after the second v i S
annoyed. He visited his neigh­
bour with blood in his eye and thunder in his voice
,^ini what he would do to the 
h if  came back once more. He tried to get
his neighbour to promise-that he would keep the nigs 
properly penned but the neighbour stubbornly re fu s^  
to promsO’ claiming that “he would find those pigs 
v e r y  difficult to keep in his pens”. One judged from  
the story that A . K. left muttering to himself and  
proceeded^to oil up the shotgun. Nothing h ap p eS S  
*=°nple of days and when he saw the neighbour
glad the neighbour 
had kept the pigs penned. The neighbour CTinnS  
slowly and proceeded tm make A . K.’s^  face r 5  w ? S  
■a. .K.., I  have no pigs this year” . . . .
r p m
The evolution of mankind has been, and must 
continue to be in the direction of greater individual 
intelligence and freedom, with the wise, co-operative 
use of supreme power by the sovereign people W e  
may be a ^long way from the goal, but at least we  
know what the goal is. W e  know that the way to 
attain it is to march toward it as best we can, and not 
to head in the other direction. Dictatorships are ob- 
stream which would carry people 
ahead, permitting them to develop freely, naturally 
and normally, without artificial stimulation thrbuSh 
p opaganda and certainly without being misled and 
terrorized. You cannot bring up a child as he chniii#i 
go by frightening him and lying^o h to  and you ^  
not do so with a nation. “
to a newspaper during the summer doldrums.
For this small mercy the district is grateful. The 
Yalley has been harassed for nearly half the summer 
by the curtailed schedule. The extended schedule will 
be gratefully received and traffic through the length 
and breadth of the whole valley w ill benefit thereby 
With the inauguration of this schedule there remains 
w service of some description to help
the Holdup during the summer traffic peak and new
tTaffic'” ° '^  the across-the-lake
We, as individuals in a world temporarily in the 
grip of such forces, can try to be intelligent and rea­
sonable do our dady work as well as we can, be as 
tolerant as we can-and, above all, avoid being stamp­
ed ourselves by propagandists and demagogues 
Whereever they may be, who w ill excite our emotions’ 
If they can, and so induce us to believe and act as 
they want us to do.
_ THERE IS ALW AYS  one sure source of rich 
stories around here— the Holdup. The whole situation 
is so ludicrous that situations are constantly arising 
to give^one the chuckles . . . . that is if  on?
situating humour of the
a meanderings of the Holdup are
hem but to us poor landlub^
WO.BB ’ have a strong suspicion that they
would be even more^ amazing to a skilled navigator 
. . . But to get back to the incident which is causinc 
w  /““ Sh around our fair city. It“  « d “ u l o ^
we know, but there are so many ridiculous things 
happening around those ferry docks, that this s t o S  
may even have more than an element o f truth in it.
A  couple of weck.s ago the Diocesan W . A . met in c<m- 
yentipn here. Two delegates from Nelson drove over 
They did not think much of the fact 
mat they had to wait an hour and then pay seventv- 
five cents for the privilege of crossing . . . .  especially 
when tlmy recaUed that the ferries in the K o o t e n ^  
gave better service and are free . . .  but what really  
concerned them was the fact that when the Holdun 
got out into the lake she started to meander back- 
wards and forwards off her direct course, Finallv  
when she was up somewhere in the vicinity of B e ^  
Creek, they s t ^ e d  to make enquiries as to why she 
wasted so much time on a scenic tour when t i m ? S  
. . . . to them, if not the crew . . . . rather nrecioiitj 
^ e y  finally ascertained that a large truck was parked 
in exactly the spot where it made an excellent nlat- 
form for a painter who was giving the wheel house 
Its annual spring cleaning.' The Holdup was m e r ^  
p vm g  the painter a chance to finish his job before ' 
landing and letting the truck get away . |
Ultimately, events will force the world back on to 
the course oL progress. Censorship and propaganda 
novv help, to bpog the scene and delay that returm 
But v;e will'get there in the end. Recognizing man’s 
potentialities, as revealed by the. long course over 
which he has come so far, censorship and propaganda 
become mere temporary annoyances, obstructions 
built upon fear and selfishness, and rising high enough 
to keep put the light of truth. As we become able 
to bear the brillmnce of that light, we ourselves iVill 
remove those obstructions and open the wav to a 
greater future.—Robt. W. Desmond in “CMstian 
Science Monitor.”
r  p m
the t h a t  a certain young man is
pitousiastic pcTson in the Valley about the  
p'ospect of later hours to get back across the lake.
that this chap, makes frequent trips south- 
F iS fh  evenmgs and, of course, fifty thousand
wrong when they say 
.femme” . . . .  A ll spring this chap has 
been bemoaning that it was impossible to get his g irl 
to accepting his proposal when the m ^  
the last ferry left at nine- 
mirty . . He was getting a little tired of swimminff
home when the powers that be took pity a n d ^ b ^  
week announced the extension of the service . .
? y’'•■'I':
'■I
THUIISDAY, JUNE 2, lOJU TH E  K E L O W N A  COURIER P A G E  T H R E E
M IIJ T IA  ItUEAKH CAMI*
KuriiloopK suid /{ood-bye, on Wednes­
day, May 25, to the annual military 
curnp, whleli Is usually held hi Vernon 
but this year was switched to Kam­
loops for ttu* ten-day spell. Two mil­
itary units were encarniied, beiiiK the 
three squadrons of B.C. Druf'ooii 
Penticton, Kelowna and Vmnon, ; 
the D.C, Hu ssars, from Vancouver, Ue- 
tuchrnents from Work Point Barracks, 
Victoria, wei( in charj'e of the camp­
site.
DUBBING THE TUB  
FOUND FAVOUR IN  
FAR-OFF S. WALES
iVIr. and Mrt;. Ivor Newman Send 
CongratulatioriH to The Courier 
For Its Campaign
HEALTH UNIT WILL BE FORCED TO 
CLOSE UNLESS FUNDS AVAILABLE 
STATES PROV. HEALTH OFFICER
City Feels Both Projects Greater Benefit if Valley-wide 
Dr. Young States Kelowna Now  Healthiest Health 
Resort in Province
WESTBANK
Ir-tVr
:'?<S
Mr;i. Olid Miss Isobid Bartley and Mr. 
Bert ljOiij;ley returned from a visit by 
ear lo Spoliaiie last wi'clc. Miss Doris 
I ’aynter went witti liiein as Mrs. Bart­
ley’s juie.sf.
4i 1*
A most sucee.ssful wliist drive and 
(lance was lu'ld in tlie Coinmtmily Chib 
Hall, in aid of tlie Weslbanli I’ark Siir- 
ve,y e.xpenses.
i|i 41
Mr. Alvin Aiq'iis left on Sunday for 
Vernon where he lias huiie l(j work
« J F  W E  cannot get assistance from the local authorities after the witli Mr. Honald Todd in his /ras sta­
tion business.and Karaqe
4* 4>
Mr, T. B. Reece returned last weeic 
from a business trip to the Prairie, Mr. 
Fallwell aeeoinpaniod him back from 
Cal/jary to resume his duties as secret­
ary to Mr. Reece.
PETER DAWSON LTD. SCOTLAND
This advertisement is not pub­
lished or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of British Columbia.
’ Congralulalioiis to Tlie Courier liave 
arrived all tlie way from Newport,
Moil., Soulli Wales, on tlie campai/!ii 
being conducted to liave Uie jirovineial 
government build a new ferry to re­
place M.S. Holdup. Tills congratulatory
message, written to J. It. Armslroii;; of 1 demonstration we have made, the Kelowna Health Unit must 
The Courier stair, comes from Mr. and -^joge out,” stated Dr. H. E. Young, provincial health officer, in a
tlieir native land. letter considered by the Kelowna city council on Monday night. In
“Tlie folks h(.*re got ((uite a kick oid  ^ lengthy letter on the subject Dr. Young also stated that “you can 
of Dubbing tin; Tub," slates Mr, New- advertise with truth that you have probably the healthiest health 
man, "and we quite agree with the resort in British Columbia,” 
verdict of ‘M.S. Ihddup’. In fact Tlu'
Courier is such a J'avourite around 
here that I tliiiik you had better send 
it on for tlie balance ot the year."
Mr. Newman, wlio is viee-presidenl 
of the Kelowna junior bo.ird of trade, 
believes that organization must be “go­
ing to town," judging from the latest 
issue of The Courier lie had leceived, 
a.s it wa.s busying itself then with the 
Nux'amata road, house numbering, 
clean-up and the staging of the Bowery 
dance.
“We are having a line Imliday witli 
grand weather,” he continues. “They
vears*^  but^ '^everytlii^ng  ^ butions for a few years but these had y^Uey with a sanitary ofticer working circumscribed, in the city schools,
fresh' to us Everyone is working who e-eased. The eouncil felt that as the in (?acti city and directly respoiusible “The department has not the money
w a n ts  to and o a rn in e  (?ood monev so facilities of the lab were at all times fn the medical health ofiicer in charge to carry Kelowna entirely, and if wc
the boys’ are enjoying themselves’ available lo the medical men of the nnil. It is this plan which thd cannot got assistance from the local
 ^ ,, T r? w.xr ■ whole Valley and as they were con- city council would like to .sec put into authorities, after the demonstration wo
1 lease say hello to ine J. a . d ys being used by them, it was eifcct as it would greatly extend the have made, then we will have to close
for us and tell Georg(,> Brown to send the Kelowna district work of the unit and increase its ef- out.
some B.C. apples to this countiy foi gbould alone be a.ssessed for the cost, ficiency while at the .same time it
addition to which you have liad the 
contributions from the oull.ving muni­
cipalities. And liave recoivc^d from
Dr. Young’s letter was written in re- Kclowifa city liealth unit, $1»,048.77. 
j)ly to one forwarded to idm by the M‘’'.vor Jone.s regretted that the coun­
city council and tliat body after con- cil’s letter had boon misinterj^rcted, as 
sidcring his reply, felt that he had mis- H'cre was no question as lo tlie value 
interpreted Die letter sent by the city. work done by the unit. Ho sug- ,. .
Mayor Join's, reviewing the situation, jested tlial the council gladly accept "  tjinc help, at tlie request of Dr
pointed out that the eouncil liad felt Dr. Young’s suggestion of a meeting ^ o f  equipment for
that tlie laboratory sliould cover the clm’ing the latier part of .Tune that the ciatoiy, also subscriptions for
whole Valley. The original undersland- '>iJ>Ber might bo thoroughly discussed. ncccs.sary m
ing when tlie laboratory was organized Regarding the unit itself. His Wor- with this typo of work,
was that each of the 'Yulley cities and pointed out that it had been pro- ‘y o u  have two llrst class nurses, Mrs.
niuiiicipalilies would contribute lo the P'>-se'cl lo make the local unit the integ- Grindon has been there long enough 
cost of the laboratory on a population ‘'f «  Valley organization. It demonstrate that you have an out-
basis, A low of tlie surrounding cor- *JL'eii suggested that the local or- Klnnding woman, and Miss McKenzie
porato bodies had made small eontri- Wniizatioii be extended to cover the doing similar work although more 
c . The council felt that as the i  e h i
0
stores to sell, they are full of Austral­
ian and South African apples and 
pears.”
. government over a 
this amount inclucled
FuU information from  your local agent or write to 
G* Bruce BurpeOf G*P»A,9 Station, Vancouver^ B»C»
I t
•  How yon serve is important 
ia tennis. And wAot you serve 
is important in everything you 
do. Serve Kellogg's Bran Flakes 
to help build up energy. Enjoy 
these crisp golden flakes that 
digest so easily. See how much 
belter yon feel.
___
In writing to Dr. Young, the council won d reduce tlie per capita cost. The ^
had no intention of questioning the pubim does not appreciate that  ^ ^ v e  not put any valuation on the
value of the laboratory itself. The laboratory are entirely my last
work it had done was too well-known pro.iects His Worship stated. vci-y pleased
for that, but the council did feel that P/’ letter m part, follows: ^car sucdi commendatory re-
the original plan should be reviewed , I”  I approached the authorities f
and some efforts made to make the Kelowna in regard to the establish- , x. ."I. . °  k
other Valley cities see that the labor- di.,trict. nk fha this work ha^ ‘'Pereat
atory was a Valley affair and part of The lecoid of the city was in this re- , ' . saying to the city of Ke-
their reponsibility. It is already being V<-'ry bad. Scarlet Fever was ram- J ”   ^ " -
used by them to a considerable extent Pant all over the place, an average of  ^ f
and, with the original plan in force, the Kventy-five to thirty cases of Typhoid g t e pievention of epi-
service of the laboratory could easily were developing, other epidem- ft, + j .
be extended beyond its present limits ^ere running wild from time to great advantage to the
and the entire valley would reap a nothing was done. H«on n *
greater benefit propo.sal was made to establish been owing to the amount of time sav-
T,r „ u- ’ • . J . +1 . u i Isolation Hospital and when a re- their school work on account of
His Woiship pointecl out that while ^^g made for my opinion I sug- prevention of epidemics. I have
a gested that following out the policy of informed that the children
$64,000.00 contributed by the provincial Provincial Board of Health in the making better marks in their
a ten-year perioa, prevention of disease, there would be grades.
. . .  .  ^ several items  ^ expenditure for an advertise with truth that
which were not the concern of the city Isolation Hospital. However, they went have probably the healthiest health 
u’v, example the Rural School construction of the Isola- resort in British Columbia. None of
Health Association had received grants tion Hosp  ^ this information can be tabulated in a
the. nurse’s salary  ^ tangible manner but you can see the
an(3 $1,189.00 grants on new cars, the j^^ g work and I was able economic value of the work in the re-
unorganized^area grants towa^ ^^  ^ connections with the suits that are being obtained,
salaries of the medical health officer Rockefeller Foundation to secure mon- “f ern writing at length because I
ln8M60^w^th^nT(iIhhon^l^^^ of assistance and this was ^eel \ery much perturbed. I must say
$13,364.60 with an adduional $300.00 for to continue for three years and then fhat I cannot get any further allow-
mosquito control. The laboratory would diminish. I succeeded in having from the Government, than I am
grants had totalled $9,125 and those to the grant continue for five years. It already giving towards the work in
■ ■ ■ : ' ’ ' ■ was felt that a demonstration would Kelowna. It would be a pity if we
----------------------- - -------— — ----- -^---- ----  show the C ity Council the benefits of cannot get sufficient money to carry on
the work and at the end of the three the work and there has to be a with-
years they would be able to assume a drawal of the services.”
larger burden of the cost of the work — — — — — ^
after the contribution from the Rocke- ~ ~  ~
feller Foundation would cease.
“After the withdrawal of the Rocke­
feller grant we understood that the 
City would carry out their agreement 
and assume at least a portion of the 
costs. They took no action and I be­
lieve letters from our department were 
not answered.
“At this time we were establishing 
our Health Units in different parts of . 
the Province and I could not in justice 
to the rest of the Province score a fail- • 
ure in Kelowna and in order to back 
up the Government’s opinion that we 
could save lives and money we assum­
ed a burden which rightly belongecl to 
your Council.
“We ^Iso established and furnished a 
Laboratory to which we paid an aver­
age of $350.00 a year besides paying for 
a large percentage of the outfits for the 
Laboratory, which does not show in 
the figures which I am enclosing.
“In addition to bur contributions to 
the Laboratory we succeeded in getting 
from the other municipalities certain 
amounts which varied from time to 
time, but the amounts which Kelowna 
did receive are not shown in these fig­
ures. Your books would show these.
T f i e  R o s e  P r o p e r t y
W IN G  to the recent reliremont of Mr. G. C. 
Rose from active business, the choice residential 
area in the heart of the city owned hy him contin­
uously since 1894— forty-four years— and consistiii[.j 
of 22 lots, each 50 feet by 120 feet, immediately 
south of the Canadian Legion building on Ellis 
Street, will he sold this year at remarkably low 
prices for property within four minutes’ walk of 
the new Post Office.
This is the tiact upon which the Kelowna 
School Board held a verbal option at a price of 
$8,000 for two years prior to erection of the Junior 
High School, hut eventually decided on the present 
site on Richter Street.
This is a unique opportunity that cannot pos­
sibly be repeated, as there is no similar area so near 
the heart of the city. The soil is clay loam, without 
alkali or stones, and all the preparation necessary 
for a garden is to have the ground ploughed and 
harrowed and stable manure added to supply humus. 
Short connections can be made to city water, light 
and sewer mains. Building can be commenced at 
once or can be deferred at the buyer’s discretion. 
No building of a less value than $2,000 can be er­
ected.
W HY BUILD A GOOD HOUSE
UPON A N  ALK A I.I-R ID D E N  LOT, S IM PLY  
BECAUSE THE LA TTE R  IS C H E A P?
You will regret it for years to come, as it is practically 
hopeless-to have a garden and lawn upon alkaline soil 
except at great expense of extracting the alkali from the 
ground, which is a slow and difficult process, uncertain of 
success.
BUY NOW  FOR FUTURE BUILDING
If unable to finance the erection of a residence at pre­
sent, the cost to a purchaser annually in taxes of the lot 
offered this week would be $21.50 approximately.
LE O N  A V E N U E  IS TO  EE  E X T E N D E D
eastwards and will become a through instead of a 
blind street. Buy pow Avhile prices are low. Only two 
blocks from the new Post Office.
Corner lot on Ellis Street and Leon Avenue, south 
of Canadian Legion building—
CASH  5 5 0 0  Ca s h
Apply:
McTavish & W liillis, Ltd. or E. M. Carruthers & Son, Ltd. 
SOLE SALES AGENTS
Please note that only one lot w ill be offered each week.
Y O U  J U S T  K N O W  T H E Y
EAT TO FEEL FIT  ^V>/
" B U T  M Y  C A R 'S  
F I V E  Y E A R S  O L D ! f t
tfJ i
1 ^  
■4
K E L L O G G ’ S  
fo r  EXTRA F L A V O R - 
EXTRA CONVENIENCE
• People who feel well have more fun! 
Kellogg's Bran Flakes are packed with 
the nourishment of whole wheat. The 
protein for body*building. Minerals and 
vitamins for fitness and energy. Try 
these crunchy Bran Flakes tomorrow.
. ss K -* vX-K
•  la addition to the wholesome nourishment of whole wheat 
— Kellogg's Bran Flakes have enough extra bran to be mildly 
laxative. They help keep you regular. They're always ready 
to eot. Oven-fresh of your grocer's. Made by Kellogg In 
London, Ontario.
m u tt
Praises Ootmar
“We were Very jfortunate in acquir­
ing the services of Dr. Ootmar a lead­
ing scientific man, a specialist in health 
work and also in Laboratory work.
“We knew that we could confine this 
health work to a small area such as the 
City of Kelowna as the people living 
outside the City were naturally contin­
ually mixing , with the inhabitants of 
the City and it would be futile to carry 
out the work in a circumscribed area 
the size of the City. The whole district 
must be considered as One. Scarlet 
Fever was rampant amongst the ben­
ches and unless preventive measures 
were carried out the disease would 
soon spread to the City itself. The 
Government assumed the cost of this 
work without any cost to the City of 
Kelowna.
“You say you consider the proportion 
of the salary of the Medical Health Of­
ficer which the City is paying is too 
great. We certainly woul(3 not consider 
any reduction in the amount of the sal­
ary paid the Medical Health Officer, 
any reduction would have to come in 
the curtailment of the services them­
selves. Dr. Ootmar has been carrying 
on the laboratory work in addition to 
his clinical, school, milk inspection and 
a number of other duties which I have 
not mentioned.
“The establishment of a Laboratory 
in your Hospital has I'aised the stand­
ard of your Hospital so that it is now 
graded as “A ”, without the Laboratory 
you would lose this grade. You have 
paid something towards this laboratory 
but the other municipalities have also 
paid,^  intermittently it is true but cer­
tain sums have been received which 
have all helped in the establishment 
and carrying out of the Laboratory 
work to be continued?
“You have been gi-eatly helped fin­
ancially. You have received from the 
Provincial Board of Health, the Rocke­
feller Foundation and the Provincial 
Education Department during the past 
ten years an amount of $64,531.73. In a
A L L  T H E  
M O R E  R E A S O N  
W H Y  Y O U  N E E D  
T H E  S A F E T Y  A N D  
E C O N O M Y  O F  
G O O D Y E A R S .'
® Even the best cars gradually lose their pep and 
snap. That’s why you need the, safe, sure traction 
of Goodyears on your car — they help you to stop 
quicker— start faster —  they reduce the hazards of 
skidding and blowoiitsl
And  here’s a tip! I f  you want a bargain in safe, 
longer mileage—at low cost—-buy Goodyears. W e  
haye your size at six different prices! From the 
lowest to the highest, each is tops in value at its 
price. Drive in today and replace your smooth, 
worn tires 'with safe, new Goodyears. W e can
save you money,I
THERE ARE  
DIFFERENT  
GOODYEAR  
TIRES
Goodyears makes ci^ ht 
different types of tires for 
passenner.cars—at a price 
ranRe to suit every purse* 
Ninety-five per cent of the 
tircs^ sold in Canada arc 
within the Goodyear price 
ranRc* You can’t buy better tires!
TIRE SHOP
P E N D O Z I  S T . K E L O W N A P H O N E  287
P A G E  P G U P T H E  K E LO W N A  COURIER THURSDAY. JUNE 2, 1«3»
WILLARD EQUIPMENT LIMITED
T A R ,  T A R P H A L  T .  T A R  P A I N T  P P D L A R  
P R O D U C T S ;  M U N I C I P A L .  M I N I N G ,  C O N ­
T R A C T O R S '  A N D  R O A D  M A C H I N E R Y
V A N C O U V K R . B  C .  T E L  S r V
PEDLAR'S P L A S T E R  S A V I N G
M E T A L  L A T H
This expanded metal mesh assures 
smooth, plastered walls that never 
show streaks and remain free from 
cracks. The small m^enings pre­
vent waste o f material and provide a perfect "key” for the plaster. 
It is the ideal plaster base in small home construction.
Write for samples and prices.
T H E  P E D L A R  P E O P L E  L I M I T E D
860  Boach A von u o^  V a n cou ve r
P E O L A R I Z E "  W A L L S  A N D  C E I L I N G S  A G A I N S T  F I N E
im o t .  $3.2S
40 ox. $4.
• •
•••- • • • a
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Con­
trol Pionrd or hv flic riovernment of British Columbia.
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-More About-
STRANGE
ANTICS
From Paj'o ], Column 7
and that the majority of the pests were 
breetlinj; outside the city. A great deal 
of persjiiration, a brui.sed knee and a 
barked shin marked the progres.s of 
the party up the side of Knox Moun­
tain to visit Catharine lake on the 
heights, Then Sehleppe .slough in Dry 
Valley north of GIcnmore was also 
visited. Both these bodie.s of water 
were found to be teeming with mos­
quito larvae, while clouds of mosqui­
toes guarded the shores so clTcctively 
that it is reported that the members 
of the city council and the Glenmore 
council, who were also present, re­
treated In such haste that the world's 
hundred-yard dash record would have 
been broken If their wind had held out.
Tests Started
On Sunday Albert Roos and Colin 
Curtis of the entomological branch at 
Kamloops arrived in Kelowna and 
commenced their work. In an inter­
view with The Courier they slated that 
they had confirmed the observations 
made on Friday and added:
“We have found a great number of 
mosquitoes in the pork and suspect 
that they arc breeding there. However 
we hope our tests will help us to clear 
this up. The present experiment is 
concerned with Schleppc slough where 
we have treated some half million 
mosquitoes. This treatment makes it 
possible for us to identify them when 
they are returned to us. We have 
done our part in endeavouring to trace 
the breeding ground of these pests 
which make life so unpleasant for you. 
The rest is up to the people of your 
city. We ask them to send every pos­
sible mosquito they can kill to us. A ll 
they have to do is to kill it, place all 
they kill each day in an envelope and 
write the date, the place and their 
name on the envelope and turn it in 
to any of the local drug stores. They, 
in turn, will send the envelopes on to
ii.s and we will test the rno.squitcK'a to 
.see if they came from Sehleppe slougli."
“You say you have tre.tted half a 
million. How many would bo nece.s- 
.sary for you to Jiave .sent buck, to make 
you decide tlie mo.squitoe.s liere come 
lil)m Sehleppe slou/;l»V’’ Tlie Courier 
a.sked.
“if we are able to collect three hun­
dred of the ones we treated, wo would 
be fairly sure that a great deal of your 
trouble come.s from that sf)ot. You 
sinjuld not forget however, tlial the 
colour does not sliuw on the mosquito 
until it is treated. Tlie people sliould 
remember tlial just beeau.so a mosquito 
isn’t red, tliat does not mean it may 
not be one of the ones we want. Every 
mosciuilo killed sliould be sent in.” 
Travel Blxiocn Miles
"Sclileppe slougli is about seven 
miles from the city. Do mosquitoes 
travel tliat far?” Tlie Courier asked.
“Tile distance they travel depends a 
great deal on the wind, of course, but 
tiiey have been traced as far as sixteen 
miles and seven or eight miles is not 
at all uncommon. They do not us a 
rule come out in the wind. Yesterday 
we found very few on Knox Mountain 
but when we went down Into a gully 
there, there were millions of them. 
They hud simply taken shelter from 
the wind. There was no breeding in 
tlie sloughs adjacent to that gully. We 
also plan on investigating the West- 
side to see if there is any possibility of 
lliom coming across the lake. It is en­
tirely po.ssible but we will not know 
definitely until wo Investigate."
“As I understand it,” the reporter 
said, “you want the body of every 
mosquito killed in the Kelowna dis­
trict during the next two weeks, tui’ned 
into one of the local drug stores."
“Exactly. The entire success of our 
test depends upon how the people 
themselves cooperate. It is too late 
this year to control the mosquitoes. 
That must be done in April when they 
breed. But now is the time to find out 
what pieces of water must be treated 
to bring you relief next year. If the 
people do not cooperate with us in this 
matter, we are helpless. If they do, 
there is every probability that you 
will not be bothered with mosquitoes 
next year.”
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
I^TTER S TO THE :  
EDITOR :
♦
C A L K N D A I t  C H A N G E
Kelowna. B.C., May 15th,
T o  the Editor,
The Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir;
In the.se days of swift and alnuxst in­
credible changes from old customs to 
new, when a dainty maiden dares up- 
l)ear in public with a “coffin nail” (cig­
arette) between her lingers, when mo­
desty in clothing one's nakedne.ss is 
relegated to the dump heap of anti­
quity; when the Supreme Court, for 
generations the finale of all legal dis­
putes. is tottering on the brink of pro­
gress. I would call attention to another 
subtle innovation, which would. If 
really adopted, outrage the conscience 
of every true believer in Holy Writ.
I refer to the proposed world calen­
dar which is being sponsored by big 
business. There was a vigorous effort 
made by kings of finance and industrial 
leaders to secure the approval of this 
and other nations of the plan to revise 
the calendar so that there will be 
twelve months of equal quarters with a 
blank day to disrupt the weekly cycle 
each year.
The plan would begin each year on 
a Sunday and end on Saturday with 
the last day of the year dropped from 
the weekly cycle, from the month and 
from the year. It would be a zero day 
through which we would'live and do 
business, but it would not be counted 
under the new calendar scheme of re­
vision. If this plan hud been adopted, 
it would have been the first time in 
the history of the world that an attack 
had ever been made on the weekly 
cycle since the Creation week, and the 
dropping of the blank day would in the 
course of six years, remove every one 
of the seven days of the week from its 
original place, thus causing the Sab­
bath to wander, and also destroy the 
anniversary of birthdays and mar­
riage.';; would shift historical dates of 
iialional or iiitei tiutionul importance, 
and de-stroy in.stitutions suefi as Domin­
ion Day. Christmas, ThaMk.*;giviiig, La­
bour and Memorial Day, Mother’s Day. 
It would also turn present conditions in 
many ways upside down.
Tiiis calendar scheme would not dis­
rupt tile order of file days of tlie week 
until tlie close of Uie first year, which, 
according to the aim of the new ealeii- 
<far advocates, would be 193!). No 
trouble would arise until tlie end of 
Saturday, December 28, 1939. The Sun­
day keeiier, wlio all his life up to tlial 
twenty-eighth day of December has 
been conseieiitiously keeping the first 
day of the weekly cycle, would imme­
diately bee onfroiiled with n dilemma. 
Instead of the next day, which should 
be known us December 29th, being 
called 'Sunday', it would be known as 
a “blank day” and dropped out of the 
reckoning of tiie week entirely.
Although this .so-called "blank day” 
is truly Sunday, the next day under 
the 12 months plan, and which Is ac­
tually Monday would be culled Sunday, 
January 1. Thus, throughout cacji week 
of the year 1940 the calendar Saturday 
would be Sunday for the conscientious 
Sunday keeper. During the next year, 
1941, Sunday would come on Friday, 
according to the new plan, and during 
the first half of 1942, Sunday would 
move buck to Thursday. As this would 
be leap year, another blank day would 
be inserted, this time at the end of 
Juno, with the result that during the 
last half of 1942 the real Sunday would 
move back to Wednesday. At the end 
of 1942, there would come another 
blank day, which means that the real 
Sunday, during 1943, would be on the 
calendar as Tuesday. In 1944, it would 
move back again to the present calen­
dar Sunday.
Surely such a plan would make con­
fusion more confounded until we 
would be asking one another, “Just 
where, are we, anyhow,” in this jumble 
that big business tried to thrust upon 
us to make itself bigger. Advocates of 
the 12-month-equal-quarters-blank-day 
plan recently in 1937, succeeded in ob­
taining the endorsement of this plan 
from the Federal Council of Churches, 
U.S., consisting of several Protestant
HORSE STILL KING  
W ITH  BIG CIRCUS
Streamline modeling ha.s not toiichecJ 
th(‘ tdreii.s lioise. Tlie bruad-.slioulder- 
ed, powerful l*«>reherons, who daily 
move the hntidredfi of tuns of paru- 
pliernalia from the .«;liow train to the 
grounds; to the sleek, 12 gaited high 
school animals, have not the lea.st lota 
changed their lineage. In'fact, the 1H» 
bemilifal hor.ses witli the Al G. Barne.s 
and Sells Floto Combined Circus, com­
ing to Vernon, Friday, June 3rd, have, 
as if in defiance, broadened their hlpa 
and shoulders. Tliis, beenuso all circus; 
horses iUe especially bred. They are 
today, tlie llnest and most perfocl stock 
In the world. Strangely too, all the 
fiOO seem to be aware of this. A ll of 
them like kings hold their heads high.
You’ll find this true even with the 
work horses.
Throughout circus days visitors may 
view these hundreds of thoroughbredSs 
gratis. Perfect specimens of almo.st 
every known strain arc included, even 
to liny Shetland ponies for tiie child­
ren. <
In tlie performance proper of the 
Al G. Barnes and Sells Floto Combined 
Circus, there are hundreds of new 
features. Chief among them are: 'Tlic 
Rieffenach Troupe of famous riders; 
Mabel Stark, world’s only woman tiger 
and lion trainer; ’ITie Yom Kam Troupe- 
from China, Janet May, Mitzi Rose 
Sisters, Anna Merkel, Olvera Brotherx 
and many others. Between these na- 
tionally known stars appear cavalcarlcs: 
of clowns, five herds of performing 
elephants, an aerial ballet of 100 comely 
lassies, Lotus the performing hippo­
potamus. trapese artists, porchisls and 
the most glorious pageantry ever of­
fered. The menagerie this season in­
cludes 900 furred and feathered crea­
tures. In order that it may be leisurely 
viewed, the doors open at 1 and 7 p.m.
denominations, at their annual confer­
ences, and the session of the Interna­
tional Labor Council held in Denmark.
This plan would plant in the minds 
of men the idea that no fixed day has 
been set apart by God as sacred, , and 
that the matter of a holy day is simply 
a human affair to be decided by legis­
lators or majority vote, thus striking a t  
the heart of religion and the spiritual 
realm. When this plan for the change 
of the calendar was definitely brought 
to the notice of the Federal .Council o f  
Churches by the secretary of the Re­
ligious Liberty Dep’t. of the Seventh 
Day Adventist denomination, they re­
pudiated theistand already taken.
Dr. Harry Bowly, secretary for the 
council, said he represented twenty 
Protestant denominations and that any 
attempt made to alter the weekly cy­
cle would meet with strong opposition 
from all the leading religious bodies, 
the proposal is now definitely shelved^ 
and according to instructions that were 
received, it will take at least ten years 
to get this calendar proposal to the 
front once more. They can talk in Eur­
ope against Western principles of re­
ligious liberty, it is still better than 
what they have in U.S.S.R.'
Yours truly,
WESLEY SEARLE.
N A R A M A T A  RO AD
J U D G E
KNOW that Standard Gasoline is 
the r i g h t  choice for your car.
Score after score of exacting tests prove 
it unsurpassed in comparison with other 
leading gasolines—prove that it fully meets 
the requirements o f new and finer motors, 
too.^
But . . . after all . . . YOU are the f i n a l  
authority! We invite y o u  to try Standard 
Casoline for yourself, in yomv own car • •
Kelowna, B.C., May 31, 1938. 
To the Editor,
The Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
Far be it from me to say anything 
in disparagement of the voluntary 
work on the Naramata Road, in which 
l  am trying to do my , own little share, 
but is there not something ludicrous 
in the idea that a number of business 
and professional men, many of them 
past middle age, shoiild be giving up 
their Sunday rest and leisure to the 
heavy work of road construction while 
hundreds of able bodied, husky young 
fellows are loafing in idleness, begging 
their living in the street, making them­
selves a general nuis^ n^ce. and, worst 
o f all, losing their own character and 
self respect. Is not this problem of 
unemployment one to which every cit­
izen of good will should give Iiis earn­
est thought and attention, irrespective 
of party and party politics.
After all, we are a democracy, a self 
governing community, and none of us 
can escape some degree of responsibil­
ity for these evil conditions in our 
midst. If the men we have appointed 
to administer our public affairs are 
proving themselves incapable of deal­
ing with these conditions and can find 
no more effective solution of the prob­
lem than “passing the buck” from one 
to another. Surely it is time we ap­
pointed others in their place. These 
“hoboes” and “tin canners” are not 
Idle because there is no work to be 
done; they are not hungry because of 
any scarcity, in the land. It is our 
social and economic system that has 
driven them to loafing and vagrancy. 
This system rnust be amended, and it 
rests with us as citizens, who have the 
power in our hands, to find the way 
of amendment. Meantime let us get 
on with the good work of the Nara­
mata Road.
Yours truly,
ALFRED B. OWEN.
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SCOTCH W H IS K Y
26}4 -oz., $3.25 40-oz., $4.85
Distilled and Bottled in Scotland
A T  S T A N D A R D  S T A T IO N S ... A U T H O R IZ E D  D IS T R IB U T O R S ... S T A N D A R D  O IL  D E A L E R S
This advertisement is not pub- 
dished or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of British Columbiax
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By J. R. A.
of Uila money was spent on lovellinj' 
tlio ground and getting the box In 
shape. The rest of the money wa.s 
spent in a liopeless endeavour to pro­
vide u hard .surface. An exiierirnent 
was made witli oil and gravel, and 
today there is no more liard surface 
tiian on the Okanagan l<ake beacli. 
Part of the money has been wasted.
KELOWNA GIVES KIELBiSKi FiNE 
SUPPORT TO ENTER WiN COLUMN
KELOWNA SCORES DECISiVE ViaORY 
IN HORN-LATTA COP FIRST ROUND
XCclowna Is going to miss a grand 
sport this summer unless some quick 
action is taken. I refer to boxla, or 
box lacros.'ie to you uneducated read-
This spring some boxla enthusiasts 
aiiproached the city council with tiie 
request that tliat body llnisii the hard 
surfacing. A committee was appointed
. T-» • .IT-. r. 11 base.s, in front of iiim.
I our Runs in Fourth hrame Spell Hodges also scored tlie lone run in
Doom for Highland Bell Min- tiie tlftli and he and Rudy Kitsch scor-
Dcfcat Penticton Cup Team by 16 1- I’ onticton 1. Kelowna, 3
ers, Beaten 7-3
era. Up in Vernon last l^riday two in- and has since reported, I understand, Giving Rudy Kielbiski the best sup
terested spectators were K. P. M. and 
your Gossiper. The occasion was the 
offleial opening of the Interior box 
lacrosse league whicli comprises Ver­
non, Kamloops and Salmon Arm. Kam­
loops visited the Vernon sports centre 
and eventually won out by a 1(1-13 
count. And don’t let anybody fool you 
about this boxla game. It takes some­
thing to play that game and you have 
to be able to hand it out and take it 
with an even count if you participate.
ipore or less ftivourably, if some con- port accorded any pitciier tliis season.
tinuily of action can be promised in 
the realm of box lacrosse. But there 
is still no action on Iiard surfacing,
fi'om an outsider’s point of view, at 
any rate. 'I'he three major towns to 
the north iiave completed their spring 
training and are preparing to enjoy 
a full season of boxla. When thP 
sports fans get used to the style of 
play they are sure to Hock to the 
games, 'rhere is a roughness to boxla
Kelowna broke into tiie win column 
on Sunday last at Beaverdell when the 
Highland Bell Miners were defeated 
7-3 anti Kelowna obtained revenge for 
the 3-2 defeat at Kelowna on May 24.
Kelowna took the olfensive in tiie 
foui'tli frame, clouting in four runs to 
lake the lead and'was never 
from then on. Anotlier run cr 
the plate in the fifth and two more 
were added in the seventh to einch the 
contest. The losers scored a single 
tally in the fourth and added two in
ed in (lie seventh to complete Kelow­
na’s circuits.
Verne Cousins was a stand-out for 
the Miners througliout the 
was responsible for the (Irst run, being
Points on Day’s Play— W in  
Inter-Club Matches
Kelowna golfers carry over a 10-point 
ime and margin to next fall in the annual Horn- 
, . , , 1 . , Latta cup competition, by virtue of a
n i'T lir 22-0 win on the Kelowna golf cours^
Dick Muuay scoicd the econd Benyei- ij,st Sunday, when Penticton shot- 
dell run in the sixtli wlnle Christie makers were turned back, 
was re.sponsible for the (Inal tally right This competition is one of the fea- 
allet him. ' tures of the annual season, and in-
Bcaveidell tineatened throughout eludes teams of eight picked from the 
connect with the? f in a l  i , . . . .  „ i. .u . .
Afllcrnuuii
Penticton 
C. R. Reid .... 2 
'r. M. Syer .... 0 
F. Parmley . .. 0 
C. W. Nicholl 0 
A. Gumming .. )
W. X. Perkins 0 
A. Basham .... 0 
K. Lyon .......  2
Round
Kelowna
C. Owen .....  1
D. Curcll .....  3
F. Dob.son .... 3
G. Livingstone 3
G. Davis .....  2
A. Macdonald 3
T. Forbes .... 3
L. Roadhouse 1
headed failed to connect with the final two clubs, Penticton and Kelowna. In 
ossed whicli meant runs. the morning session a four-ball best-
10
Box Score
which is different from any other 
There was a good crowd out for the game. Hockey can be rough and tough, 
opening. When I say “good” I mean but boxla is just as rough and tough the sixth to complete tiie scoring.
just that from the standpoint of a ’ ~ ---- ' — ‘ " ----  r-,, . , .
game which has never had a chance to 
get on its feet properly. Compared 
with the thousands who witnessed the 
hockey finals, the arena seemed empty,
but if the game had boon played in Friday when ancient George Sparrow 
a smaller building, the crowd would and another Vernon player caught a 
have seemed quite fair. Vernon sur- Kamloops stick carrier in a beautiful 
prised everybody, especially Kamloops, “sandwich” . It was rough but nobody
straight tallies was hurt and the game continued.
in a different sort of way. The blood- Accorded Fine Support
thirsty fan of today wants a rough w-ioi,:.!' .. i
game in most of his sports. The player ^  brother
must provide an element of risk. The support at third base, accept-
boys whooped with joy in Vernon last ances without a miscue.
Prid.nv whnn nnrionf npm-rrn .^ n.^ rrmir HoaffCS accepted eight chances flawless­
ly, but booted two more. Rudy Kitsch
redeemed past efforts and pulled off 
four fine catches in centre field to fur-
by running in seven
without a reply in the first quarter. 
But the going got rough, Vernon suf» 
fered from penalties and along about 
the third quarter finish Kamloops 
caught up. I f  Vernon had eased off 
on the tempers, the game would have 
had a different finish.
Surely the city council of Kelowna 
can take a little more action towards 
providing a box lacrosse surface here. 
A  mistake was made last season in 
spending a portion of the .$500 grant.
the Kelowna hurler.
Hammond started on the mound for 
the Miners and went four and a third
old Cousins who finished the game. 
Five hits and five runs were scored off
but surely we do not have to suffer Hammond, who did not get the support ........  ^
accorded Harold Cousins in Kelowna 
last week. Harold Cousins yielded 
four hits and two runs.
Hammond was credited with two
* * * forever because of this error in judg
But I had a definite object in mind ment. When other towns are speeding 
in starting this discussion, and the ahead and enjoying a game which is
thought is straying somewhat. What is practically the biggest drawing card . . .  . , r- . .  .
Kelowna going to do about this game at Vancouver and New W e s t m i n s t e r , a n d   ^allowed one pass to Score by mnigs: 
o f boxla? Last year a $500 grant was Kelowna sits back and does nothing. while Cousins whiffed seven bat-
received) by Kblowna to provide a it just isn’t good enough. What we 
suitable surface for a boxla box. Part want is ACTION.
Kelowna AB R 11 PO A E
M. Leier, 2b ...... 5 0 1 1 1 0
R. Kitsch, cf ...... 5 1 1 4 0 0
Hodges, ss .... . 3 3 2 4 4 2
Boklage. if  ...... . 4 0 0 0 0 0
Crawford, c .. ... 3 1 1 6 0 0
V. Leior, If .... .... 3 0 1 2 1 0
Bedford, lb .. ... 4 1 1 8 0 1
E. Kielbiski. 3b 4 1 1 2 3 0
R. Kielbiski, p .... 4 0 1 0 2 0
35 7, 9 27 11 3
Beaverdell AB R H Pb A E
McKinnon, 3b .... 5 0 1 1 0 1
Hammond, p. rf 4 0 2 0 2 0
Murray, 2b ........ 4 1 2 3 3 0
Christie, ss..... ... 3 1 1 2 0 2
V, Cousins, c ...... 4 1 2 11 2 0
H, Cousins, rf. p 4 0 1 2 2 2
Bakke, lb ..... .... 4 0 0 7 0 0
Dalton, If ..... .... 4 0 0 1 0 0
Day, rf ......... ... 4 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 9 27 9 5
ball play 
aftehnoon
takes place, 
18 holes of
while in the
INTER-CLUB MATCH 
Morning Roqnd
Wurr and Coglan 0, Maclaren and Bald-
singles play win 1; Knox and Williams 0, Quine
takes place In the morning Kelowna and Wed'dclT’irDoner‘ a\Vd'RahH'Odc
‘ o 'V "' Cookson and Bowser 1; Hinckesmau
Baseball
SPECIAL FEATURE
THE FAMOUS
WASHINGTON
BROWNS
Aftcriloon Round
Penticton Kelowna
afternoon to swamp the visitors 19 to 5. and McCulloch 0, Cadman and Thom- 
 Kelowna was just as strong in the son 1; McNicoll and Robertson 1. Bar- 
0  imer-club match, played in conjunction nos and Henry 0; Jordon 0, McKay 1
 with the cup competition winning by Penticton 1, Kelowna 5.
 30 ,^ points to a margin of 22
 points. Nineteen golfers from the Pen- 
 ticton club came north for the day,
and were entertained for lunch at noon 
at the clubhouse.
Following are the results of the day’s 
play:
HORN-LATTA CUP 
Morning Round
C R. Reid and T. M. Syer 1, C. Owen 
and F. Dobson 0; C. W. Nicholl, A. F.
Gumming 0, D. Curell and G. Living-
WILL PLAY IN KELOWNA AT 
'PIIE CI'TY PARK
THURSDAY JUN. 2
A’P 4 P.M.
The Baseball Treat of the Year!!
U, A. Macdonald and G. Davis 1; A. 
Basharn: and .R. Lyon 0, L. Roadhouse
Coghlan ..... . 0 Maclaren ....... 3
Warr ........... . 0 Baldwin ...... 3
K n ox .......... .. 1 Weddell ... .....2
Williams ..... • (3uinc . ..... ...  21.^
Doner ......... . 0 Wiseman ......  3
Raincock ........ 0 Cookson ........ 3
Robertson ... . 3 Cunliffe ... ...  0
McNicoll ..... . 0 Cadman ... ...  3
Hinckesman .. 0 Thomson ........3
McCulloch .... 0 McKay ..... ...  3
Jordon ........ . 3
7'/.
Henry ..... ...  0
25/,
Junior Rod & Gun 
Club Members
NOTICE
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the practice of dumping any waste 
material or waste water into Mill Creek must cease forthwith. 
Attention is drawn to the following extract from the Sanitary Re­
gulations, Provincial Board of Health. .
Pollution of Streams 66:—
No solid refuse or waste matter of any kind shall be deposited 
in any stream so as to obstruct its flow, or put irito any stream or 
lake so as to pollute its waters, and no solid or liquid sewage matter 
from either public or private sewers shall be discharged into any 
stream or lake, but if it can be proved that the best means have been 
adopted to purify the sewage, etc., before it enters the stream or 
lake, that is unless the Local Board has notified the offending parties 
that the means adopted are insufficient, nor shall any poisonous, 
noxious, or polluting liquid from any source be passed into any 
stream or lake unless the best means have been first adopted to 
purify the same.
H. GEO. HENDERSON-WATTS, C.S.I. (C),
Acting Sanitary Inspector,
Kelowna and District.
ters and walked three. Rudy Kielbiski 
struck out three batters and gave walks 
to two.
Hodges started the main rally which 
netted Kelowna four runs, with a two- 
bagger. He scored on Boklage’s hit,
R H E
Kelowna—0 0 0 4 1 0 2 0 0—7 9 3 
Miners—0.0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0—3 9 5 
Kielbiski and Crawford; Hammond 
and V. Cousins.
Summary—sacrifice hits, Hodges and 
V. Leier; stolen bases, Hodges, V. Leier, 
Crawford, Bedford; two-base hits.
AMERICANS COME 
FOR MANY MILES 
' TO FISH HERE
and Walt Shiels, Seattle. Starr Calvert 
and a Los Angeles fisherman had plan­
ned to fly into Kelowna on Saturday 
but could not obtain customs ! clear­
ance in time, so came by car and ar­
rived Sunday morning.
They have obtained excellent fishing, 
and one of the fishermen, it is report-
general . meeting 
held in the
BOARD OF ’TRADE ROOMS
but the latter was retired at second. Murray, Hammond, V. Leier, Hodges; Two Bostonians and Los Angeles Spurrier, \yas. able to catch
Crawford walked while Val Leier struck out by Hammond 2, by H. Cou- Man in P a ftv  W h irh  ® 8 pounds in weight on the
fanned. Bedford and Ernie Kielbiski sins 7, by Kielbiski 3; bases on balls, O o i n  ■ t »* 4. • ' "  fly. This is the largest fish reported I
both connected to score Crawford, off Hammond 1, off H. Cousins 3, off ^eyerai J^ays in District from the Dee Lake chain.
while Rudy Kielbiski’s hit cleared the Kielbiski 2; umpire, Reith. Using a little plug and a fly, Kam-
RUHAND CONTINUES WIN STREAK 
BY 9-3 VICrORY OYER SUMMERLAND
Defeat Pen; 
16 Poin 
Inter-C
cu^eam By CENTRAL OKANAGAN
ay s/Play— W in  
atches
Team
Limit catches have been the order loops trout Up to 12 pounds in weight 
of the day in the Okanagan Valley,. have been captured at Mabel lake, 
especially in the Kelowna district, and where there are no mosquitoes to 
fishermen have obtained excellent re- ^°lher the sportsman.
suits. The Courier learns. Over the Genuine Sockeye
past week-end a large number of fish-
ermen from the United States invaded Four or five boats got their limit at
the Beaver and Dee Lake chain and l^he on Sunday, the fish being
monopolized many of the cabins, en- ^°lh Kamloop^ trout and genuine sock-
joying their outing so much that many salmon
League Standing
Xto W-LlillXAXg atJLCCLlV ------- :
to tajke the visiting Summerland nine Kelowna Red Sox
runs to 3, in a game which yvas featur­
ed by a pitching duel between Henry
Rutland Maroons
P W L Pet.
... 5 5 0 1.000
... 5 4- 1 .800
.5 3 2 .600
... 5 1 4 .200
.. 5 . 1 4 .200
.. 5 1 4 .200
of them extended their holiday.
Foremost in the parties o f visiting 
fishermen was brie group composing 
Seattle and Bpston men, who arrived 
here on Friday. They remained at 
Sfexsmith’s cabin until Tuesday eve­
ning. being joiried on Sunday by a Los 
Angeles and a Seattle visitor.
These landlocked salmon 
can only be obtained from Woods lake 
in the Iriterior of this province. 
Beaver lake yielded limit
FR ID A Y, JUNE 3
■ 8 p.m.
ALL MEMBERS PLEASE 
ATTEND
Dr. Cecil Newby will show 
his moving pictures to you.
R. B. S T A P L E S
(Guest Speaker)
Membership fees will be pay­
able at this meeting.
,44-lc—2-lc
b u i l d i n g ,
S U P P L ll^ ,
D e m a n d  H A U G ’S 
M a t e r ia ls
— in your specifications for a sat­
isfactory job on your home build-' 
ing or repairs— and you’ll get it !
T IL E  CEM ENT BRICKS  
L IM E  GYPROC  
LATH S
W m .  H A U G  ®  S O N
COAL and COKE DEALERS PHONE 6 6
the former had a slight edge, and re- Results of Week’s Games:
ceived better support. The visitors Thursday, May 26:
American Visitors
In the first party were Harold Man 
son,. Brookline, Mass, and A. H. Morse, Gilbert 
of Boston, Mass., Lawrence Galve
Dr. C. A. Eberlein and V. G. Norine, 
„ catches Tenasket, Wash;. Harold Chadwick,
for every fisherman who wished to-Mrs. R. E. Braddy;-Jr.; R. R. Robertson, 
haul them in over the week-end, and Mrs..‘Elsa Robertson, Seattle, Wash.; 
on Sunday; ever^ available boat in the peter Graves, Spokane, Wash.
vicinity, was being used. ______ ____________
Among the fishermen who have been 
in this district recently from south of
NORTH OKANAGAN LEAGUE
and Russell Keys, Winslow, Wash.;
collected 8 hits, but the Summerland 
hits were scattered, while Rutland 
bunched hits on Gould in the third and 
fifth, getting 7 hits in the game.
Thirty Strike-Outs
Henry Wostradowski whiffed no less 
than 16 Summerland batters, while 
Gould struck out 14 Rutland men, a 
total of 30 strike-outs in the one game, 
something on ar ecord. Gould walked Monday, May 30
W L Pet.
Vernon ...........  1 1 .500
Reyelstoke ..... 1 1 .500
Kamloopfe ...... ....... ......... 1 1 .500
Salmon Arm ........  1 1 .500
'Transfers 7, Oyama 1.
Red SOx 3 1 0 0 4—8
Maroons ............ 0 .0  0 2 1—3
L. Boklage and V. Leier; Martin and 
B. Welter.
Adanacs ............ 7 1 0  1 1—10
Winfield  ....... 0 0 0 0 1— 1
Bach and Holisky; McCarthy and 
Cook.
one man, while Henry restricted his 
free passes to one hit batsman. Sum­
merland went out in one, two, three 
order in the first half of the opening
stanza and Andy Kitsch, first to bat and Cook.
Red Sox 9, Transfers 8.
Maroons ........ 6 0 0 2 0 x—8
Winfield 0 1 0 0 0 0—1
W. Hardie and Reid; A. Williamson
Adanacs 2 4 0 2 1  0—9
Oyama ....;.....  1 0 2 1 2 1—7
Bach and F. Wostradowski; Gallach-
for the home team, hit to the pitcher, 
but a wild throw to first gave him a 
life, and another base. Bach fanned, 
theri John Holisky, the Rutland catcher er. Young arid Pothecary. 
made first on a miscue by McKenzie,
Kitsch going to third; Fred Kitsch, 
playing for Rutland again after a lapse 
of several years, slapped a fast single 
through the infield, scoring his brother, 
and John Holisky. A  passed, ball by
SOUTH OKANAGAN
League Standing
p m c CHANGED TO PURR
w h e n  yeu  switch to  TRITON 
th e  100%  p u re  p a ra ffin -b a se  o i l !
first. Henry Wostradowski went out 
pitcher to first, Frank advancing to 
third on the play, but Frank made the 
third out by trying to beat out another 
passed ball, being tagged out at the 
plate.
'The second inning saw Summerland 
come back hard, Dunham starting it 
off with a Rne drive. Gould fanned, 
but Gregory was safe at first when 
Gerein fumbled his founder. Mac- 
Dougall fanned for the second put, but
Team P W L Pet.
Rutland ........... ...3 3 0 1.000
Kelowna ........ .... 2 1 1 .500
Peachland ..... ..... 2 1 1 .500
Summerland ........ 3 1 2 .333
Beaverdell ... . ...: 2 0 2 .000
Last Sunday’s Results: 
Rutland 9, Summerland 3. 
Kelowna 7, Beaverdell 3.
Next Sunday’s Games: 
Kelowna at Summerland, 
Peachland at Beaverdell, 
Rutland bye.
N.B.—By mutual arrangement the
Thompson clouted the ball to left field, PeacWand-Beaverdell series has been 
scoring Dunham and Gregory, but died switched,. Peachland travelling to Bea-
on second when McKenzie was whiffed 
for the third out.
verdell on Sunday, June 5; and Bea­
verdell playing at Peachland oh July 3.
It was Rutland’s turn to go out one T^ e^se games ^were reversed in the 6r-
two, three in the last half of the second, schedule.
Triton stops carbon knocks, 
changes p in g  to purr, be­
cause it cleans out carbon as 
you drive. It’s 100% pure 
lubricant, 100% pure par­
affin-base. Saves you money 
4 ways—on carbon scrapes, 
gasoline, oil drains, and 
motor wear. Ask for Triton 
next time you buy oil.
A. Holisky being thrown out at first 
by MacDougalTs smart pick-up of his 
grounder, Gerein and Bulloch striking 
out in quick succession.
Scores Tied Briefly 
In the third 
knotted the score for a brief period, 
Bennest, after being granted a life by 
Gerein’s second error, scored when 
Dunsdon connected for a safety. Wos­
tradowski retired the side unassisted 
by his team-mates by striking out Bor- 
ton, Dunham and Gould.
Coming to bat in the last of the third 
Rutland quickly regained the lead.
U N I O N  O I L  C O M P A N Y  O F  C A N A D A ,  L T D .
out second to first; but brother Heriry 
singled, scoring Kitsch to make the 
count 6-3 for Rutland. A. Holisky 
walked; but with two on the bags 
Gerein again fanned to retire the side, 
flame Summerland the first of the fourth Summerland
threatened again, filling the Bases with 
only one down, but McKenzie was 
thrown out at first on a roller to fhe 
pitcher, and Bennest fanned, ending 
the suspense. Gould turned on the 
heat in the last of the fourth, fannihg 
Bullochr A. Kitsch, and Bach in rapid 
succession. Summerland got two men 
which they retained for the rest of the ^^ses m the fifth, ^ ter one man wa.?. 
game. Andy Kitsch struck out, but ?ut, Dundsdon and Dunham connect- 
Bach got to first when he was hit by Jpff safeties, but Gregory and Mac- 
a pitched ball. John Holisky cracked out swinging wildly at
out a hit, Bach going to htird. F."ed Wostradowski s out-drops, to letire the 
Kitsch then came through with his side again scoreless, 
second hit of the game, a long fly that Three More in Fifth
went for two bases, scoring Bach and Rutland added another trio of runs 
Holisky. Frank Wostradowski went in their half of the fifth. John Holisky
----- ""T—----:------- ^ -------------  started it off with a isingle, Fred Kitsch
Additional Sport News on Page 8 Turn to Story 3, Page 8
' '
THE AQUATIC SEMON STARTS 
W e d n e s d a y ,  Jsaaie Stfia
with an
O P E M I M G  D A N C E
M e m b e r s h ip
R a te s
in the enlarged Pavilion at 9.30 p.m,
P E T T M A N ’S IM P E R IA L  O R C H E S T R A
Q P F P 'I  A I  M Q T F  This dance is FREE to all fully paid up 
M * V/ 1 Jli members. Secure your ' membership
Family .... $4.00
Any two members of a family and 
' children ..iUnder 14 years.
ticket NOW from Don Poole or any of the following. Directors:— 
M. DePfyffer, B. Johnston, R. Parkinson, C. DeMara, J. Treadgold, 
C. Friend or L. Leathley.
Additional to Family $1.00 
Single
p.m.Thursday, June 16th, at 3
LADIES’ a u x il i a r y
ANNUAL FASHION SHOW
on the new stage at the Pavilion.
FISHING
IS good in the 
Lake.
BOATS
are always av­
ailable at the 
Aquatic Pavil­
ion. Rentals are 
reduced this 
season.
>4
Wh %
HAGE SIX T H E  K E L O W N A  COURIER
South Okuiuifcaii IVfuiiuiiiciil Wurksi 
IIKAUSTONKS ANI> 
MONUMENTS
IiTipoiicd aiul nalivo ('.raiiito or 
inai bk-—Satiafaetlort cuarantced 
at rijjht prlcca.
Box 501, Eeiitlctuii, H. C.
RUTLAND W.A. 
DISCUSSES $200 
CHURCH LEGACY
FAIR VALUATION SET ON ALL
CITY-OWNED PROPERTIES
Rutland Baseball Teams Set Pace 
In All Three Leagues
JO SEPH  ROSSI
CO N TR ACTO R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn
Fhoiiu »98
The Women’a As.socialion of the Un­
ited Cluireli held their regular meeting 
for (he month of May at the lioim; of 
Mrs. C. A. Campbell, on Tliur.sday la.st. 
Mrs. G. Fletcher t(jok the chair in the 
unavoidable absence of the j)resident 
and vice-president. Mrs. W. J. Cam-
U.GUIDl&ORSl
CoiitriicturH for 
rLASTEKING, STUCCO and 
MASONKY WORK 
Thonc 494-L. OK 631-L
The city council has prepared a li.st 
of property for which the city holds 
indefeasible title and has set a price 
for which the various parcels will be 
sold. The list has been placed in the 
hands of the various real estate llrms 
eron, and her daughter June Cameron, D»e city and is also available at the 
took charge of the devotional i)eriod, offices.
having for tlieir subject, ‘'Service”. I ”  cases in which a lot Is pur- 
Rev. A, C. Pound spoke to the ladies city, the purpose for
on bc.’half of the trustees of the clmrch which the projicrty is to be used must
New List of Properties for Sale MISSION CREEK
Now  Available to Public ^  _____
SCHOOL NOW ON
SUMMER TIME
Pupils Now Go at Eight- 
Heat of Mid-Afternoon
-Miss
KEI.OWNA FUKNITUKE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTORS! 
Day Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 791 
KELOWNA, B. C.
MONUMENTS
i  Sand Blast Lettering
dSSk VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
Owing to tliu approacli of tlie warm 
weatlicr, the summer scliedule at Mis-
....................... - ......—-........................ , .4 .4   ^ I II I, 4 , Creek school has begun, the
oil th(> nueHlioii of the best use for the **PPi*<-’**Uon to purchase, pupils now going in at eight o'clock
$200 le/;acy recently received by the reserves the right to refuse Instead of nine. The now scliedule
Rutland Chureli. It was decided to ... , , avoids’the heat of the mid afternoon,
leave the disposal in the hands of the "  selling price of each lot has „  , , * • *
trut)toi\s but H suj'|*'ostion wus nuiclc ntimcd on the list. The purebuser I-*ittlc Bobby Bull of Oliver is visit-
that wiiter bo laid ’on in the church Privilege of paying one-third ing witli his grandmother, Mrs. Hall.
Refreshments were .served at Purchase pi'icc at the time of ir,.! * iLr*ii j  ^ uiu
making the application to purcliase un- Holland and ehlld-
der option and the balance not later who left on May 19, motoring 
than November 1st, 193(1. Should the through the States to Victoria, returned 
purchaser not pay the remaining two- last Monday,
thirds on or before the date stipulated, a • "I i .
the intitial payment will be forfeited . A
to the city Saturday night when the cast of
If there arc improvements on the lot accompanied by
for which an application to purchase is ^ s u r p i i s c d  Mi. and Mrs. Frank 
received by the city, it is necessary for ^ >wseu. * * *
the city to advertise the property for a  few Benvoulin friends went up to
r 11 U 4 . 1 4  1 4*" newspaper. In the Rutland on Tuesday night and wore
Miss Irene Bush returned to her event of more than one application to entertained at the home of Rev. and
home m the district last week from purchase being received the pmperty Mrs. A. C. Pound, where many beau-
4. * * person making the tiful and interesting Chinese curios
Mr. and Mrs. W Sharpe entertained plication is 'receivSi^fo?' on ^ a Z " the ^ y Z e Z £ ^ th iZ g h ^ h e ‘'*ld 
Uic mcmbeis of the caste of ‘peacon same parcel of land and for the same Mr Pound tPiough the kindness of
Dubbs’ at their home on Wednesday purchase price, the first application in ^
last. A “scavenger hunt” was one of writing received by the city clerk will Mr. Harry Johnston of the Benvoulin
amie.x.
Ilio close of the meeting by the hostess. 
Many of those present took the oppor­
tunity later to view the beautiful dis­
play of flowers in Mrs. Campbell’s gar­
den. The next meeting of tlie W.'A; 
will bo hold in the church annex.Iff 4i
Tlie members of the School Operatic 
Society held an enjoyable parly at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Snowsell 
on Saturday evening. May 28lh.
! *
F U M E R T O N ’ S
SMART NEW DRESSES
llils splendid group, now aUractive styled ‘‘Sheers” ; sliort sleeves, low 
neck lines and draped bodice—also Bolero jackets to match 
Sizes 14 to 20, 38 to 44. Special ............................................... tI>b,57D
DRESSES FOR THE LARGER WOMAN
$4.95
These attractive frocks are smartly styled in the new 
dusty shades, outsizes. Special ...................................
SAVE ON JIGGER COATS -  $7.95
You’ll want one of these the minute you see them. There is no more
practical coat for sunicr wear—These quality polo cloth, finger tip IciikI is
red, paddy mv'nn i---- - _ Ltweed styles—colours 
blue, fawn and white; priced at
gi'ccn, American beauty. $7.95
SPECIAL! SUMMER FELTS
In assorted pastel shades and whito-oircring a splendid selection m  
for this June Saving event—new high crowns. Sport models; each
the features, and caused much fun.
Mrs. Kenneth Macaskill, nee Laura
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING
Okanagan Manager
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD .
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
cellaneous shower” given in her hon 
our on Friday afternoon of last week 
at the home of Mrs. Wm. McDonald.
HOUSEWIVES!
be given priority. garage moved into his new premises
A  commission of five per cent, with last week situated on the corner of the
Granger was the recipient of many  ^ minimum of $'7.50 per lot, will be Vernon and Benvoulin roads. 
u 3 f  \ was me recipient oi many upon execution of the option or * • *
m delivery of conveyance to any real es- A  very iiiteresting report of the Un-
tate agent through whom the sale is “ ed Church conference which was 
made excepting property sold by the recently held in Vancouver, was pre- 
ivr.. #-> T 4- e ^ere for which five per cent commis- sented in Benvoulin last Sunday by
'vill be paid, but no commission Peter Ritchie of Rutland who was the 
bride, and Mrs. J. Macaskill of Verncm, paid, as a result of the above chosen delegate,
the groom’s mother presided at the mentioned adverti^ment, an offer is 
urns for the afternoon tea which was received of an amount above that made 
served on the lawn.  ^ by or through an agent.
Rutland’s baseball teams are doing present list sets what is consid-
^11 i„ ..n     rm,„ o—:—  ---- cred a fair valuation of each parcel of
land owned by the city. This list will 
be the official list used in the future.
Y O U  CAN  H A V E  M ORE  
L E IS U R E  T IM E  B Y  OR­
D E R IN G  Y O U R  CAKES  
FROM  US.
Drop in for a delicious cup 
of tea while you are down­
town shopping.
well in all leagues. The Senior team 
is on top in the Valley league, the Ad- 
anacs are setting the pace in the Cen­
tral League, while the Maroon Inter­
mediates are away out in front in the 
Intermediate League. Games in this 
league on Friday last resulted in wins 
for Maroons over Oyama, and Winfield 
over Rutland Rangers.
Last Sunday, at the United Church, 
Rutland, an excellent report of the 
Conference held in Vancouver was 
given by Peter Ritchie, lay delegate, 
nnd Rev. A. C. Pound.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Macaskill, of Ver-
OBSERVE CLEAN-UP 
DAY AT WESTBANK
ADVANCEMENT OF 
REUGION TOLD BY 
Y.P.S. SPEAKER
New Park Given Thorough Clean- 
Up on May 24th
Westbank observed the 24th of May 
as clean-up day in the new park at 
Gellatly Bay. Mackay Bros, helped 
move a lot of rubbish with a truck and 
the children combined work and pleas- 
, ure and made a fine job. It is planned
Even As Society, Government, to improve the bathing shed in the 
Science Have Progressed So future. * ,  ^ ,
Has Religion Says C. Dilworth Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Fenton and
family have moved on to the ranch
GAY PLAY TOGS 
FOR CHILDREN
BOYS’ WASH SUITS—Neat styles 
of attractive two tones—some have 
zippers, assorted colours; sizes 2 to 
6 years. Priced at—
I
49c, 59c, 79c 98c 
SHEER DRESSES
Adorable styles for the 1 to 3 year 
“Toddlers” and 3 to 6 “Little Tot” 
white and pastel shades.
S al .... 98c $1.49
GIRLS’ TUB FROCKS and trim 
smart “Swing” Partie Dresses—in 
neat prints, ages 2 to 6, 7 to 14 years.
79c, 98c, $1.29
SUMMER HANDBAGS
/ \ i%
New styles in white and coloured 
patent and novelty grained fab- 
ficoids. Pouches and under arm, 
with frame top or zipper closing.
....79c •“ $1.59
PHONE 121
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
The total value of dairy production strife, ignorance, savage
in Canada in 1937 was $228,403,127 
compared with $211,421,764 in 1936.
T R Y  T H E  C O U R IE R  C L A S S IF IE D  A DS.
CITY
non cnenf thp week-end visiting at the has advanced greatly since which Mr. Fenton purchased from Mr.
Z  ancient times, Clare Dilworth told the D. M. Smith. ,
home of Mr. and IVR-s.^  C. L. Granger. Young People’s Society of the United * * *
The fine collection of curios from Church on Sunday evening, May 29. ^
China are on exhibit at the Manse this .. changed considerably even in serious
the last generation. As society has ad- and his neighbors are pleased
' ' ______  vanced from the caveman style with to see that he is able to drive his car
continual strife, ienorancel .savage again.
tribal rule-with countless barriers be- The Womens Institute held its usual
tween c^firT^ff^nZ^o r v  S S r Z Z  w^Tlf tS f! whole nations today; knowledge from with the presr^nt, Mrs.
ignorance, fear and superstition to in- ® F  chair. The meet-
telligence and scientific management, "  Z
so has religion progressed also. the Gordon Campbell Pre-
People believed and worshipped XZkins "
many, gods in ancient days, and in *
terrorized by them. Captain Bull, M.L.A., was present at 
What the Ignorant niasses then did not a meeting of the Westbank Irrigation 
kpow about certmn things, crafty District which was held to discuss the 
chiefs invented _ahd in this way built raising of the water tolls and taxes.
class, ’l^rough the Westbank Irrigation District is run to 
fear _ they instilled in their believers’ give' good service On an. economical 
minds by threatening them with bodily basis and the rates cannot be lowered 
harm, sickness, loss of crops, and even this season. •
death if they didn’t pay them for p r o - --------—^
tection from some gods which were being a humane Creator, 
thought capable of doing harm, the Religion, instead of being a cruel
DON’T FORGET THE FASHION SHOW, JUNE 16
FUMERTON’S LIMITED
“WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
•fr «  «  «  «  4> «  4  «  «  «  4>«  «
LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR
ireKg. sloju®,
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  4 4> 4 4  4 4  4 4  4  4 4
FROM DR. OOTMAR
New York, N. Y.,
T A X  SALE
% t i ]
'2J
R E V IS E D  P R IC E  L IS T  H A S  B E E N  IS S U E D  
B Y  T H E  C IT Y  W IT H  M A N Y  D E S IR A B L E  
L O T S  L IS T E D  FO R  SALE .
Wishing to co-operate with the 
Council to dispose of these lots, 
we will be pleased to furnish all 
particulars and assist you to view 
them.
tribal chiefs grew wealthy and power- form of power as at first, now is seen 
ful. • in its pure form meant to make people
Even many wealthy people would free to express themselves, to think reade^ interest in
part with their money and possessions straight, to act together without a ^c^c^rs foi their very g eat interest 
quickly when they were
To the Editor,
The Kelowna Courier, 
an econo ical Dear Sir,
From serious disease gratefully re­
covered and through-the love showed 
to me and thereby feeling myself clos­
er related to the citizens of Kelowna 
and District, I come to you, dear Edi­
tor, to ask you for some space in your 
valuable paper, in order to thank your
threatened haunting terror, free to know all, free 
with harm. As long as they were kept if they really desire it to be their own 
in ignorance their chiefs dominated and masters and by practising the Divine 
swindled them. Their tyranny decrees- Laws to bring the world closer to the 
ed in proportion as the people saw goal of tolerance, justice, prosperity, 
light and exposed their oppressors’ and peace which are the real purposes 
fraudulent devices. Religion therefore of religion. '
was not practised as it was meant. An enjoyable feature was a duet 
Through superstition and ignorance it “Love Divine, A ll Loves Excelling”
sung by Mrs. J. Bowering and Ernest 
Burnett, accompanied by Frieda Dil­
worth at the piano.
Mabel Edwards introduced and 
thanked. Mr. Dilworth for his thought­
ful talk.
me.
was employed to cheat the people.
The concept of God has changed 
greatly also. The ancient Hebrews be­
lieved He was a vengeful, cruel Being. 
As time went on there was a gradual 
change in their opinion towards His
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY 
OF KELOWNA
In the dark days preceding my opera­
tion, the prayers, the love and sym­
pathy bestowed on me made it easier 
to bear my fate.
It is" to the honor of Vancouver that 
they told me about a new operation 
performed in New York in otherwise 
inoperable cases. Going to New York 
without hope, it was found that the 
tumor was radio sensitive and that an 
operation would prolong my life—cure 
my disease. After further treatment in 
Vancouver with deep X-rays, I am 
grateful to say that I will be able to 
serve this splendid city and lovely val­
ley again for some time to come, in 
the way I have tried my best to do for 
so many yeai’s.
Yours truly.
H ail! H aU  ! HaU!
STR O N G E ST  C O M PA N IE S  
L O W E S T  P R E M IU M S  
M O ST S A T IS F A C T O R Y  A D JU ST M E N T S
Start this season with the Five-Year Premium . Reducing
Policy !
McTAVISH & WHELIS, LIMITED
‘THE PIONEER HAIL AGENTS”
REAL ESTATE INSITRANCEE
KELOWNA SEA sential.The Ship’s Company will parade in 
P A n i 7 T  r r i D D G  uniform without gaiters at Head-
i3 quarters on Tuesday, June 7, at 7.15
“ Grenville” Company 1358 for the annual inspecU^^^
_____ ^  ^  note the time of this parade, 7.15 p.m.
Orders for Parade: t '
There w ill be the usual parade at r>„t„ i n
Headquarters on Friday, June 3, at
7.30 p.m. Uniforms will not be worn ^ \
at this parade. A  full turn out is es- nnhliZ^rP general____ . ____ ;_________________ ■ - public are urged to attend the annual
T" inspection of the Kelowna Sea Cadet 
Corps, “ Grenville” , which takes place
!’ '
G. A. OOTMAR. work is valuable, they have given the next Tuesday evening in the Richter 
Ed. Note: The Courier understands that Mosquito Control Association excellent Street Armoury. The Corps w ill fall
Dr. Ootrnar is expected to return to 
Kelowna on June 11th.
For Sale
MOSQUITO CONTROL
Kelowna, B.C.- May 31, 1938. 
■To the Editor,
The Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
advice and every possible assistance, in at 7,15 p.m.
Each year a copy of our balance sheet Without doubt a most interesting- 
and report of our operations have been evening will be afforded those who 
sent them. When the control started attend. Among the many subjects in 
the late Mr. Hearle kindly came to ad- which the Cadets will be inspected are
Any price we quote will be exactly the same as if 
purchased directly from the City.
E. M. CarruChers & Son 
McTavish & Whillis, Ltd.
Okanagan LoanCr Investment
Trust Co.
Notice is hereby given that a revised 
list of property acquired by the City 
at Tax Sales, showing minimum 
prices for which the Council is pre­
pared to sell same, may be inspected 
at the City Office, where written ap­
plications to purchase such property 
will be received.
These lots may also be purchased through all 
licenced real estate dealers.
squad drill, rifle drill, physical train­
ing, physical training games, knots, 
splices, compass, first aid, Ufe saving, 
Semaphore and Morse code.
For months past, officers and Cadets
G. H. D U N N ,  
City Clerk.
Kelowna, B.C., 
M ay 25th, 1938. 44-lc
vise us. He made a very careful sur 
vey of the entire area and told us we 
had a very difficult problem—much 
more difficult than Kamloops Area. A
It is interesting to observe that steps few years later he congratulated us on _   ^ _ ________________
are being taken to “take the guess the measure of control obtained which have been working hard to make a 
work out of mosquito control.” This he considered remarkable with the good showing at this inspection. They 
is all to the good so long as is it not small expenditure of money which had hope to retain the I.O.D.E. Shield won
used to distract public opinion from been made. last year for the first time by this
the real problem of mosquito control. Practically all the information ob- Corps.
For many years the real problem has tained on Mr. R. W. Corner’s trip to Worthy of note is the fact that these 
been when one started to spray on Kamloops is already on file. We should inspections are not exhibitions care- 
Monday to “guess” whether there have been pleased to save hini a trip, fully arranged beforehand, but actual 
would be sufficient funds to keep the We could also have regaled him with impromptu examinations of the effici- 
spray going until the following Satur- our experiences in Kamloops before ency of Officers and Cadets. As a re­
day. The operator was employed by control was introduced. For two suit, every drill and class is fresh,
the day. He was told to spray from months one summer the lawn tennis alert, undulled by lengthy rehearsal. 
Monday, to Thursday and then report, club was closed down and people were Anything may happen on inspection! 
On Thursday if fresh funds had come attending the picture show with news- Realizing this. Cadets respond to their 
in in the meantime he was told to con- papers tied round their legs. Officers’ commands with a vigor that
tinue. Naturally this was not a very The problem is comparatively sirnple. has astounded spectators on former
attractive job for the operator. He can Reasonable control can be obtained occasions. ’
hardly be blamed if he was on the over the entire area for a comparative- And now a word to “Grenvilles’* 
look-out for some more settled occupa- ly small annual expenditure. It looks themselves. Be sure to have your uni- 
tion. If the intention is to remove the as if this sum would have to come from forms in first class condition on Tues- 
“guess work” the first step is to pro- the City of Kelowna. The Council w ill day. Taps and trousers should be
vide early each year a definite sub- not undertake the expenditure unless cleaned and pressed, collars clean, lah-
stantial sum which can form the basis public opinion is overwhelmingly be- yards and caps white, boots shone, etc. 
of a settled policy and secure the ser- hind it. Public opinion must show it- Remember parade starts at 7.15.
vices of a steady, qualified; experienced self in no uncertain terms. -------------------------- -
operator. It must be sufficiently large Yours truly, Canada, Argentina, the Netherlands,
to provide a margin for bad years. H. V. CRAIG , the United States, Manchukuo, and
The officials of the Dominion Ento- President, Kelowna District Mosquito Denmark are the chief world importers 
mological Branch have visited this area Control Association. of wool tissues.
/
THURSDAY, JUNE 2. 1930 TH E  K ELO W NA COURIER
FERRY PROBLEMS 
ARE DISCUSSED
W ill Visit Kelowna -More About-
KATIiS
First twenty-live words, llfty ce«ts;
additional words one eent each.
If Copy is accompanied, by cash or ac­
count Is paid within two weeks from 
date of issue, a discount of twenty- 
live cents will be made. Thus a 
twenty-live word advertisement ac- 
' eompanled by cash or paid witliin 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum chai’gc, 25 cents.
When it is desired that replies be ad­
dressed to a box at The Courier 
Ofllcc, an additional charKe of ten 
cents is made.
Each initial and (iroup of not more 
than five IlKures counts as one word.
Advertisements for this column sliouM 
be in The Courier Ofllce not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
‘93* J U N E  W
FOR SALE
SUNMONTUESWEDTIIUIFRI SAT
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17« 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30
Tui'sday’s board of trade executive 
nieetiiijc was .sotnethiju; of a j;et-ac- 
<|uainled tete-a-tete witli Cl. M. Stowe, 
a.s.sistanl district eiijtineei', as {juest of 
iionoiir. 'i’lie board and tlie encineer 
e/ijoyed an iiifornial discu.%.si«»n cent- 
j'iiiK ar«)und tin* ferry, roads and otiier 
Ijrobleins of tlie district.
Out of tlie discussion caint.- a su;’ges- 
tion tliat tlie seliedule of tiie Holdup 
.'ilioulii be more extensively advertised 
in tile nortliern and soutiiern ends of 
tlie Valley. Hotels should have copies 
of tile seliedule and it also should be 
erected on a siKn board at the border, 
as well as at Vernon and Penticton.
The po.ssibllity of entering into an 
agreement'with th(‘ confectionary stand 
at the Westbank ferry dock to act ns an 
information clearing house was discus­
sed by the Board and a committee will 
further investigate the question.
THREE
MEMBERS
M
START WORK ON 
BIG BEND ROAD BERT FIDDES 
Boys’ work secretary and well-known
From Page 1, Column 1 
expen.-^ es, which last year air.ounted to 
more than $3,000.
’J’his projiosal, which eventually be­
came a motion, failed to meet with the 
meeting’s approval, Archie Law.son, 
Grand Forks, believin/r tlie right policy 
was to allow the members a free hand 
to travel as they saw lit, and Capt. 
Porteous, Oliver, contending that the 
salary, under the proposal, would have 
to be set quite high in order to pro­
tect the grijwers.
No delegate voted for the motion 
when it w.'is put before tlie meeting.
Kclowika Auditor
On ji motion of F, W. King, Kaleden, 
and T. D. Shaw-Maclaren, Oyama, R. 
G. Rutherford & Co., Kelowna, was 
upoinled auditor.
At the outset Chairman Haskins gave 
a short report on behalf of the Board, 
stressing the need of grower co-opera­
tion, for otherwise the Valley will be 
back in the same position it was four 
years ago.
BURNY c a l l u s , Iva Corn uiid ItchyToe were friendly with Jerry Foot
until Cress Corn Salve removed them. 
Sold by P. B. Willits & Co., Ltd., and 
at all drug counters.
IN  MEMORIAM
On Wednesday, May 2.5, the first ac- former Kelownian, who will take part 
tual road work on the completion of with his boys’ leaders at the United 
the Big Bend highway from Revelstoke Church services next Sundnv niehf >inH
to Golden was commenced for the 1930 at the Young Ikmple’s raHy ^ n hl> ha^f growers' duty
season. Sixty-two men commenced ^  standard contract.
Fo r  s a l e —Shctlund pony, gentle, T. Drew, Box 343, Vernon. 44-lp.
WE . BUY, WE SELL all second-hand furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture
Co., Ltd. 24-tfc
IN RESPECT and alTcctionatc memory emidoyment in the repair shops and on of my friend. William Maddin, who road, and this week twice that 
passed away June G, 1937. number were employed.
44-lp NAIDA GIBB. Supplementary estimates include
___ .......I..."' """ "I — ■■■..I $600,009 for construction improvements
repairs of the Golden-Revelstoke 
IM vl 1 highway and improvements to the main
tourist routes from the international
-More About-
i  THE COURIER
WITNESSES
SWAP—Best outboard twinlake. Trade for 22 horse or 
in good shape. Value $100. Box 
■Courier.
boundary to Banff in Banff National From Page 1, Column 1
on the I  T*’HOLS'rEBING FURNI'rURE, loose Park and to Yoho and Kootenay parks. Barrat, O. W. Hembling and A  W
bigger ^  covers^cut and made. All kinds of There is also $300,000 for the Banff- Gray. They expressed their satisfac- Sid over^to c  F c  A
 214, repairs. Chesterfields made to order. Jasper highway. tion that such a large shipper, who is B.C.F.G.A. meeti
43-3p Write or call, A. E. Homewood, Glen- 
wood Avenue. 4 4 -lp -More About-
WANTED OT. LOUIS CAFE under new manage-ment. Beginning 1st June 1938, the
...........................  St. Louis Cafe, Kelowna, B.C., will be
Antiques, silver, ^^e management of Lee ChungWANTED to buy ________ _____ „furniture, etc. Courier, No. 212. will not be
40-6d responsible for any debts of the previ-
__________ ^ ^ _____________ ous owners namely, Tom Lee, Lee Poy,
Louis Yee, after the above date.
TO REPLACE
akso a grower, would line'up with "the 
contract idea at this critical stage.
Right at the start. E. Snowsell, Glen- 
more, enquired about the Quebec crate, 
and Mr. Haskins carefully explained 
the differentiation between the govern­
ment of the Fruit Board and the B.C. 
F.G.A. President Loyd, of the latter 
organization, also explained the duties 
of the grades committee, which has 
debated the value of the Quebec crate 
for some years and has never been
was 
meeting in
TyANTIBD to Rent for month of Aug-
» w ust, furnished house or well-fur­
nished camp near beach. Write C. J. 
Frederickson, Prince George, B.C. 43-2c
From Page 1, Column 7 
bank this year which will approximate
M. Watson, Coldstream, queried 
the cost of compiling circulars regard- 
riiousand bignaturcs ing the distribution of the fruit crops
The contract is at a critical point in and was told by Mr. Barrat that the 
its career. There are now just over value was great but the cost, after the 
1 ,0 0 0  signatures of growers who state year’s work of compiling statistics each 
they agree with the standard contract week, was not great at the end. 
idea. More than fifty per cent of the Salary Travelling Costs
G?SSe';?"growers!'° M a n f h discussion of .travelling ex-
QT’ T riTTTc o  Arviri iii dpiyivywiiiicut: growGrc havp nnt cpnf in tVioin oinnn ponses in the financial statement, es-
ST. LOUIS CAFE. 3 0 0  truck loads of fruit over last year’s f.,rpe thp rnmmitfpp fpi?c signa- pecially of the staff, which amounted.
43-2p output; , , S re ts S p ^ rT / v  h a l  than $800, came the informa-
And whereas the ferry was greatly Uon that this item was mainly made
ENGAGEMENT
JJR. MATHISON, dentist.
Block, telephone 89.
Willits* congested inl937i *' ’ ”  °  have they „p sums paid to George E. Brown.
49-tfc And whereas the Bus Service which cartel manager, who is called to travel
- is the only connection for others than JP them, extensively in interviewing shippers,
I- nnrnpvc nf nrixrn+p n„tPTnnV,iio= hnc hopn h^e committce members believe. dn  ^ w  rin iB E L IN  PHOTO studio for your Ko- ow ers of private automobiles as bee  
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient forced to miss several trips owing to
Tn ___M. Ti J Walker, Board inspector,
Whose work is mainly made up. of tra-
|y|R,. and Mrs. L. A. Hayman announce service, in before 9 a.m., out at 5 pan. the ferry being overcrowded and this convention last Thursday veiling from one packing house to
the engagement of their younger Ask for our FREE enlargement card, causing delay to both railway services; stated another, for four months of the year,
daughter, Margaret Eunice, to Dr, 33-tfc. And whereas passengers have missed contracts returned out of 2,500 jyj-j. -y^ z-aiker, it was explained, con-
Thomas Dal^mple, of Vancouver. The —  y  -----— T---T-------  their train, connections as a result' of from the Oka- centrates his work mainly on the con-
wedding will take place June 25th, at I  Lee Wah Tai have purchased from the above clelav nagan, although a few have seeped dition of thp fruit and thp mpthodc of
■ 7.30 o’clock. First United Ghurch, Ke- Lee Hai the Chop Suey business in And whereas the mail truck is often ., , packing, rather than doublin
lowna. 44-lc Chinatown and will not be responsible delayed because it is unable to get , Haskins if he work of other inspectors.
by the firm on the ferry; 4 o " I h i n n p r h n f M r .  .Watson, of C o lW a m ; stated
And whereas the anticipated tourist t ; ° b e e n  asked to sign
COMING EVENTS
for any debts incurred
known as Tai, Sing Low after this date. i-u  , Associated was really paying
^  Signed LEE WAH TAI. traffic in 1938 will be the heaviest on t h ? f t S p ? h ,?  ;  three inspections, that of the gov-
May, 15th, 1938. 40-3p record; w L  I S d  I
trac  ^ with a Sn chlnlp® Board’s official. He suggested that
Th e  regular monthly meeting of the A  SQUARE DEAL in plumbing, ed that tourists are avoiding the Oka- No shipper will there was duplication of effort, but inKelowna Junior Board of Trade *  heating and sheet metal work— nagan Valley route because of the un- growers lorce him to this the Board members could not
K
satisfactory service; ^ , ,, , . ^  agree.
And whereas limited passenger ac- g. Squires, Robson, thought it
comodation on the present ferry, which 4  sne?4n would be essential for the Board to
Mr . GROWER-Have you asked your by Federal Law, causes a„d offset tbyhaJm have an inspector under the cartel sysshipper about SuDer-Sored com- grave inconvenience on holidays; s?me ^S Lers  S  a ? f  Mr. Hembling*sAnd whereas owing to annually m- -wno are definitely op- query if the delegates wished to have
has been postponed until Friday, June Pimne 164 or 659L4.
10, at the Aquatic Pavilion. All mem- SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS 
hers please keep this date in mind. —-------------——-— ---------------—
i r t p r- pr  - 
tend a Dance Revue by Miss Prat- pound spreader and Best-Spred casein
ten’s class. Sponsored by the Kelowna spreader? Finer, more effective spread- ^^ reasing tonnage of soft fruits and ^^^ater in the dav A K  Lovd fruit continued. R. W. Ramsay,
Women’s Institute in aid of Child ers with analysis on oackaee. Whv nav f  Okanagan Mission, considered Mr. Wal
Welfare.
H EAR Dr. Telford, I.O.OJi'. Hall, Ke­lowna, Tuesday, June 7th. 43-2p
44-lp niore 1 = ’ S d  " r  pressure
4 4  ip mprejor less. Manufactured by Bart- southern part of the Valley for to bear on some shippers and was re-lett Chemicals, Penticton, B.C. 43-2c trans-shipment; to have a fixed percentage in sponsible for many faults being cor-
Therefore be it resolved that at this without further campaigmng. H tois rected, thus being a ,-well worthwhile
-More About-
CARD OF THANKS
Mr s . M. a . Rattenbury and family'Wish to extend their heartfelt
AQUATIC
OPENS
thanks and appreciation for the acts of 
kindness, messages of sympathy and 
beautiful floral offerings received from
From Page 1, Column 4
UtfCtULlXUX liUXct xcrucivcu XlUiH . > 1 . , n 1 • ^
their many friends, during their sad is sequestered in a rounded sheik whioh •I*' 
bereavement in the death of a loving ^akes up^Jiart of the verandah space 
: husband and father. : 4 4 -lc between the dance floor and the lounge
■ : . room.
-— ----------------------------------- —— - A small room for storing orchestral
equipment has also been added, just 
off this shell. The shell itself is ex­
pected to be quite an addition from a 
musical angle, as it will throw the
- joint meeting of Boards of Trade of Percentage was reached then a further to be emoloved 
** Westbank, Sumerland and Penticton, earnpaign should be instituted, other- wwi,
that we urgently request the Provincial wise the growers had signed their own
Government to commence immediate deathknell, provided the Privy Council Mr. Walker’s continuation really 
action on r new ferry that will be ade-' upset the marketing legislation, rests with the Board as the delegates
quate for the transportation needs on Campaign Continues cannot really tell his worth, R. A. Dy-
this highway which is a vital link be- However the camnaien is continu ing  -^™strong, considered. Mr. Coe
^  tween Valley points for commercial, as wm be W erved in^he advertising inspection
private, tourist, business and travel.” columns of this issue. The standard M?^wats?„ " tm SksTot certain that 
More About ____ —4* committee, working through "vvalker’s exoenses Were iustified
The committee argues that if the racking houqe wasn’t turning out a
fn f^ c r th o '4 1 f T  h goo^pack, then it would lofe trade
*  out of business, SO why should
From Page !  Column 4 effe?4e oSaSyo°^^^^^^^^From Page 1, Column 4 trol, without the legislation to back up
APARTMENT
B L O C K
TH E  UNITED  CHURCH OF 
CANADA
and B ernard
music out. over the floor in a more lowna Growers’ Exchange building are the efforts, then the contract must be 
powerful manner.  ^ estimated at $1,000. The only large enforced.
The Ladies Auxiliary to the Aquatic residence which* was commenced in This view is substantiated to some
Fir*i United, com er R ichter S t.
Avenue
Rev. W. W. M cPherson. M .A .. D .Th. 
O rganist and Choir L e a d e r: Cyril S. Mossop, 
A .T .C .M ., L .T .C .L .
Club has decided to spend $50 towards May had a building permit for $3,400, degree by Mr. Staples’ statements ear­
improving facilities in the ladies’ dress- the home being built by Mrs. F. S. Her in this story, 
ing room off the lounge. The bathing Wade.
Mr. Haskins reply was that one poor 
pack would react unfavourably oh all 
other Okanagan packs, and an attempt 
is being made to get uniformity in all 
packing houses.
Ira Hewlett, Westbank, added the
First United Church 
11 a.m. Monthly Family Service; 
“Has God Failed?”
rooms under the tea pavilion have also The May permits totalled $20,000, g r o ^ r r ^  1 1 16^4^  have'^syied the ^bought that some inspectors should be 
undergone considerable alteration. making the total for the year to date deal, but some fifty per cent in the ^
Add War Canoe $70,635, only $12,000 do'wn  ^froni ^ast Okanagan have signified their willing-
revealedThe addition of a war canoe, pur- year’s budding ^ures, which included ness to continue grower control under fin^nciM^st^^em^ent chased at a cost of about $500, will add ^be new ,Post Office construction. tho '^nntT-ant i/ion >e co r c dea. was
7.30 p.m. Annual Youth Service; further zest to this interesting race at The. May, 1937 permits amounted to. When The Courier reported slapped the Board members have takenpnnfrnntc' HAnrmcr TV/Tt* eicp_ aCCldent pOllCieS tOBert Fiddes and Boy Leaders. theknnuafWgatTaTto be'heY^ ^^  ^ approximately the same as this year’s the contracts'bearing Mk Stapfes’* sig-
on August 3 and 4, Wednesday and May figures. A  great many additions nature on Mr. Barrat’s desk, he was acc ideS f t ^  the memberr-^hile 
mi_____1.__ a lfa rn fio n .Q  fn n lr  l a s t  m o n t h  n n f  r,rfT»ia£i<iV»iir 1-.VV4- r.i-.'vv.kA a c c i u e n i s  lO i i i e  m e m D e r s  w n i i eThursday. alterations took place last onth not only agreeably surprised but some- Bn h K
On "Wednesday next the big opening .n.nd were responsible for most of tbe what taken aback as well. ^
dance of the season will take place  ^ permits, which were as follows: “We are very pleased with Mr. Stap-
. . u r T'u- being part of the regular Wednesday B. P. Schleppe,^garage, $60; J. F. les signature which has come before
This Society is 3  Dranch of The ■ Saturdsy dances at tlie Aquatic repairs, $250, Mrs. S. A. Cal- us,” was G. A. Bsrrat’s coninient.
Mother Church, The First Church of durine thp .qnmmpr. der. addition, $400; Mrs. F. S. Wade, the past few weeks we have been hear-
on
C H R ISTIAN  SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. .Bernard Ave. and B ertram  St. Asked by^Mr. Shaw-Maclaren, Oya­ma, who is the Board solicitor, Mr. 
Haskins, replied that there is none in 
the Okanagan, but both W. B. Bredin 
and E. C. Weddell, Kelowna, have been 
various times, while Mr.
PAGE SEVEN
G rape fru it
•SUNKIST”
A
SEEDLESS
W H O L E S O M E  BR EAK FA ST  T R E A T
Full flavored— easy to prepare—  
Segments lift right out.
W E  CA N  A L L  E A T  G R A PE F R U IT  N O W !  
—  They’re cheap —
SIZE  lOO’s—  g  for 2 5 ^ *
quite large for
$4.50 . PER HALF CASE $2.30
pkgs.
for
15c
FREEZING
M IX
FOR ICE CREAM
PER
TIN lO c
STRAW BERRIES
This luscious fruit is arriving daily from local gardens and the 
quality is good. If the weather continues dry and hot, the season 
will be short. We recommend preserving early.
LEAVE YOUR ORDER WITH US.
Gordon*s Grocery
PH O N ES-  3 0 -3 1REGULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
Summer Classics
YOU MUST 
HAVE
Cool Summer Classics—Clothes that 
never let you down! Versatile young 
new classics.
BE COOL IN COTTON LACE!
Two- and one-piece washable, laces 
—white trimed in blue, red and 
green. Suitable for all occasions 
with flared and pleated skirts.
Sizes 14 to 40, a t: prices that will 
shit, your pursk '
New shipment of LINEN DRESSES
—ideal for sport, business and vaca­
tion wear. U K
Priced from ......................
] The very latest in gloves have just- 
arrived from New York.
FILLET GLOVES—
Navy, white, biege 75c
SUMMER HATS
White Panamas, white felts and
white cellophane straws. Also in delicate
pastels with flowers and net trim. ............ $1.95’”$3.95
Don’t forget the Fashion Show and Tea, Thursday afternoon, June 16
(KELOWNA), LIMITEDChrist, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu- ‘ ”^Tlm4!?ay ^ afte?^^ 1 6 , will b6 residence $3 400; Mrs. A S. Wilson, re- ing stories continually concerning ship- emnloved at various times wniie ivir
-setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun- the day of the big fourth annual Fash- Per opposition to the standard contract ^ P C r4 S i L s  ^ecefred T r e t a W
■ day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third ion Show a feature which the Ladies’ chner, addition, $50; E. C: Harvey, ad- and Mr, Staples’ approval at such a j  fias received a retainer
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting. 8 Auxiliary handllseaTh season an^ dition and garage; $100; Mr. and Mrs. period is timely, indeed.” - during certain periods ------— -----     — ----------- — ------------ _ ----------    ■■- ■'
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday which is looked forward to by the fe- A. F. Gellatly, addition, $200; Kelowna On Tuesday, another circular was some growers that the Board would laren; Kootenay, C. S. Squires; Cres-
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m. minine sex of Kelowna more and more. Growers Exchange, repairs, $1,000; Mrs. prepared for issuance , to all the 2,500 spend the entire levy even if four cents ton, J. M. Craigie; Grand Forks, Archie
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
A membership drive is being conduc- M. A. Rattenbury,'woodshed and porch, growers in the Valley, urging upon was received from_ the money were collected, he considered.
..d ^M he Aqkatic d ^ ir e c S  $200; T. M. Stanbridge, porch addition, them the necessity of signing thlstan- spent at Vancouver than in any other -  - . . . .
includes M. J. dePfyffer, R. F. Parkin- $200; Aquatic ■ Association, orchestra dard contract.
In the Matter of the Estate of Richard 
Ansel Pritchard, Deceased
NOTICE is hereby given that all 
persons having claims against, Richard 
Ansel Pritchard, of Westbank, B.C., 
who died on the 15th day of March, 
1938, are required to send full partic­
ulars of such claims, duly verified, on 
or before the 12th day of July, 1938, 
to the undersigned. Solicitors for the 
Executrix, at their offices, 311 Bank of 
Nova Scotia Building, Vancouver, B.C.
.son, Len Leathley, C. E. Friend, C. M stand, $200; Ed Newton, roothouse, $40;
DeMara and Bert Johnston. H. M. and G; H. Cooper, addition td FAREWELL PARTY FOR
----------:__________ _ store, $400; R; P. Hughes, apartment
n/V A / ^ IC T D  A T*17 lY  building, $9,600; Sutherland Bakery
iV l,n .u liJ  1 K A 1 £ 1  v l ^ U L i U  Ltd., storage shed, $200; E. J. Thomp-
Lawson; Kaleden, F. W. King; Kere- 
There ensued a short debate on fin- nieos, J. H. East; Osoyoos, D. E. Bur- 
auveiL^ing campaign. ■ . gneing when it was stated the banks Penticton, W. H. Morris; East Ke-
Disappointed In Manitoba hq not pay intereist on this reserve fund lowna, Col. W. H. Moodie; Oliver, Capt.
P^cy  French, Vernon, was disap- but on the other hand do not charge H. A. Porteous; Summerland, A. Mac- 
pointed that better market returns'for exchange on the hundreds of cheques Lachlan; Naramata, G. C. Williams; 
the money spent were not found in issued by the Board. Peachland, W. B. Sanderson; Westbank;
Manitoba, where a large portion of the C. M. Watson enumerated some sug- L. Hewlett; Vernon, P. E. French;
T. F. McWilliams Unable 
Continue Defence in Court
to
KELOWNA COUPLE HELD
_________ __ _ __________  About 150 Canadian Legion and Wo- _ _ _ _ _ _
- f  ^ rr< rvn n n & T vx  V i a n n  alteration, $300; J. R. Beale, ad-  ^ Auxiliary members attended a advertising allotment was distributed, gestions which he believed were sup- - ’^'mstrong, R. A. Dyson; Coldstream!
N C I 1 i J K r k N O  1..ASE. dition, $610; Crown Fruit Co., basement farewell party at the Canadian Legion On behalf of the Board, G. A. Barrat ported by a number of other locals, and C. M. Watson; Salmon Arm, Capt. D.,
for cold storage, $2,000. replied that rhaybe a mistake had been which had found favour in his Cold- Rattray; Sorrento, C. R. Newman;
-----' ' ' ------- ----  bjm to Mr. and Mrs. Claude Whifrhorn, made in concentrating such a large stream local. These suggestions were Rutland, A. K. Loyd.
G-Man: “Got away, has he? Did you have leit Kelowna lor^ Penask proportion of the money in Manitoba, briefly to put the B.C.F.G.A. on a bust- K. Loyd was chairman and C. A.
guard all the exits?” Lak^ where tney charge of it had been considered this pro- ness basis, form a company to operate Hayden secretary of the convention.the Dole nremises. The Canadian Le- ________ ..i.- ,__ .c____________________ _____ ________________ ■  ^ .Village Cop: “Yep, but we think he the Dole pre is^. ^^e^C^nadian Le- vm^e was the best off financially of a cartel with a manager in charge and ---- — _______________ _
must have slipped through one of the Smn nonoured Mr. wmtenom with a any prairie centres. Winnipeg is the to do away with the Fruit Board. O C C U P A N T S  TiNiNi¥mi?r» 
entrances.” P’^^sentation of a mantle clock as a Manitoba point to be considered As the Board had already been elect- ■
* ----------------- ------  ....V. ur ii- t r   ^ 1. T~~ ~ going^way gift, while Mrs. Whitehorn gnd it had been found that it depends ed and this discussion arose only on CAR GOES OVER BANK
last mentioned date the Executrix will "■'u^ u T. F. McWilliams, Kelowna, be- to defend any person in a criminal recipient f a handsome gift g gj.gat extent on the whole prairie the debate on the amount of remunera- A  new sedan, driven bv W. A Don-
proceed to distribute the assets of the f c o u r t ,  according to a section of the from the Women s Auxihary. wheat crop for prosperity. tion for Board members. Chairman aldson, of Revelstoke. left the m a d
said deceased among the persons en- i,T to defend a client, W. E. Municipal Act. ~ >
titled thereto, having regard only to the , H^lowna, who was charged with Mr. McWilliams asked for adjourn-__ ii__ t_____  failinff to nrodiico a drtvpr’c - - - - -
__  An unforeseen angle appeared in a
AND “’TAKE NOTKJE TharaYteVTlTe PoBce coimt in Summerland on Friday
. ^  . , . The Fruit Board does not intend to Loyd ruled Mr. Watson out of order, near the Kalamalka lake pumphouse.
Experiments in creek protectiim at rebate the $1 0 ,0 0 0  surplus collected telling'him he could bring the propos- Vernon,, Sunday afternoon and rolled
claims of which she shall then have produce a driver’s licence. ment and obtained it, despite the pros- Penticton, undertaken by Major T. E. from the 1937 crop, Mr. Haskins told als before the B.C.F.G.A. sittings in"the down the bank" causinc verv consi^er-
. underway when ecution opposition, until Tuesday, when Naish in co-operation with municipal the delegates but will place it along afternoon. -- - ’ - e ve y coiibiaerhad notice. uci^ ct  iicii ii  i i , il ,  i n i  i  i n i i l  l   ill l  i  l  f . able damage to the auto which had
DATED this 4th day of May, 1938. J'^ r McVVilliams happened to mention, the case was thrown out by Magistrate authorities are allegedly proving det- with the $25,000 reserve already ac- A  few minor items were brought be- only been driven 500 miles. With Mr. 
MacNEILL, NORRIS & PRA’TT, police magistrate m Kel- Sharman. Another charge of drinking rimental to creek bed maintenance cumulated, because of the danger of fore the meeting prior to adjournment, Donaldson at the time were Mrs. Don-
owna. ine provincial policeman pros- in a public place was aTsn rather than benencial. This alleffatinn naori finonnirwr in ooco hnf nn rr*i___________________________ 4-. 1^_____ .1 , ^ ---W* — -----  ^  ^ ---------- MAM V>K VAAW M M A A  ^ M A. M A ^  S.AAXA U Vi J V Ul X IJ J A 1^ 1 X W* Jl * VA ^  J X Ci l» i>JlW VV >» X C JUXOs I Jf 1^^Solicitors for Mariorie pputin.  ^ P*’9s- in a public place was also dismissed, rather than beneficial. This allegation the need of proper financing in case but no decision was reached. Those in aldson and their son-in-law and daugh-
Solicitors for Marjorie ecuting immediately informed the the police not being able to prove the made by civic authorities, is substan- the fruit industry is thrown into chaos attendance ^
Ella Grace Pritchard,, court that the Kelowna official could
Vancouver, B.C.
, , - - - included: Glenmore, E. ter, Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Gould,
Pxepiitrlv nnf r  ------^ tiated by the condition of certain of in the near future. Snowsell; Okanagan Mission, R. W. the Goulds’ young children. The'dc-
Execmrlx. continue ^  m the case, W. B. Bredin took Mr. McWilliams' the works on the creek installed late The fact.that there is a $25,000 re- Ramsay; Winfield, W. J. Coe; Ellison, cupants were shaken iip but n o t‘in-
41 4C because his position does not allow him place m Neff’s defense. last fall. serve fund answers the statement of J. Conroy; Oyama, T. D. Shaw-Mac- jured.
m
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PAG E  EIGHT TH E  K E LO W N A  COURIER
F L O U R
R O B IN  H O O D  and P U R IT Y  
—  The best for all your baking —
FOU YOlllt BKKAKFAST TABLK rilY—
R O L L E D  OATS —  W H E A T L E T S  —  O.K. C E R E A L
or C O R N M E A L
I'OK TliOBIi: UFTTFIC uml IIFALTIIIFII
C H I C K S
U SE  C.L.D. STAR TER  and 
G R O W IN G  M ASH
Remember we are Agents for the W orld’s 
Leading Paint.
KELOWNA GROWERS’ 
EXCHANGE
The House of Service and Quality 
Free City Delivery Phone Z9
RIFLEMEN CONTEND KELOWNA JUNIORS 
W ITH  BREEZE OF LOSE BY DUO OF 
VARYING STRENGTH POINTS TO VERNON
Excellent Scores Made On Glen- Close Score Features Match Play- 
rnorc Range Despite Tricky ed Here— Ryan Heads New  
Conditions Junior Club
S t o p  L o o k i n g  —  
B u y  o r  B u i ld  N o w !
NE V E R  were building opportunities greater! W e can show you in black 
and white that it will pay you to build 
or buy N O W ! Stop in and discuss your 
problems with us. W e can help you and 
it is yours for the asking. There is no 
obligation.
S. M. SIMPSON LTD
Q U A L IT Y  LUM BER and BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES 
PHONES: General Office 312 M ill O ffice 313
' The- Glftimoiv ranco is belter sliel- O" Saturday a close and iiilerestiMj; 
tered that most rille ranjies at'ainst cricket match was played at Kelowna 
wind, but a Knsty and varying breeze between the Kelowna juniors and Ver- 
on Simday tested tlu; skill of the rille- ''O” l ’ re|>aratory School. The Kelowna 
men who attended the weekly practice baited lli;st and scored .'iO. Don
in estimatinii its ellect upon llie Ilirlil McLennan beiiifj lop scorer willi 14 and 
of (heir bullets. Generally speakinj!. Claire Atkinson knoekin/' up a useful 
they came through the ordeal with before beiip; caught, 
credit, some excellent scores being Vernon team found the bowling
made. Outstandin/t was tlie jjerforin- ‘"'cl anything but oa.sy
ance of G. Wyman, who made a brace but Just managed to pass tlie .'50 mark 
of 3.T.S last week at .'500 and (iOO yards. was all out for 52. Hall took live 
He repealed the feat on Sunday at 200 wickets for 19 run.s and Ryan 3 for 20. 
and 500 yards and, with 29 at 000 Holding of the Kelowna team was 
yards, wound up with the line total of excellent and with more experience 
95. which was exceeded, however, by several of the junior.s will develop into 
Uiul of F. C. Simmons, a Vernon vis- cricketers, it is expected.
Itor, wIjo opened wllli 31 at 200 yards. Form Junior Club
put on a possible of 35 at 500 yards and The Kelowna juniors have now form- 
finished with 30 at COO yards for a total ed a Junior Cricket Club with E. Ryaii 
of OC. His colleague, W. C. Leeper, as captain, J. Hammond vice-captain 
scored .10, 31, 20, for a total of 90. and .1. Apjjleton secretary-treasurer. 
Others who reached the OO’s were J. R. Further matches with Vernon and Pen- 
Conway and II. R. Huug, 02 each. The licton junior teams will bo arranged, 
latter liad hard luck in failing to make The return match with Vernon will he 
a possible at 500 yards, his 33 consist- played on June 11. 
ing of tluee bulls, a magpie and then Next Sunday the Kelowna cricket- 
three bulls.  ^ CIS play Vernon City here, this being
Scores of .10 or over'were made as llrsl senior cricket match of the 
follows: 200 yards: G. Wyman, 33; F. season.
C. Simmons, 31; H. R. Haug, 31; G. Following are the junior scores:
C. Rose, 30; W. C. Leeper, 30. 500 Kelowna—D. Deans 1, J. Hammond 0,
yards: F. C. Simmons, 35; G. Wyman, j.  Appleton 7, E. Ryan 2, D. McLennan 
33; H. R. Haug, 33; W. E. Harmeling. 1 4 ., B. Hall 4. C. Atkinson 10, A. Fuller
31; J. R. Conway, 31; W. C. Leeper, 31; 7 . j. Whillis 0, T. Locke 0, J. McLennan
G. C. Rose, 30. GOO yards: .1. R. Con- extras 4—50.
way. .33; F. C. Simmons, 30; D. McMil- Vernon—Bell-Irving 17, Yellowlces 4.
Ian, 30. Gervers 4, Bell-Irving 2, Chew 3,
Scores Nichol 2. Gorse 0, McCullogh 4, Tre-
Two sighting shots and seven shots tbeway 0, Hausen 9, Hausen 5, byes 
on score at 200, 500 and 600 yards. 2—52.
G. Wyman, 33, 33, 29—95; J. R. Con­
way, 28, 31, 33—92; H. R. Haug, 3l, 33.
28—92; D. McMillan, 29. 29, 30--88: G.
C. Rose, 30, 30, 28—88; W. E. Harmel-
W INFIELD S. S.
TO USE HOLDUP 
FOR PICNIC
Ladies’ Aid to Hold Garden Party 
at McDonagh Home
FORMER YOUNG KELOWNA MAN 
PASSES AWAY
James Stevens, formerly a resident 
ing, 24, 27, 24—75; T. E. Foley, 24. 28, of Kelowna, and for the past few years 
23—75; J. Browne, 23, 28, 23—74; D. E. living in Penticton, passed away at the 
McLennan, 25, 29, 20—74; L. Renals, 25, Penticton hospital on Sunday morning,
27, 19—71; C. McCall. 23, 15, 11^—49. May 29, after some months of illness.
Vernon visitors: F. C. Simmons, 31, Born in Alberta and educated in Eng- 
35. 30—96; W. C. Leeper, 30, 31, 29—90. land, the late Mr. Stevens was 25 years
Weekly Spoon Handicap rites were held from St.
Saviour s church, Penticton, on Wed- 
G. Wyman, 33 plus 4, 33 plus 4, 29 nesday morning,,, June 1.
plus 4—107 (ineligible, haying a l r e a d y ------------------------------
won two spoons this season); H. R. INVITE MACPHERSON
Haug, 31 plus 2, 33 plus 1, 28 plus 3—98 The Kelowna board of trade is ex-
(winner); D. McMillam 29 plus 2, 29 tending an invitation to Hon. F. M.
p us 1, 30 plus 5 96 and J. R. Conway, MaePherson to come to Kelowna to 
scratch, p  plus 4—96, discuss the ferry problem either before 
equal, G. C. Rose, 30 s^a^h, 30 scratch, qj. after his visit to Nelson on Domin­
ic 0 0 *^  T  ion Day. Mr. MkePherson will be one
principal speakers at the Koote- 
t 28 plus 5, 23 plus nay city’s Dominion Day celebrations*
5—89; J. Tyrer, 28 plus 2, 25 plus 2,  -   ^ ^ _t - ,___ _______
29 plus 2—88; W. E. Harmeling, 27 plus plus 3, 20 plus 5—85; Mrs. W. E. Har-| •*' 
1, 31 scratch,, 26 plus 1—^ 6 and L. Ren- meling, 24 pluis 1, 27 plus 1, 24 plus 
als, 25 plus 5, 27 plus .5, 19 plus 5—86, 4—81; C. McCall, . 23 plus 5, 15 plus 5. 
equal; E). E. McLennan, 25 plus 3, 29 11 plus 5—64.
Tlie l.adies’ Aid held their regular 
monthly meeting ;it IJie home of the 
.';ecrelary, Mrs. Luke Roberge on 
Tliur.sday afternoon of last week. Ar­
rangements were made to liold a Gar 
den Party at the liome of Mrs. V. R. 
MeDoiiagli on tlie evening of June 15. 
Games such as honseslioes. bean bags, 
etc., will be indulged in. Tea will be 
served' during the evening and ice 
cream will be much in evidence, mem­
bers will donate prizes to go to the 
winners of the dilTerenl games.« Hr
Mrs. J. E. Seaton was liostess at a 
tea. etc., on Wednesday afternoon last 
in aid of tlie W. A. of tlie St. Margaret’s 
Anglican Cliurcli. Tliose attending re­
port an enjoyable afternoon.■f ^
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Tench, aceom- 
lianied by Mrs. V. R. McDonagh re­
turned from the coast by way of the 
Frazer Canyon road on Tuesday of 
last week.
Ki « 4>
Tile United Church services, which 
commenced in tlie evening on Sunday 
last, took the form of a Wesleyan Me­
morial Service. Special music and
singing was rendered by the choir.
«
Mr. Geo. ArnolcJ motored to the 
Coast last week to enjoy a little holi­
day.
Mrs. Ed Robertson with her little 
daughter returned from the Kelowna 
Hospital on Monday. Mrs. Waby of 
Salmon Arm (Mrs. Robertson’s mother) 
is a visitor to Winfield in honor of her 
little granddaughter.
* ♦ *
The United Church Sunday School 
officers and teachers met at tiie home 
of Rev. and Mi’S. G. R. Tench on Mon­
day evening for general business and 
to arrange about the annual picnic as 
a treat to the children attending Sun­
day School. The decision was made 
to take them to Kelowna where lunch 
would be served in the park after 
which they will be taken over to West- 
bank ferry wharf on the good ship 
“Holdup.” Games will be indulged in 
together with a track meet, and it is 
hoped to fill the youngsters up with 
ice cream, lemonade, etc. Parents 
who can spare the day will be made 
welcome. Transportation will leave 
the Winfield store at 10.30 a.m.
THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 1938
-More About-
RUTLAND
CONTINUES
Fruit Growers!
Grower Contract
IF NOT--WHY NOT ?
The Contract has been prepared by growers to protect growers’ 
interests and should be signed by every grower desirous of obtain­
ing maximum returns for his fruit. •
The only person to consult regarding the sighing of the 
contract is yourself. It is your business. Do you want 
G R O W E R  C O N T R O L  of your business ?
Do not rely on the uncertainty of legislation. You may, 
or you may not, have a Marketing Act under which market­
ing may be regulated. Sign the contract and thereby enable 
your representatives to give you more efficient control than 
you have had in the past.
time is short. The matter is urgent. DO  N O T  D E L A Y -  
but S I G N  NOW^ and return the three copies to
T r e e  F r u i t s  L t d
K E L O W N A , B .C .
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fanned, but Frank Wostradowski con­
nected safely for a hard drive through 
the infield, advancing Holisky to third. 
y  I Henry Wostradowski made first safely 
I on a fielder’s choice, when Gould tried 
unsuccessfully to throw out Holisky at 
the plate. Adolph Holisky made the 
second out, on a fiy to centre field. 
Gerein then came through with his 
only hit of the game, scoring both the 
Wostradowski boys. Gerein stole sec­
ond and then third, -but died there 
when Bulloch contributed his third 
strike out.,
The Summerland half of the sixth 
saw Thompson, McKenzie and Bennest 
strike out one after the other, while in 
the Rutland half it was short and 
sweet too, Andy Kitsch fanning, Bach 
flying out to right field, and John Hol­
isky making the third out with a fly 
to centre.
Summerland got one man on base in 
the 7th, after two were out, but ho 
score resulted, Gould making an easy 
out, catcher to first. Rutland failed to 
get a man on base in the 7th, Fred 
Kitsch going out at first,, and the Wos­
tradowski brothers both going out on 
high flies to right field and to short 
stop respectively.
With two down in their half of the 
8th Summerland got a man to second 
when Thompson was hit by a pitched 
ball, and stole to second, only to he 
stranded there, when McKenzie was 
thrown out at first by Henry Wostrad- 
owski’s snappy pick-up of his groun­
der.
Rutland batters were mowed down 
by Gould in the last of the 8th, A. Hoi 
isky, Gerein and Bulloch taking the 
count.
The first half of the ninth was over 
quickly, Bennest going out pitcher to 
first, Evans, pinch hitting for Borton, 
fanned, and Dunsdon ending the game 
with a roller to the pitcher, being 
thrown! out at first by a snappy throw.
Dunham was the best man with the 
hickory getting three hits in four trips 
to the plate. Fred Kitsch and John 
j Holisky were Rutland’s best, with 2 
out of 4 to their credit.
Box Score
Summerland AB R H
[ Bennest, Ibc.......  5 1 (
Borton, cf .........  4 0 C
! Dunsdon, rf ...... 5 0 S
Dunham, ss 4 1 3
Gould, p ..;v......... 4 0 0
Gregory, c ............ 4 1 1
MacDougall, 2b .. 4 Q 1 
I Thompson, If ........ 4 0 1
McKenzie, 3b .... 4 0 0
Evans (batted for
Borton in 9th) .... 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
39
I Rutland AB
A, Kitsch, 2b, rf .. 4
Bach, If .........  4
J. Holisky, c,... . 4
F. Kitsch, cf ...... 4
F. Wostradowski, 4 
H. Wostradowski, 4 
A. Holisky, rf. ss 4 
Gerein, ss. 2b .... 4 
Bulloch, 3b.........4
3 8 24 4 7|
R H PO A E
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0
e 2 16 2 0
2 2 0 0 0
1 1 10 0 0
1 1 0 6 2
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 2 2
0 0 1 0 0
9 7 27 11 436
Score by innings:
Summerland—0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0—3 
Rutland—3 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 x—9 
Summary: Stolen bases, Gerein 2, F. 
Wostradowski, Bach, J. Holisky, 
Thompson. Dunham; two-base hits, 
Dunham, F. Kitsch, J. Holisky; struck 
out, by Gould 14, by Wostradowski, 16; 
bases on balls, off Gould 1; hit by pit­
cher, Bach by Gould, Thompson by 
Wostradowski; umpires, F. Wostradow­
ski and Binns.
T H E  business of this Company grows 
with the development of business in 
the territory it serves and the progress of 
its clients. It is only natural, therefore, 
that this Company should be eager to co­
operate to the fullest extent possible by 
faithful services to progressive individuals 
and firms.
The OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT TRUST COMPANY
by its pollciea and methods of operation—by its record in the in­
vestment and administration of trust funds—and by its declared 
intention to eonlinue its long career as an independent Trust Com­
pany assures a sfar as Is humanly possible that the estates, business 
of responsible corporations, firms and individuals entrusted to it 
will be completely administered with full satii f^action to heirs and 
bcheflciarics.
OKANAGAN LOAN &  INVESTMENT
TRUST CO.
O. St. P. Aitkeiis, M.C., Manager
Phono 98 Phone 332
VERNON
T W IC E  D A IL Y , 2 and 8 p.m. Doors Open at 1 and 7 p.m.
P R O V IN C E  O F  B R IT IS H  C O L U M B IA
June 4th to October Slst, 1938
Leave
Kelowna
6:00 
6:50 
7:40 
8:30 
9 :20 
10:10 
11:00 
11:50 
12:40 
1:30 
2:20 
3:10 
4:00 
4:50 
5:40 
6:30 
7:20 
8:10 
9:00 
9:50 
10:40 
11:30
a.m.
p.m.
Leave
Westbank
6:25 a.m. 
7:15 “ 
8:05 “ 
8:55 “ 
9:45 “ 
10:35 “
11:25 “ 
12:15 p.m. 
1:05 “
1:55 “ 
2:45 “
3:35 “
4:25 “
5:15 “ '
6:05 “
6:55 “
7:45 “
8:35 “
9:25 “
10:15 “ 
11:05 “
11:55 “
D IX O N , Chief Engineer.
Department of Public Works, 
Victoria, B.C.
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'I’lIUHSDAY, JUNE 2. 11>3« TH E  K E LO W N A  COURIER
APPLE aop IN OKANAGAN VALLEY 
HAS NOT BORNE OUT PROMISE OF 
BLOSSOMS; CHERRIES TO BE UGHTER
Hot, Dry Weather Still Prevails Throughout Valley—  
Codling Moth Worms Active— Most Soft Fruits Show 
Indications of Good Crops
Th e  second issue of the department of agriculture’s semi-monthly news letter, which reached The Courier last week-end, indicated 
that the set of apples in the Okanagan has not been as heavy as the 
bloom indicated. The hot-dry weather continues, and most orchards 
could stand a fine rain. The codling moth worms arc now showing 
decided activity and spraying is general throughout the districts. The 
report follows:
D IS T R IB U T IO N  O F  O K A N A G A N  P E A R S  F O R  1 9 3 7
A recapitulation of the distribution, grades, sizes, etc., of pears for 1937, showing comparison for 1935 and 1936. These ligures 
apply to the Okanagan Valley only. It should be noted that in the first column the total as given docs not include cannery ship­
ments. To get the total crop of any variety you must add the cannery and processing shipments to the total given in the first 
column. The figure for plums, peaches, crabapplcs, prunes and apples will follow in sugsequent issues. The figures are supplied 
by the British Columbia Fruit Board.
Total Kx. Fey . Fancy Cee No. 3 Can’y B.C. Alta. Sank. Man. Ont. Que. Mart , Gr. Br. Efiypt All. Pae.
Anjou .......... 4(1,.'104 14,009 22,223 0,709 “703~ 7,333 0.202 2,771 5,102 2.972 3,050 175 17,940 0,790 ” 11,153
Bartlett ........ 90,307 1 03,790 20,252 330 11,000 0,151 33,315 20,500 14,920 1,752 5,001
Clapps Favourite 2,009 2,150 702 17 147 050 1,037 227
Dr. Jules ....... 1,114 000 323 95 40 394 572 100
Flemish ........ 90,037 11,031 35,450 10,007 ;i2,309 3,756 21,144 22,447 0,730 370 1,120 33,070 33,070
Other Variety 21,032 50 11,501 4,470 5,034 1,410 5,095 0,404 5,100 1,201 1,000 30 220 170 50
'rotal—1937 .. 253,243 20,500 135,070 51,511 39,350 11,000 20,037 07,090 00,479 34,253 0,205 12,031 205 51,245 40,042 11,203
'rotal—1930 .... 230,090 17,200 107,955 03,900 50,775 0,902 03,309 00,019 35,525 5,009 10,721 104 52,700 4,591 32,033 24,740
'fotal—1935 .... 210,520 19,099 133,471 59,000 0,202 0,200 9,101 54,097 49,711 20,020 (East 10,050) 00,709 (O. Cntrs.) 43,270 24,500
( 7,075 )
______________ ____ ___ „ .. . _ ____ _ ...... ... . . __  _ _ _ __ _______ ........
Hiilnioii Arm, Sorrento nml Main IJne
A h reported May 2.'5lh: Since the la.st 
isHue of the News Letter the weather 
has remained dry with higher lempera- 
tures dm-ing the last few day.s. Dama­
ging frosts and high winds have oc­
curred both in the Salmon Arm and 
Kamloops areas. Although at the pre- 
,scnt time plant growth is fairly rapid, 
a continuance of the dry conditions 
may give rise to a serious situation so 
far as shallow rooted crops are con­
cerned in the non-irrigated sections.
Frost, which occurred on May 12th 
and 13th, when apples were approach­
ing or just past full bloom, has caused 
some damage, but it is impossible at 
present to estimate the loss. It does 
not, however, appear likely to prove 
serious except in certain isolated loca­
tions. The bloom is off all tree fruits 
now and the calyx spray is being ap­
plied. Cherries appear to be setting 
x’ather better than last year.
Severe damage by frost has occurred 
in some of the strawberry plantings, 
and the crop will be materially reduc­
ed. Raspberries are showing a con­
siderable amount of bud injury, and 
this crop will also fall below last year's 
level.
Tomato fields were again ddmaged 
by frost in the irrigated areas, but 
rrlost of the plantings have been re­
placed.
Grain crops and pastures are both 
showing an inclination to stunt and 
losee olour. In the orchards the set of 
all 1 ree fruits Is now complete, but it 
is rather early to ftaecast the set. It 
is quite noticeable in the McIntosh 
variety over the past few days that 
there is an abnormal after blossom 
slulT of this variety in many orchards, 
and it is evident that the early blos­
som promise will not be fulfilled. All 
winter varieties at present appear to 
be holding their crop in better shape.
In small fruits, frost during the last 
10 days has taken a toll of strawberry 
blossoms on the low levels which will 
affect yields in these locations, al­
though higher levels appear to have 
missed any damage. Bush and cane 
fruits all appear in good crop condi­
tion at this time.
In orchard pests and diseases, spray­
ing is now very general for the con­
trol of codling moth, leaf roller, red 
mite and woolly aphis
-More About-
B.C.F.G.A.
ELECTS
the
From Page 1, Column 3
were five to one in favour of 
larger crate.
Farming communities on the prairies 
do not want paper and fancy packs, he 
contended, and for the Quebec crate 
usage he spoke merely for these out- 
lying prairie points, not the city cen-
contract the better he liked it. opixxcd 
Mr. Dyson, for there must be some­
thing in the contract to make the ship­
pers dislike it. Anything the shippers 
don't like he was certainly in favour 
of, he said.
Haskins Einiiliutlc
Mr. Haskins was emphatic that the 
glowers must sign the contract if any 
control is to be established when and 
if the Privy Council decision is un­
favourable to the marketing legislation.
informed that seven shipping firms hud 
agreed to change their box lining col­
ours for extra fancy so that a uni­
formity of linings throughout the in­
dustry could be maintained, as sug­
gested at the last growers’ convention.
Shippers’ Association.
W. J. Coe, Winfield, interjected a 
suggestion that pooling methods In 
packing houses should be changed so 
that each grower must stand behind 
his own crop in case of breakdown.
Extra fancy linings will now be blue, Capt. Rattray, Salmon Arm, explained 
fancy red and cee green. The biggest that in Salmon Arm an attempt was 
change will have to be undertaken by made to trace back the fruit but this
the Associated Growers.
Archie Lawson told an interesting 
story of aiiricots from the Okanagan
was found quite difficult.
Mr. King, Kaledcn, stated that Kale-
den is Hying out a system »>f rubber 
.‘^ lamjiing the boxes willi the growers’ 
muuber and numerals lo ilesignate the 
dale the fruit was delivere*!.
P. E. T'lench told of the Vernon Fruit 
Union’s inactice of (racing buck any 
particuljirly ))oor shipment of fruit and 
placing it in a separate pool.
Growers’ VVuffCS
Ira L. Ilowlett, Westbank, introduced 
a resolution which dealt with the grow­
er jind his returns being lower than 
hi.s labour costs. If the secondary 
handlers of (he fruit can be assured a 
minimum wage, tium Mr. Hewlett con­
sidered the government should devise 
the ways and means of providing the 
grower with a minimum wage. His 
resolution was handed on to the ex­
ecutive for revision and possible action.
That the processing apple deal was 
in Ihe nature of a salvage attempt wos 
Mr. G. A. B.-irrat’s statement, in answer 
to a query from E. Snowscll. Mr. 
Haskins asked the growers not to think 
of the processors getting a tremendous 
bargain, as the same apples were of­
fered to the canners and they refused 
at any price.
Mr. I,uy<l stated it has boon his in­
tention for some time to call a meet­
ing <xf processors, canners and tl) 0  
growers’ executive together. He per­
sonally did not believe in giving away 
rubbish to be processed and then go 
on the market in competition With 
fresh fruit.
After approximately three hours of 
debate and discussion the directors 
disbanded for another year.
If we tried to get a one-desk scheme being woefully inferior to the impor 
could we obtain if f” queried C M. tations from Washington, as there were 
Watson, Vernon. so many stages of maturity contained
“We are trying to got a lesser thing each crate. He considered the Val-
tres. He was fully .convinced the jp standard contract and we haven’t packs a disgrace
crates would buck up the sale of the 
large sizes and low grades to the farm­
ing communities.
W. E. Haskins replied that Mr. Snow- 
sell was confusing the issue which was 
a matter of crate versus box and not 
the crate versus wrapped apples. He
Mr. Ramsay out-
been getting grower support,” retorted lini-’d a similar experience while yisit- 
Mr. Haskins. ing in Grand Forks. He thought the
It was pointed out that there is no inspectors were not doing their duty 
way for a shipper to ascertain if a properly.
grower has signed the contract. A. MacLachlan, Summerland, sug-
A. K. Loyd contended that there gested this information be written by
S n ra v in i*  is T ”., — r m u s t  be a paid canvas in order to put the two men to the maturity commit-
m ifi n,,- stated that with the exception of four tfie campaign .....................
also in progi^ss for the .conlyol of ap- varieties, low grades and large sizes 
pie scab, and present weather condi- could be placed loose in boxes and
favourable for the check of shipped to the domestic trade, culls out.
this disease. All ground crops are now 
developing rapidly but are being at­
tacked by many pests, a chiefly cut­
worms, flea beetles, roof maggots and 
the cabbage green worm.
The heavy gale of two weeks ago in
over. There is a limit tee, while Mr. Loyd explained the dit­
to what can be done over the radio, he ficulties of the Okanagan in trying to 
eontinued, for just as was pointed out meet demands and thus retain the 
this morning those who are lukewarm dump duty privileges, 
just switch to another station and re- it is a matter of lack of care and 
fu§e to listen. attention on the part of the packing
He thought that the growers should houses and the inspectors and some
just as well as in crates,
Mr. Snowsell had mentioned priees 
of ten cents for the crate against the
fifteen cejyt ^ a rg e  Jlor boxes, these be informed that no more money wiU action’ s^ould^be takein To'’correct'" tW
spent on the, campaign unless fiftybeing approximate figures.
Despite resolution after resolution, or sixty per cent sign, after which
jured some of the smaller vegetables there are still large quantities of low time a canvas of those outside could
Aimistrong, Vernon, Oyama, Okanagan 
Centre And Winfield
As reported May 27th: Since our last 
report the weather has continued ex­
tremely dry with quite high tempera­
tures over the past week. This is hav­
ing the effect of bringing along all 
crops rapidly where conditions are am­
ple. However, under dry farming con­
ditions and on the ranges growth is 
beginning to show a great need of rain.
C O L D S
where drifting was severe, and destroy­
ed in the neighbourhood of 100,000 to­
mato plants in. the Vernon district. 
There are, however, sufficient plants 
on hand to replace this damage. The 
cut of asparagus is still in full swing 
and local hothouse tomatoes are now 
making their appearance and will in­
crease in quantity from now on.
In general farm crops it appears as 
though the cutting of alfalfa on early 
locations will commence in about a 
week’s time. The general outlook is 
promising, but the great need of all 
crops is rain.
Kelowna
grade apples sent out Cee wrapped, R 
W. Ramsay contended. “We claim that 
all low grade fruit should be placed 
loose in larger containers and the 
fancy and better grade of apples be 
packed in the standard box,” he said.
Says Saving of $234,000 
Mr. Ramsay quoted a maze of figures.
The growers need to be 
the seriousness of the
be conducted, 
awakened to 
situation.
If the Privy Council hands down an 
unfavourable decision in August or 
September and the standard contract 
cannot be enforced, then the growers 
will face another free-for-all, Mr. Loyd
state, Mr. Hembling remarked.
Control of apricot maturity is the 
most difficult of the entire fruit deal, 
W. H. Morris, Penticton, explained. The 
Okanagan is dealing with the wrong 
variety in the Moorpark in the attempt 
to get size, he suggested, and the 
grower's must be educated to pick ev­
ery day for colour and maturity.
Capt.'-Porteous thought the trouble 
in the cases outlined by Mr. Lawson
'‘ Ever g e t  stuck !n one of these t h i n g s ? ”  
‘ Y e s , bu t w e  hod p len ty  of S w ee t C o p s .”
from which he contended that a sav- considered, and was backed up in this at Grand Forks was entirely at the
Head Colds: Heat Minard’s« 
atid inhale it. Chest Colds 
and Sore Throat: Heat, then• 
tab well into offered parts.
As reported May 26th: Weather re-
ing of $234,000 could be created for the 
growers by using this crate in prefer­
ence to the standard box for low grade 
and large size apples. These figures 
have never been challenged, he con­
tinued.
Mr. Hembling frankly doubted the 
accuracy of this statement of a saving, 
in harking back about four years
thought by C. S. Squires, 'Robson. door of the packing houses.
Uniform Bdx Lihe-iip The secretary was instructed to
Near the outset, the meeting was press this subject with the Federated
S W E E T  C A P O R A L  C I G A R E T T E S
■ ■ ■
"^ T h e  p u res t f o r m  in  w h ich  toba cco  can  b e  sm o k ed .”
SI
Real relief
j  j  • i_ A XT X* « iicxixvxiA uu . xu
mams dry and is hot for the time of when the industry found that no better
year. Codling moths are very active.
quickly! and with the ideal temperatures that 
prevail worms will be entering apples 
in a few days.
The apple crop will not be as heavy 
as the blossom indicated. While too
early to make accurate; forecasts, in­
dications are that it w ill not be as 
heavy as last year. Pears, plums and 
prunes all show indications of a good 
crop. Cherries did not set as heavy
price could be obtained for the bushel 
basket than for the 40-pound box. He 
agreed with the contention that a lar­
ger proportion of cee grade apples 
should be tiered rather than wrapped. 
I f the entire crop was sold on the 
domestic market then he would agree 
that it would be economical to take 
crates right into the orchard and fill 
them loose.
P. E. French, Vernon, considered that
in many orchards but there should be Ramsay and Snowsell/were confusing 
a normal crop. the issue, while W. J. Coe claimed that
Strawberries indicate a heavier crop during the past season the demand for 
than last year. A  few local berries j ” V»ble packs was slow in the winter 
have already appeared in the stores, season, showing that the public did not
Raspberries will not be as heavy as in 
1937. They will be down perhaps 50 
per cent. The grape crop may be 
somewhat smaller than 1937.
Tonfatoes are all planted in the field. 
Asparagus is coming into the canneries.
Summerland, Naramata, Westbank and 
Peachland
As reported May 25th: Weather con­
ditions for the past week have been 
hot and very dry, there being practic-
always prefer the cheaper apple.
The only difference is in the cost 
of the box over the crate, was Mr. Dy­
son’s contention, he thinking that the 
packing houses exacted too much for 
packing.
Mr. Snowsell replied to Mr. Coe with 
the statement that the reason for the 
slow movement of the loose packs was 
that the price was, set too high.
No Saving At A ll
Archie Lawson, Grand Forks, did not
M E A S U R I N G  C U P
rams this year. Now think the larger crates would command 
that the days have turned warmer, all a higher price. Therefore, a saving of 
ground crops, where moisture has been five, cents in the cost of the box would 
applied, are showing some growth. Ir- be overcome by giving away ten 
1 igstion is scncrBl in sll orchsrds. pounds more fruit
Apples and pears are showing a Chairman A. K. Loyd called the dis- 
healthy appearance, and a fair pro- cussion to a close by asking for a show 
mising crop. Cherries are to be light of hands of those in favour of calling 
in some sections and a full crop in on the;grades’ committee to delve fur- 
others. Apricots have set heavy and ther into the question. Only Messrs, 
thinning is being attended to now. Snowsell, Ramsay and Dyson were in 
Peaches have shown a much heavier favour out of the entire meeting 
drop than last year. Peach leaf-curl Mr. Dyson still wished to move a 
and peach borer is developing where resolution that the crate be used for 
hme-sulphur spray was omitted and is a jumble pack but that it be the same 
showing in a few orchards in Peach- size as a standard box. Only two men 
land and Westbank. voted for this resolution.
The codling moth is very active now. R. w. Ramsay called the groWers’ 
Bait pots record heavy catches. Spray- attention to the grief being experienc­
ing for this pest is now being done, ed with Delicious. The main trouble 
and all machines are busy and hoping in his opinion, was that inspectors are 
to get finished by the end of the week, calling for an almost black -colour in 
Weather is ideal for this work. Delicious instead of realizing that a
Penticton, Kalcden, Keremeos, Oliver blood red Delicious will provide a more
— a n d  l a b e l  f r o m  a  t i n  
o f  M a g i c  B a k i n g  P o w d e r  
a n y  s i z e .  W e  p a y  a l l  
s h i p p i n g  c o s t s  . .  .
i» r i’ • •
2- Y E A R  G U A R A N T E E
H this PYREX Measuring Gup should break 
from hot liquid within two years, it will 
replaced absolutely free by any Pyrex dealer in 
exchange for the broken pieces.
and Osoyoos
As reported May 27th: Following a 
very cool, dry period, the weather has 
suddenly turned very warm. There 
has been no rain of any consequence 
since early spring, and pastures and 
range lands are getting very dry. High
attractive package and the apples will 
keep in niuch better condition.
Grades Conunittee Question 
It was finally agreed that the ques­
tion of Delicious colouring and matur­
ity would be taken up with the grades’ 
committee and the inspectors at the
Transparent — You can see to meastuie 
quarters, thirds and halves.
Accurate two-way graduations— Can be
read with cup held in either hand. They 
read for either cups or ounces.
Smooth inside ^—  Graduation marks are 
outside. Easy to keep clean and sanitaiy.
Ckvol handle —  No burnt fingers, no 
matter how hot the liquid in the cup.
Always bright and new —  Resists fruit 
.juice acids and vinegars. No discolora­
tion or corrosion.
A C T U A L
S I Z E
I
nds some little time ago damaged meeting of the former body.
some of the ground crops, but during 
the recent warm weather these crops 
have shown remarkable growth.
Thinning has started in apricots, 
pears and early varieties of peaches. 
The apple crop in this district has not
Matter of the standard contract call­
ed for a short discussion just prior to 
the conclusion of the meeting. It was 
started with Ira Hewlett. Westbank, 
asking the status of a grower who signs 
the standard contract only to find that
sot as well as was expected, and at shipper refuses to handle his fruit, 
present does not appear to be as heavy Mr. Loyd asked if Mr. Hewlett knew
as last year. The cherry set is spotty, such cases, and the reply was
and the crop . does not appear to be ^bat one shipper was refusing to sign 
more than the average. any tonnage from growers whom
The first sprays for codling moth ' b® knew to have favoured or to have 
have started. So far spraying weather the standard contract.
'T te
You’ve ^shed for it a thousand Our sole reason formaking this valu- 
times! A measuring cup you can see ableofferis this ; We want every woman 
through—that you can use with hot in Canada to try Magic, and find out for
has been excellent and good progress 
being made.
C l e a n s  D i r t y  H a n d s
]
Several instances of growers going 
to their shippers for advice . on the 
matter of signging the contract were 
instanced, when the meeting consider­
ed that the growers should go to their 
own organization and representatives 
for advice.
W. E. Haskins told Mr. Howlett that 
there is no conflict between the con­
tracts, and there would be no legal 
ground for a shipper to refuse to ac­
cept fruit from one of his contracted 
growers -who has signed the standard 
contract.
The more he heard of the standard
liquid without fear of breakage. Glean, 
sparkling glass that cannot dent or cor­
rode. Always looks new—through a 
life-time of service. Accurate, con­
venient—a joy to own!
And here is your opportunity to get' 
this measuring cup for only 25^ 5— far 
less than its actual value.
herself what delicious results she can 
get with this finer baking powder.
All you do is get a tin of Magic 
from your grocer, and send the label 
with 25^  and the order blank below. 
But send your order right away. This 
offer is good only while the supply of 
cups lasts.
C O N T A I N S  N O  A L U M
O R D E R  BLAM K
Com plete lis t  o f ingrcdlcpts on  every 
tin . M agic  Baking Po'wdcr is free from  
alum  o r any hatm f ul ingredient. (A lum  
Is sodium  alum inum  sulphate and is 
never used in  M agic Baking Powder.)
M agic Baking Powder, Toronto, 2, Ont., Box 5.
Please send me, free of shipping costs, one 8 oz. PYREX rn «i8 - 
urlng cup, with 2 -year guarantee against breaking from.hot 
liquids. I enclose 25c and a wrapper from a tin of Magic 
Baking Powder, any size.
MO
Name.............. ........;............................................ .........................
Address.....................................................................—...... .
M A D E  IN  C A N A D A
city..,.... ....................................... Province...............................—
This offer good only while supply of PYREX cups lasts, and is limited to the Dominion of Canada only. '
_____ lU
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Solid aa the 
Continent
A l l E M C A M
L I F EH E A D  O F F IC E -  Toronto, Caiiuda
A U  V R O F B T S  F O R  F O E B C V H O E O E R *
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from VANCOUVER
PENTICTON — Dally Service 
Iv. KELOWNA ar, 9:45 n.m. Greyhound
or, PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 u.m............  Bub
Iv. PENTICTON ur, 7:30 a.tn........  No. 12
ar, VANCOUVER Iv. 0.0.') p.in........  No. 12
Parlor Car 
between Kelowna 
and Sicamoua 
ar. 2:25 p.m.
Iv. 10.25 a.m. 
ar. G.50 a.m.
Iv. 7:15 p.in.
Travel Eastliound via Sicamous.
Ank about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SIIAYLEK—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN. 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
CANADIAN PACIFIC
VIA
Greyhound 0:00 pjtn.
Bus .......  10:10 p.m.
No. 11 ....  10.30 p.m.
No, 11 ....  10:00 a.m.
Dine leisurely 
on Train 3 alter 
leaving Sicanious
4:00 p.m.
, 0:05 p.m,
0:25 p.m. 
0:00 n.m.
VIA SICAMOU8 
Dally Except Sunday
Iv, KELOWNA 
ar. SICAMOUS 
Iv. SICAMOUS 
ar. VANCOUVER
**C re d it  c a n  o n ly  b e  issu ed  a g a in s t re a l assets . . . T h e  
a m o u n t  o f  c r e d i t  m u s t  a lw ays b e  l im i t e d  t o  th e  
a m o u n t  o f  f r e e  m o n e y  . . . ”
That was written by one of the greatest of Socialists— by 
the late Viscount SnOwden of Ickornshaw, Philip Snowden,
in 1935 —  little more than two years ago.
* ■
Few stood so long or so resolutely in the forefront of pubbe 
controversy, or aroused such fierce opposition by vigour of 
opinion or severity of tongue —  and none passed to bis rest 
hay^g earned greater public respect than Viscount Snowden,'
His career was a triumph of sturdy British character. He 
took an unpopular course during the Great War, but later 
became one of his country’s great figures, standing firmly 
for bis convictions and for soundness in the financial- struc­
ture of Great Britain.
His words quoted above apply to Canadian banking today 
witb all the force with which he applied them that day to 
banking in England. The Canadian banking system is a 
British system, adjusted from tiiiie to time to fit the needs 
of a developing nation in the changing scene of this ncAV world.
C re d it  ca n  o n ly  b e  issued  a g a in s t re a l assets . T h a i  is  
as t r u e  tod a y  as e v e r. Y o u  c a n n o t  c re a te  c r e d i t  by  w r it in g  
f ig u r e s  in  a  b o o k . Y o u  c a n n o t  n^ake lo a n s  rega rd less  
o f  d e p o s its , c o l la te r a l  o r  rep a y  n t ,  th e n  w r ite  th e  
loa n s  u p  w ith  a f o u n t a in  p e n  as f ig u re s  in  a  b o o k  la b e lle d  
‘‘‘ D e p o s its ’ ’ a n d  le n d  th e m  o v e r  a n d  o v e r.
If you couldcthen bankers in 
any country would need no 
more than a fountain pen to 
prevent bank failures.
During the last ten fiscal 
years Canada’s chartered banks 
have paid more than 3397,- 
000,000 in interest on deposits. 
I f  they could create deposits by 
the magic process of writing 
figures in a book, they could 
have saved that 3-397,000,000!
And if banks could lend ten 
times the amount of their de­
posits, collecting interest each 
time, bank profits would be­
come a national .scandal, divi­
dends would be paid in astron­
omical figures, people would be 
selling all they had to buy bank 
sbare.s, and there woidtl be a 
land office rush on at Ottawa 
for hank charters.
But what are the facts?
Bank profits last year aver­
aged less than half of one per 
cent, on total assets —  a lower 
margin than that of any other 
class of business, corporate or 
individual.
Dividends are less than 
]>er cent, on shareholders’ in­
vestment; nobody is scrambling 
to sell all he owns to invest in 
bank shares, and there is no 
land office rush at Ottawa for 
bank charters though no 
application has been refused in 
the last fifteen vears.
awaitinsr
Banks perform no miracles.
They keep cash reserves more 
than sufficient to meet the 
average daily withdrawals. They 
keep much more in forms read­
ily convertible into cash, should 
any emergency ever arise.
By reason of their strong 
liquid position Canada’s chart­
ered banks have money await­
ing demand —  just v 
safe loaning opportunity.
Banks cannot lend money 
unless people want to borrow 
it. They have no monopoly of 
the business of extending credit, 
for the cash reserves of many 
other corporations find a useful 
<jarning outlet in the same way.
Some loans directly give rise 
to deposits; but have you ever 
considered what it is that gives 
rise to a loan? A  man’s realiz­
able assets accumulated fironi 
his own work, plus his own 
character, ability and willing­
ness to repay,
Alldep osits are not the direct 
result of loans. People do not 
borrow money and pay interest 
on it to leave it on deposit at a 
lower rate or no rate at aU.
They borrow money for use. 
They draw it out promptly and 
use it in the expectation of 
making a profit, over and above 
the bank charges.
Let us remind you that de­
posits of any kind are always 
payable to the depositor, or to 
liis order, in cash.
IHE CHARTERED BANKS 
OF CANADA
V<mr io ttd  bnmeh bank manager w ill be glad to  talk banking 
srtdh you. B e  w ill be glad to  answer your questions from  the 
V * * * *  o f  his own experience. The next article in  this 
eelU t^ppear in  this newspaper. Watch fo r  it.
Synop.sl.s: Tlu; CoUer.s Ihul Stuart in lady. I've brouf'ht you a gift. It's little 
the inountain.s, re.scue him and return enough for the favour you did me ye.s- 
liirn to Su|)er.slition liOdge. terday."
. , . lie gave her a .small parcel. She
CUAl li'.u IX dimpled at him. and the vision .she
Carolee hum; out a sheet at !) o'clock thrills through him. Carolee
the next morning. Colter wa.s, pr
She wa.s hard i)Ut t(j find an excuse wor
for it. It sim|)ly wouldn't dt) to have supertluous. 
her family know she was signalling She was
Stuart Bl.ake, .Sh<? felt guilty, like a perha|»s. 115. 
mischievous child, when she stole out cate a snub to 
of the camp shack and hurriedly at- closely as
KOOTENAY WILL 
NOT EXTEND LINE 
TO PEACHLAND
Writes Council to That Effect—  
Dopacstic Water System Con­
struction Makes Progress
,, X . t Becau.se they cannot see sufllcienl
Ila, tad Ihats Chicago. Carolee. busine.ss in siglit to warrant the exten- 
Two of oiir big sky.scrapers. Ihey d ivachland and Westbank the
look liny bcsidc.s any little mountain vVest Kootenay Power Company will
' 111 oi o>- not extend their line north from Suin-
What is Chicago 1 ke. Stuart.  ^ merland at the .present time, according
'‘hditmare sometimes, g, ., g,,. Municipal
L O W iP R IC E D
taclied the sheet to the clothesline. And 
.soon after she stole not again and took 
it down. At 10 o'clock stie was at tiie 
trysting place on Chieftain.
Stuart came soon after she arrived. 
‘I wasn't sure you'd be able to make
"Oh-o-oh! Stuart!”
She lifted it from its tissue
c.atm She asked niany questions. Dallas
a brace- was tlie biggest city she had evei seen. Vancouver engineer Invimr siii.i/<.«i..,i 
let of silver set with the most perfect and tluit only to pass through. She had ;,utonmtic device could be find
was gone, to school at a on the present plant to give continuous
AcquaintancL ..^ M^vice, but no move has been made
of turquoise. One large stone
shatied like an arrow head, barbs and .Jacksonville, Texas, 
all. Tiny round ones followed the open witli a man from the bustling, ener- 
it,” she said. "But f wanted to know Bie bracelet beautiful blue-
how you were. 1 would have ridden which Carolee knew wer
on to the Lodge." native to the Arizona hills. The silver
“I'm nerfect Almost Thanks again heavy and riehly adorned witli things ever went that way.
for l.;.lpioB mo I )u;i occdod swo.dll™. a rumm«
Another 
been
Ml Witli a an iroin me uusinng enei- by the council who have been awaiting 
 gelic, urban north was stimulating to ,i,.iiniic ufm-n Ci-.i.,, n, i.- i  ^
re her. She liked Stuart Blake. She told Kootenay
e  heerself she could love him even, if '
-well,
He seemed 
clean. He had never tried to 
I Sometimes, she confessed to 
even wished he had!) And
this beautiful bracelet of In-
l  day without it and I'd have wiggly snake, Indian signs all. kiss lier. <
Ml tied up plenty I imagine” “Old Ho.steen made it for me,” said herself, she
‘You didn't look ‘very happy.” Stuart. “Or rather for you. lie  comes his gift. Ihi _ .......... ......................
aday. Especially I-oclge sometimes. He s not Ap- diaii silver, was something shed never i-itorals on Sixtli and Fifth Sts. have
ache, like the squaws you saw. He's forget. She'd rather have had it than .gy,, been laid Forty-two men have 
appened'. ”^ She . r-. diamonds. It was a part of g^ .en employed on this undertaking,
Good jirogress is being made on the 
nevy domestic water system, wilh the 
main pipe now being laid from the 
settling tank in Trepanier cfoek can­
yon through town to First St. The
L O W  C O S T  
H A U L IN G
V i  T O  1 5  
T O N S
A N D  U P
nC U R E S  IN  A  BOOK?
W h a t  g i v e s  r i s e  t o  a  l o a n ?  ~
y luippy.
“But I feel hapiiy to s 
now.”
“Why'.-- What's h ......................... ...... c, u ui.iuuu:, x. o x* be li
thought she knew what he meant, but arm. She Arizona, actually and sentimentally. ap local men, while the bulldozer is
she wanted to hear him say it. * .,n.. » .■ When it was time to go she thanked being used to 1111 in tlie ditch wherever
“I'm with you.” Ho leaned on his I lie stones mateli the sky, she al- again, and agreed to meet him possible and cover tlie main ditch all
saddle horn and looked appealingly at i signal. She discouraged any (he Way.
her. “Carolee, you told me once I'd Its beaulilul, Stuart. llianK thought of his calling at her shack The new line follows tlic side of tlie
never understand your kind of people, ^ i home, even to take her riding. hill on an even two per cent grade.7 1 e happy if you like it. Carolee. -
“Then you’re happy, very happy.”
“I hoped it would please you. I hyve
Economical Six C y lin d er 
V a lvo - in -H ea d  Specia l 
Truck Engine
N ew  D iaph ragm  Spring 
Clutch
as you call them. Tell me, why do 
you think that'/ Aren’t we all Amcr- 
icans'i!
“It luis been lovely to see you and from the settling tank to the edge of 
talk,” she told him. “I have even for- town at Keatings’ where a valve has
H ea vy
Brakes
Duty H ydrau lic
“Yes But—you’re northern and citv  ^ bi’acelet before.”
reaSd Papa'^and thT boys have b S  ^he looked wistfully at him and
gotten to worry.” been placed so that the water may be
She regretted the admission instant- Kirned off there at any time for con­
struction work:smiled more sweetly than he had ever |y- She bit her lip and frowned. He was lim” nnrf' r^no ‘J.
before seen her, he thought. looking at here, kindly but intently.
“ I don’t have one. Boys in .school “Something’s wrong,” _he__said. “ I nerlies Vro.sYsi.uf tho
poor farmers all their lives. They mean 
well. They are good to me. But they
^ '“B u TyoTw k^cSel^^^  You' ’^ aren’t sometimes flowers, have butted in on your family affairs
that w ay. You're alert and smart. You gave me jewelry befo e. too m-r-h nb-Padv hnt-
don’t have to stick with your family Not even my parents. She was speak- -qt-.
uc  alrea y, but-
probably nothing alarming,’ she
perlies crossing the public park behind 
the school, j There it strikes the lane 
and follows it through town. Consid­
erable pipe has been saved by thisuu ix  X Iic x v c  XXX OX1X.1-X vvixw  0-x.Lix x o lw iij-  . pptxfl-ix Tt xxxnc n h v in iic :  t h 'd  ,■ j  t x x .- i IxiJJi; Jici  ut;x;ii e Q  o  in iS
and all, do you? I mean, not always?’’ " f  lorced a smile. ‘‘I - I  think your experi- i-oute. as formerly the main line was
, She wasn’t sure she understood him. even''?iisten?d''*aJr"to'* sm^ her p^os- n " ' mountain upset me a Utile, along the 'side'hifl and larerau'had'toeven gasienea, ana lo sa\e nei pos jg all. I m so happy you didn t suffer up i.,,„ rjown iHp «trpptc and iipna- ti-.r.
“I guess not. But I ’m one oLthem, sible embarrassment he turned to the j ^ay not signal'tomorrow, but fanes to serve Beac5i Drive^ The^iew
anyway. I think you are nice, though; scenery again. I will let you know if ever I need you, line will serve all SacMi DHvp nrnoP,I don’t ever hold a grudge, and I ’ll ad- “It’s a fur piece across there, as the Stuart.” . serve all Beach Drive piopei-
mit again that we were very rude in cowboys say, isn’t it? I wonder how 
the saddle store that day.” the Tribune Tower would look sitting
“Oh, forget that. That’s history, and out there. Or the Merchandise. Mart?” 
more funny than anything. Look, mi- “The—what?” She looked up at him. (To be Continued)
, To both of them it seemed 
natural thing for her to say.
ties from the main, with laterals lead- 
a very ing up all the streets to the west. This 
has saved the duplication of pipe along 
the side hill and the lanes. The hyd-
_______________________________________ rants have been moved off Beach
■ ■ ' , Drive and are being placed on the
mont and Mr. Wilson, on behalf of the main pipe line on the lanes at each 
children, wish to thank all those who street, thus giving better pressure and 
have expressed appreciation and par- covering the properties more efficiently 
ticularly, Mrs. W. D. Walker for the with a shorter hose being required, 
large bouquets of iris sent to decorate * « * ;
the class-rooms. An interesting group of moving pic-
* * * tures was shown by Major Allen of the
The lakeshore camp of C. H. Bond Canadian Forestry Association on Fri- 
on the Mission Bay was completely de- day evening in the Legion Hall. Th6 
stroyed by fire around midday on Wed- pictures showed industries in the pro- 
nesday. May 25. It has been occupied vince, fishing on the Skeena and lum-
__ ;__ — -----------— ^ ^ -----:--------- for some time by Mr. Brown, care- Bering on Vancouver Island wnile wild
Three One-Act Plays Received and then goes with John to help him taker of the oil well property, who was animals were also shown in their na-
Fnthii<5ia«;tira11v hv Audience__ '' ’“ i a princess by answering her rid- absent when the fire broke out. Cause ive au s.  ^ .Enthusiastically by Audience princess is bewitched, but of the outbreak is not known. Major Allen gave a short talk te
Lakeshore Camp Burns the Companion kills the witch and „  *q.*,.* th ech ild ren b e fo re th e lec tu reem -
shows John how; to break the spell, re- Miss K. Haverfield returned last phasizing the importance of being care
Wide Range o f Factory-Builf 
Bodies including a full line 
o f H yd rau lic  H o is t and 
Dump Units ,
G rea ter D river C om fort, 
C on ven ien ce  and S a fe ty
Nation-Wide Ports and Ser­
vice Facilities
Lovrest P rices in GMC 
History
Easy General Motors Instal­
ment Plan Financing
OKANAGAN ilSSiON SCHOOL GIVES 
EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT 1/2 TON
3^  TON
public and high schools on the same 
Miss Isobel Wadsworth returned subject, 
home on Monday from Vancouver, * * *
where she has been attending Art The dental clinic, with Dr. Curry in 
School; Miss Wadsworth took part last charge of the work is being held thi.s 
week in the St. James’ Guild Players’ week at the school. This opportunity 
presentation of “King Henry V III”, and of getting dental work done for all the 
is credited in Vancouver papers with school children is most acceptable here
A wealth of good entertainment was vealing himself at lak as the dead Monday from a fortnight’s visit to the ful with fire. He also addressed the 
provided by the pujjils of Okanagan man allowed to rest in peace through Coast. • school children in the morning at the
Mission School last Friday evenutg, John’s intervention. Another excellent 
May 27, when they gave a concert to performance by the seniors; John, Ma- 
an appreciative audience of more than bel Kuipers; Two Debtors, Michael 
130 people in the community hall; the Painter, Richard Kuipers; the Travell- 
net proceeds, $19, go to purchase books ing Companion, Kathleen Sealy; Old 
for the school library. Woman, Marguerite Falconer; Show-
The programme opened with a one-. man, Judy Middlemass; King, Cecil
f a r M iS ir T h o S S S ':  PeHo™a„ce as Quiea K a .h , wha, ,j.ase a r e s i d e n t ^
brother, John Surtees; Fatima. All’s our; Winifred Luckett, Patsy Gillis, * * * 2 r d W  nf
wife, Eveline 'Tsc^rke; Mustapha, her Valerie Baldwin and Esther Falconer; Mrs. McConnel left on Friday on a makes it possible for all to take ad-
cousin, Marjorie Hesselgrave. Fatirna Marionette^ Ira Horn, Tove Melton visit to Vancouver and also the Island vantage of the clinic, which has been 
has only harsh words aqd a rod in and Olive falconer; Dwarfs, !^n Dun- where she will be staying with her arranged by the provincial government 
pickle, for her spiritless husband, and lop, John Horn, Macie Gillis, Cameron brother Capt R B Longridge at Dun- * , * ax guveinmcni.
reserves her smiles and fancy cooking Wilkinson, Michael Painter and Rich- can. ’ J”. Webster of Penticton is spending
for the cupboard-loving Mustapha; ard Kuipers. + * *  ^ days in town at the home of
Said is full of good advige on the man- In concluding this account of a first- Spraying has been general since early Mr. and Mrs G. Watt, 
agement of woman, bujtv,quick to re- rate show, we should like to award a last week, and first crop alfalfa is - . * * ♦
treat at the first signs ' .of domestic star for the arrangers who thoughtfully about ready for cutting on some places. Mrs. H. Ferguson and children re­
strife. After Ali has been beaten, dress- provided programmes, and regretfully Sawmill Creek is down in volume in turned to their home in Penticton on 
ed as a woman and made to caper for a few demerit marks to those of the the past few days, probably held back Sunday- evening after spending the 
Mustapha’s pleasure, he longs for death audience who forgot that school affairs by the cooler nights, it has not been week-end here.
11/2 - 2  TON
21/2 TON
DON McLEAN MOTORS
and Said brings him the strong waters are invariably punctual. Mrs. McCly- dangerously high at any time
—identified by an atrocious pun—of his - . ---------- ' . - - — ' • , '
Christian employer, which will trans­
port hirti to heaven. Ali and Said drink 
together and inspired with sudden 
courage turn the tables on Fatima and 
Mustapha, before staggering off to fin­
ish the miraculous bottle.
Next came a pleasing exhibition of 
fancy skipping by Winifred Luckett, 
Patsy Gillis and Jocelyn Mortimer.
This was followed, by “The Finding 
of the Daffodil”, a fairy tale with its 
theme of the generous deed followed 
by a rich reward; three princes search 
for a yellow flower to win the princess' 
hand, and one of them. in his search 
gives his last gold piece to an old man. 
who turns out to be a powerful .magic­
ian; the forest fairies are summoned 
to turn the gold into the first daffodil 
which the prince brings in triumph to 
his princess. The play was rendered 
throughout with great spirit and ob­
vious enjoyment by the junior room 
pupils, the cast being; King Candy,
. Eric Dunlop: .Princess Sweet, Vivien 
Falconer; Prince Charming, Jonto Da­
vis; Prince John. Kenny Thomson; 
Prince Tliomas, Cecil VanSickle; a 
jester, Bobby Falconer; Abra, the Mag­
ician. Steve Kabella; Daffodil Fairy, 
Barbara Gillis; Nobles, Eraser Morri­
son, Michael Cousins, Terry Gillis and 
Morio Tahara; Ladies-in-waiting, Betty 
Davis, Laura Wilson. Phyllis Williams 
and Nora Cousins: Heralds, Ralplj Kui­
pers and Jimmy Horn; Forest Fairies, 
Dora Mortimer, Annabelle Favell, Ver­
na Falconer, Millie VanSickle. Lillian 
Schamerhord, James Ferguson, Ken­
neth Gillis and Mervyn Olson.
The choir then sang a group of three 
songs iff tableaux settings, the last 
two ending with dimmed lights while 
pictures took shape on the back-cloth, 
a clev'er piece of stage-craft. (1) 
Whistle while you work; (2) Gold 
mine in the Sky, and (3) Brahm’s Lul­
laby, were the selections given.
Tlie final play was The Travelling 
Companion from Hans Andersen, an­
other fairy tale with a variation of the 
same theme; .John gives all his money
MABEL STARK AND TIGERS
J. Silver spent the week-end at Pen­
ticton.
Miss B. Norman arrived from Sum- 
merland May 24- and is the guest of 
Miss Joan Fulks.
Rev. J. H. Gillam arrived home on 
Saturday morning after several weeks 
spent at Vancouver where he attended 
the United Church conference.
P H O N E  207 
Bernard Ave., Kelowna
L O W - P R IC E D  T R U C K S  
C O V E R  A L L  N E E D S
1ST RUTLAND 
T R W
“Do a good turn daily!”
Orders for the week ending June 4:
The troop will parade in the com­
munity hall on Friday at 7.45 p.m. 
sharp. Uniform optiqjial.
Duty Patrol: Kangaroos.
The date for the annual entertain­
ment and dance has been definitely set 
for June 17th. From now'on the troop 
will be hard at work with rehearsals. 
Intermediate baseball on Friday nights 
is proving a serious handicap in get­
ting down to work due to late arrival 
of so many scouts playing on the vari­
ous teams.
Several proficiency badges have been 
earned during the past week or so, 
amongst them being:—_ Athletes: Sec­
onds D. Reith, F. Stevens and C. Schell. 
Artists: Seconds D. Reith and C. Schell.
Patrol Competition Standing
Beavers .......    440
Seals ..............     439
Kangaroos .........     385
. Foxes .......         380
Eagles ...............................  292
COMPLETE
Body and
WINNERS OF LADIES’ GOLF
Mrs. Bert Johnston and Miss Jo Mc- 
Lachlan were winners of last Satur­
day’s, golf competition among members
.  ^ Mabel Stark, who is the world’s only woman wild animal subjugator/isto save a grave from desecration, and but one of the hundreds of breath-taking features that w ill be seen with the “ ix, ^
later nfeets the Travelling Companion, Barnes and Sells Floto Combined Circus coming to Vernon, Friday, June
who hds remarkable powers; the latter 3rd. Above is Miss Stark with one of her more docile 30 “cats;” It takes more 
heals an old woman ,and mends three than faith to hold a pose like thiis. The slightest slip means instant dbath. Miss LpiLi
marionettes for a strolling showman. Stark s present act is one of the most daring of all her brilliant career. ™ ■ peira n is being staged.
Don McLean 
Motors
PHONE 2D7 
Kelowna,
THUJtSDAY, JUNE 2. T H E  K E L O W N A  COURIER PA G E  E L E V E N
H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
IMPROVE AQUATIC  
DRESSING ROOM
li>
Hints On Fashions
Mr. mid Mns. Max di'Pfyll'or have re­
turned from a tiuee weeks’ inulor trip 
.sjienl in California.
» « «
Mr.*!. A. P. Pettypiece wits a te.i ho.st- 
es.s on Thursday afternoon at iier home 
on liernard Avenue.
Ill 0 *
Miss Ella Graham of Winnipe<{ visil- 
<!d with friends in Kelowna for several 
d;iys lust week.
* * *
Mrs. It. P. MucLean arrived in Ke­
lowna from the East on Thursday.
 ^ m m
Mrs. P. Woods and little son o f  V e r ­
non are the ituesis of Mrs. Woods’ 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. I). II. Ward this 
week.
* » * *
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Friend entertained 
a few friends at the supper hour on 
Thursday evenirp', the oecasion bein;* 
their weddirm anniversary.
« *
Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Henderson left on 
Saturday for Paul lake where they 
will remain for a week.♦ ^
of Cfih'ary will aeeoinpimy her mother.
♦ ♦ »
Mr. ;iiul Mrs. E. It. Bailey spent sev­
eral (lay.s in Hosshuid durin/; the pa.st 
week.
■(> 4*
Mis.s Margaret Peltyiiiece of VJineou- 
vei‘ arrived in town on .Sunday and 
will b(,' the j’uest of her aunt, Mrs. T. 
It. Lowers.
4< 4>
Mr, and Mrs. II, W. Arbuekle have 
returned from an extended liolid:iy 
spent in (he Old Country.
Ladies’ Auxiliary Decides 'to 
Spend $50 on Improvements
'I’he Ladies’ Auxiliary to (In; Kelow­
na Acjuatie held its recular meetinj; 
on Monday eveniiu'. May 30, in the 
Aciuatie I,ouiu;e witli an attendance of 
over sixty.
After eonsideiable discussion it was 
decided to expend the sum of llfty dol- 
hirs on the drossiipc loom olf the 
lounj’i' immediately; Inlaid linoleum, 
loip; mirrors, dressin/* tables ,'ind 
liunjis !iri; to be purcliased and the 
ctimniittee in charpe of this work con-
■by L IS B E T H - S A F E W A YW*ii*iiieWe*V'4iehiOleeW>«*
Mrs, F. M. Bucklanci and Mr. Clmrles sists of Mrs, C. E. Friend, Mrs. Beatty
Buckland returned on Saturday from 
Cidiforni.a where they attended the 
praduiitinp exercises of the University 
of Berkeley.
HI m  ^ m
Ij. .1. .Smytlie of Repina w;is a busi- 
nes.' visitor in Kelowna for sevi.’ral 
tlays last week.
i;i i:« ii»
Ml', iind Mrs. W. ,1. Cunard of Wen- 
atchee were visitors in Kelowiiii over 
(lie week-end.
Mr. Jimmy Burt of Penticton was Mrs. W. Todlumtei- of Vancouver ar- 
a visitor in town on Wednesday of rived in Kelowna last Thursday on a
holiday.last week. ♦ ♦ ♦
Mr. Alec Smith left on Friday by 
motor for the Coast.4> * ID
Mrs. F. J. Willis left last Wednesday 
‘ evening on a holiday to be spent in 
Watrous, Saskatchewan.
♦ ♦ iH
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Stillinpllect sjaent 
the week-end in Vancouver,
Mr. R. M. James of Vancouver was 
a business visitor in Kelowna for sev- 
' eral days last week.
♦
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. L. Abbott of 
Winnipeg were visitors in Kelowna for 
several days last week.
♦ ♦ ♦
Miss Maxine Stokes of Victoria was 
'll visitor in town over the week-end.
Hi
A. M. Winters of Vancouver was a 
business visitor in town for several 
•days last week.
* •(
4> 4i
Mrs. F. Pridham left on Saturday 
evening for Vancouver.
Kt m 4i
Mrs. J. F. Fumerton has as lier house 
guest her si.ster Mi.ss C. Lock of Wiii- 
11 i pep.
Lewis and Mi.ss Marionne Meilcle. It is 
expected (hat the room will be reiid.y 
for use on the night of June (Itli whicli 
i.s (lie first dance night of the season.
'i’lie conveners of the committees for 
(he Fashion Show and Tea on Thurs- 
d!iy afti’i'iioon, June Kith, gave detailed 
leiKii'ts of their iilans and to date the 
iiffair promises to be an outstanding 
success.
It was decided that this year no in­
vitations would be issued since the 
sliow is a public affair and everyone 
in Kelowna and district is welcome.
Working parties have been arranged 
to fix up the Aquatic premises during 
this coming week prior to the opening 
dunce.
The next general meeting of the 
Auxiliary will be held on Monday eve­
ning, Juno 13th, in the Aquatic Lounge.
Mrs. Tailyour of Trepanier was 
visitor in Kelowna on Saturday.
a
Mrs. W. A. Kirkpatrick and daughter 
of Kamloops were visitors in town on 
Saturday.
I."* iji i;i
E. L. Grimes of Victoria was a busi­
ness visitor in Kelowna for several 
days last week.
Ki *{i »H
Mrs. J. R. Conway has returned from 
Victoria where she attended the wed­
ding of her sister Miss Ethel Phinney.
Albert spent a few days in town last 
week. Ill pji i|«
Mrs. Ralph Brown has returned from 
Victoria where she attended the wed­
ding of her sister Miss Ethel Phinney.
♦ * *
L. M. Ritchie of Vancouver was a 
business visitor in town last week.>}« i|«
Mrs. Olive Collins of Vaneouver was 
a visitor in Kelowna for several days 
this* week, the guest of Mr. and Mr.s. 
Bob Stillingfleet.
Latest Shirtwaist Dresses 
are Flattering to Figure
The shirtwaist dress is as' popular 
this year as last. It has changed some­
what, of course, as styles have a way of 
doing, but it is the same smart frock 
we have been delighting in (young and 
older women alike) for the past sev­
eral seasons.
A  new dressmaker version of the 
shirtwaist dress is pictured in light 
wine red silk georgette, with vertical 
bands of shirring alternating with the 
plain fabric.
The bands become box pleats in the 
tailored skirt, achieving a flattering 
long line for the figure, and making it 
especially suitable for the woman 
whose figure is no longer young.
Worn with it is a milan tuffed sailor 
with twin hat pins and a veil for trim­
ming.
«  * •> A  quiet wedding took place in New
A. J. Campbell of Montreal visited Westminster on Monday, May 30, when
Stylo Whimsies
The straight silhouette with soft top 
for both coats and dresses is the ac­
cepted fall silhouette, say. stylists.
Something nqw this season is a veil 
coloured to mutch the blouse.
An entrancing evening gown is of 
white mousseline do soi, trimihed with 
bands of black Chantilly lace, the lace 
making the small bolero.
The old-fashioned idea o f’ bride and 
groom exchanging rings has been re­
vived as a very sweet old custom.
Three out of . five skirtis the well- 
dressed women are wearing in Paris 
(and elsewhere) are pleated.
A  new beach bag is being shown 
which provides ample room for cap, 
towel, slippers, bathing suit, and a sep­
arate compartment for cosmetics. ’
Keated skirts are almost a uniform 
where smartly dressed women gather 
in the daytime.
Buttons are back, but often they are 
merely used for ornamental purposes, 
slide fastenings doing the real work of 
fastening thd gamient.
Mrs. C. McCarthy left on Friday eve- ]ast week, 
ning on a holiday to be spent in Prince
with friends in town for several days Miss Adelaide Atkinson became the Mr. and Mrs. P. E. French Vernon- li>
bride of Mr. Harold Willett. Mr. and M. Rattray, Salmon. Arm;’ C. A. Hay--
J X , , ^ - - -----  Mrs. Willett will make their home in den, Vernon: A  J CaMprhpnH Van_
ward Island. Miss Grace McCarthy Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Raymer of Prince Okanagan Mission in the former Bar- couver; jr. D. Dole, San Francisco; A.
- - K. Morse, Boston; L. Calvert, Seattle;
, , Harold Mansori, Boston; Mr. and Mrs.
, , j  • TT H. Anscombe, Victoria; Captain W. E.
BUhop. Koot-
♦ ♦ >?t enay,
Mr. and Mrs. “Tiny” Walrod returned * •
on Saturday from Osoyoos. / p^ghion Show and tea being sponsored
i
T H E  L A D IE S ’ A U X IL IA R Y  TO  T H E  
K E L O W N A  A Q U A T IC  A SSO C IA T IO N
requests the pleasure of your company at the
4TH  ANNUAL FASHION SHOW  
AND TEA
a q u a t ic  PAVILION
THURSDAY, JUNE 16
3 p.m.
A D M IS S IO N  35c
44-2C—3-2c
tholomew residence.Ill >|c >I(
Miss Eleanor Abbott returned
W INNER OF GENERAL 
ELECTRIC SCHOOL 
PRIZE ANNOUNCED
sy
N |
coolest thing you can eat I
D E L IC IO U S , R IC H , C R E A M Y
I c e  C r e a m
Have you tried all our tasty 
real fruit flavours ?
S T R A W B E R R Y , C H O C O L A T E , T U T T I  F R U IT T I
V A N IL L A
Miss Betty KwOng of Vernon has 
The tea committee ^for the annual J rfn
, , * ' - as i     i   1938 General Electric Washer,
Guests registered at the Willow Inn «o the A,uatlc
this w y k  ihdudel .Miss M. Wilkie, ^ m ^ S a f  the h j ^ i t  Mr's cem'’ ? o S '"T h e ^ d r a ^ ^ r «a f
'GSSner;v1neouver; w" m S ,^ K ^ ^ ^ ^  DhwfO" on Vim, Avenue on Tuesday ^
loops; Austin Collin Vancouver; Collm ,  ^  ^ ^ Miss Kwong, who was one of the
S?atchi?” '^Summer£nd-^ P '^^ton left on Wednes- hundreds of women who attended the
New W estm ins^ M^^ evening on a holiday to be spentcIass^/conductedjointlybytheCana-
if  J w/r^ ' in Winnipeg. , dian General Electric Company and the
* * * Vancouver Daily Province, has already
Mrs. J. Cameron Day was a tea hos- received her prize. The washer is the 
J Vancouver; tess to a number of friends on Wednes- newest model now on display at Gen-
and Mrs. J.C. Stewart, Vancouver; Mr. day afternoon, at her home on Pen- eral Electric dealers’ showrooms and
Mr. and dozi Street. . includes such features as the G-E dir-
Mrs. Kearney, Kamloops. _ * * * ect drive mechanism with its lifetime
„  , . * J* T3 1 A f  ^'4. ^  a few supply of oil permanently sealed in at
Guests registered at the Royal Anne friends at the tea hour on Tuesday af- the factory, and the famous activator 
Hotel this week include: W J. West, ternoon, at her home on Lawrence type of easy action that protects cloth- 
Vancouver; F. H Gow Vancouver; Avenue. -  ing against tearing and fraying.
Captain Porteous, Oliver; C. S. Squires, *
Robson; A. C. Lawson, Grand Forks; Mr. John Rose of Kirkland and Rose, ~ — ---- ---------------
_______■ ______ ■ ■ ' Vancouver, arrived in Kelowna on T* . I>|7 A n c / l l l l f  U17 A
--------• - ■ -.. - —  Tuesday on a holiday. ! •  A 11
Mr. Oates of the V g g  Motor Comp- GLENMORE THESPIAN
any of Vancouver was a business visi- I l l W l  IT ^ H
tor in town this week. -----—
• Mrs. C. E. Friend *entertained her Mosquitoes Fail to Break up Am- 
bridge club on Tuesday evening at her ateur Actors’ Annual Meeting
home on Royal Avenue. ---- :—
* The Dramatic club wound up its
4 T1J A V C  f PKI. - SAT. Kindly phone orders early l'’rl- 1 m * MON. - TUES. day for prunipl delivery. No lele- 
JUNE 3 - 41 - G - 7 phone grocery orders Saturday.
T r  A ____ “A IR W A Y ” b l e n d
a Ili/a. Per Pound.........................................
M i l  I f ___  “A L P IN E ” B R A N D  Q
Tall Tins; each ............................... i fC
P E A S —  ....  1 0 c
S U G A R -  G R A N U L A T E D  l o r  6 1 c
F L O U R -  9 8  's^ k. $ 3 .9 5
T O O  Aylmer Assorted Tins “f  *7
i J l / U l  O  (A ll kinds) L  for l  l C
C p i | ^ | 7 Q _ _  “Empress” ^  Tins
iJ l  Assorted m  for A m C
s a l m o n -  e ' F w c
B U T T E R - Okanagan Creamery 3ir 92c
O R A N G E S -   2 9 c
G R A P E F R U IT -  (medium size) 4  17c
S A L A D  S P E C IA L  1 Ib. Tomatoes 2 5 c
T O IL E T  T IS S U E -  Pe Z r f  6c  
S H O R T E N IN G -   ^h, 7^
P O R K  &  B E A N S - 3  T r  2 3 c
S P A G H E T T I-  .5^ ' $ c
........ ........... ■ , ■ ■ . ■
SEE O U R  W IN D O W S  FOR O T H E R  
O U T S T A N D IN G  V A L U E S  !
MEA T DEPARtMENT
e O R N E D  B E E F -
R O L L E D  R IB S -
S PE C IA L  
Silver Side; lb. 18c
CH O IC E  
Per Pound .
B E E F
2 2 c
S L IC E D  L IV E R -
Y O U N G
PO RK 2 f ^ 2 5 c
V E A L  C H O P S -
P E R
P O U N D
R O L L E D  V E A L  R O A S L -  2 ttc
Don’t forget the Fashion Show and Tea, Aquatic, Thursday, June 16
We Reserve The Right To Lindt Safeway Stores Ltd.
Miss-Eileen Mahoney was a visitor season’s activities on Fridav evening which resulted in the following being the hospital on Saturday last, very
to Penticton on Saturday. bv hOldin?Yhe Lnual sunner improved in health ^
* * • son; vice-president, Mrs. Chas. Hender- - ♦ * •
Mrs. Nora Loyd is the guest of her son; secretary, Alex .Bennett; member _ Mr. Gregsoh, government inspector
parents Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Carruthers
for the next month. Corner, Mrs. W. E. Marshall and
Mr.
HOMOGENIZED
AND
PASTEURIZED Pure
Ice
Cream
O R A N G E  
C H E R R Y  
B A N A N A  
Maple Walnut 
P IN E A P P L E
_ _ . __ _____
of the executive; Jack Tyrer; social ^^ "Om Kamloops, along with Mr. R. W. 
Mrs Albert Pearson  w as  all that nnnld committee, Mrs. M. Wilson, Mrs. Jack Corner toured the district last week 
.117/7 ^  r  A  ./-.XT- • ^  Snowsell, Mrs. W; E. Marshall and search of the breeding places of
and Mrs.-E. L. Cowley of Winni- be desir^, although at first it seemed Mrs. Percy Rankin. • mOsquitoes, in hopes that something
peg spent a few days in Kelowna last. es though the mosquitoes were deter- ^ * * *  can still be done to control the next
week; mined to have their hunger satisfied, Mr. Peter Ritchie of Rutland attend- brood.
* * * . . before the members of the club had ed church service here on Sunday last, * * *
Mr. and E. Worman were visi- a chance to do their Mt. However, as and gave a splendid talk on the work A  number from here attended the 
tors to Pentictoi^ on Saturday. came and the air grew some-' of the United Church conference, which curio display, at the home of Rev.
Mice MarfriipritT. Pfttanippp nf Van ''^bat coolcr, they dispersed and peace took place in Vancouver a few weeks Pound in Rutland on Tuesday evening, 
iviiss iviargueme pettapiece oi van- reigned for the rest of the evening. ago. The curios were brought with Mr. and
After, the year’s business .v^as dis- * ♦ • Mrs. Pound from China some years
cussed election of officers took place, Mrs. Chas. Rost returned home from ago, and are very interesting.
4 0  F ia v o r t^
I C E  C R E A M
made the way you like it— made 
from rich cream, right from your 
O W N  district farmers.
couver is a guest of the Willow Inn.
P., H. Holdsworth of Seattle is a 
visitor in Kelowna this week, a guest 
of the Willow Inn.
Dr. S. A. Wallace of Kamloops is in 
I Kelowna this week. ,* •
Mr. ancj Mrs. Eric Holland and two 
children returned this week from holi­
days spent in Victoria.
Misses Nancy and Marjorie Steill 
returned on Friday from Toronto, 
where they had been attending the 
University of Toronto.
W H O L E S O M E
. . . because only dairy-fresh cream, pure cane 
sugar and. pure natural flavourings go into—
Kelowna Creamery 
ICE CREAM
Delivered to; the- trade fresh daily from the Kelowna Creamery
plant.
‘ J i / i S o h  
F R U IT  M  
FlA V O R S i& g
W e  invite you to inspect our new plant.
KELOWNA CRtAMtllV lIMlIfD
B U Y  K E L O W N A  P R O D U C T S  A N D  Y O U R  M O N E Y  R E M A IN S  IN
Y O U R  D IS T R IC T
VENEER FACTORY CRE\t
WORKED ON NARAMATA ROAD
Last week The Courier was inform­
ed that the crew from. Simpson’s box 
factory worked on the Naramata road, 
whereas it was a gang from the veneer 
factory which volunteered for the pro­
ject. It is anticipated • that the box 
factory w ill turn out later in the sea­
son.
I^ADIES, g IR L S
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAU'TY CULTURE 
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New, York, Chicago, Hollywood, 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates. 
Q AQ  W. Hastings. Trin. O O Q 7  
J U J  Vancouver B. C. C t m O i  
B. Gooch, Ntanager all Moler B. C. 
Schools.
T O  T H E  P E O P L E  O F  K E L O W N A :—
During the present time experiments are under way to as­
certain the breeding place of the mosquitoes which have invaded 
the city. Government officials have given the city itself a clean 
bill of health in this regard but it is evident that control must be 
exercised over certain sloughs outside the city limits. .To ascertain 
the breeding place of the mosquitoes the public itself must coop­
erate in the manner suggested in an article in this paper.
As Mayor of the City of Kelowna, I  earnestly request that 
every citizen read carefully the article in this paper and* extend his 
utmost cooperation to the Entomological Department in this mat­
ter of collecting mosquitoes.
Upon the efforts of the people Of Kelowna during the next 
few days may depend the extent of the mosquito control next year. 
For your own pleasure and health please cooperate.
O. L. JONES, Mayor.
PAGE T W E L V E T H E  K E L O W N A  C O U R IE R
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YOUNG PEOPLE TO  
GATHER AT STATION
Conference At Summerland On 
King’s Birthday
On Thursday, Jutu? 0, at tlio Surn- 
morlaiid Exi)crirncntal Stalloti from 10 
a.m. to 0 p.rn. a Soulli Okana/'an youii({ 
people's conference is to bo held with 
the purpose in view of forming a Soutli 
Okana;'an Younjj People’s Union.
In the morning soft ball /'ame.s and 
a tour of the Station grounds will oc­
cupy nio.'it of the time, followed by 
lunch at 1 o’clock. At two o’clock Rev. 
Horace Burkholder, B.A.. general sec­
retary of the Ui'llKious Education 
Council of B.C. and Alberta will ad­
dress the i'athering.
From 2.30 to 3.15 o’clock f'roup con­
ferences will be held. Rev. Br. W. W. 
McPherson will loatl one Kroup with 
••llow cun youtiK people help m llie 
church?” Rev. Mr. Burkholder will 
speak on "Buildlnj: up an effective pro­
gram.” Rev. R. E. Crlbb will lead a 
younft people’s forum; while Bert I'ld- 
des will speak on "How to kcet> up in­
terest and attendance.” The final f'roup 
will be led by Ed. Lynch, on "VounH 
|)coi)Ie and church attendance.”
Tlie next three-quarters of an hour 
will be devoted to group findings and 
business. Recreation will be indulg­
ed in until 5.30 o’clock, when a supper 
period will intervene. From 7.30 to 9 
o’clock tiiere will be a camiifire .ses­
sion, with community singing.
PHONE GORDON’S 178 &  179
VEAL CHOPS;
w pound .........................................
LOIN ROASTS OF VEAL; 1 Q p
' LEG FILLETS OF VEAL;
Asparagus, Celery, POLISH SAUSAGE; Q  a
Mushrooms, Let- per pound .........................................  XOA/
tuco, Now Potatoes FRESH HALIBUT; "I
Cabbage, Carrots, per Pound ............... ...............  .....
Beets, Tomatoes. PRIME FILLETS OF COD; i
per pound .........................................
i r x ^ T r ^  Manufactured from the City water supply. W/e will 
pleased to take care of your requirements.
HAMS — BACONS — COOKED MEATS — BOLOGNA 
WEINERS — SALT PORK — CHEESE — BUTTER — EGGS
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 178 and 179
m
#4
Brew a pot of fresh tea—pour it boiling hot 
over ice cubes and drink as soon as ice cold. .
An especially good tea for this purpose, because it contains Assam 
Tea, is McKENZIE’S BLUE PACKAGE;
NABOB LEMON, ORANGE or LIME SYRUP;
Jiist add ice water and stir; per bottle .......
TOMATO JUICE—ChiUed in the refrigerator is hard to b ^ t—
For a cocktail before meals add a few drops to Lea & Perrin’sAsAuce 
to the tomato juice. Large cans I  Small A  for
each .... cans
25c
ea
________s siiuce
4 '”  25c
Another suggestion is Fruit Juice chilled —
Specials This Week
SWIFT’S PREMIUM SAUSAGE; per can ............. . 26c
LICORICE ALLSORTS; (Old Couritfy) per lb. .............. 26c
PURE LARD; 2^ lb. pkgs. .............. .... .............. ................  31c
P. & G. SOAP—6 bars P. &  G. A L L  Q-| _
2 Bars Castile ................................  FOr O X L /
McKenzie The
PHONE 214
A.-G . PROSECUTES 
AT VERNON ASSIZES
Mr. Justice Dennis Murphy W ill 
Preside at Spring Session of 
Court— Five Criminal Cases
Attorney-Generul Gordon S. Wismer 
will conduct the prosecution of Vincent 
Mucchione, Italian section hand, wlio 
will be tried in Assize Court at Vernon 
next week for the murder of Micliael 
Hudoclc near Fernle on February 9, 
1930.
Tlie Assizes, with Mr. Justice Dennis 
Murphy presiding will ojicn in the 
Court House. V6rnon, at 2.30 o’clock 
Monday afternoon. Five criminal cases 
are listed, one civil action and five di­
vorces for Sujireme Court.
Tiie only civil case listed is from 
Vernon and is a suit for damages* ag­
ainst P. S. Sliillarn by Robert Stockton, 
who claims a sum of money is owing 
him as commissions on auto sales.
Venue of Maccione's trial was chang­
ed recently from Vancouver t(i this 
city. He has been sentenced to hang 
six times and, was convicted twice, 
but has won successive stays of pro­
ceedings.
Samuel Wallace WinnOeld, or Winn, 
will stand ' trial for manslaughter in 
connection with the death of his wife, 
Isabel, near Kaloden on November 7, 
1937, in an auto accident. Leslie Ball 
is charged with carnal knowledge. The 
alleged offence occurred near Pentic­
ton last November. Leonard Lucas,, of 
Kelowna, will be tried on a charge of 
fabricating evidence, in a case arising 
out of prosecution of Lucas for pos­
session of a still.
The fifth criminal case is a charge 
of attempted murder against Willie 
Peat, who attacked his father and 
brother near Princeton. Peat, how- 
ere, has been committed to Essondale 
“at the pleasure of the Lieutenant- 
Governor” and formalities only will _be 
complied with. He has been certified 
insane.
Dorothy Lewis, of this city, is suing 
Frederick Edward Lewis for divorce. 
Other divorce actions listed are: Dor­
othy Helena Marr, of Kelowna, suing 
Theodore Oscar Marr, and asking ali­
mony and custody of the children; 
Leonard Steward, of Princeton, suing 
Gladys Stewart; John Joseph Kennedy, 
of Beaverdell, suing Hazel Thelma 
Kennedy: and Agnes Elizabeth Rogers, 
of Hedley, suing T. A. Rogers.
A i m  T o  C l o s e  P o o l s  B y  
J u n e  1 5 th  S a y s  B o a r d  
M e m b e r
BAD CAR CRASH
“Wc arc altnitiK to close the 
pools by June 15,” was G. A, Bar- 
rat’s coiuinent to Tlic Courier on 
Tuc.sday when asked regarding 
tlie closing of accounts under tlie 
one-desk sales coniinittce ar­
rangement, wlilch took over tlie 
entire crop of apples at Decem­
ber 8, 1937.
“TIio staiT is going right ahead 
with the pools, althougli there has 
been some delay owing to ship­
pers failing to send in necessary 
information,” Mr. Barrat contin­
ued. This Information still out­
standing deals wltli shipments to 
processing plants mainly, he In­
dicated.
It is not likely tliat much delay 
will ho caused between the time 
the one-desk pools arc sent to the 
shippers and the actual closing 
of tlie sliippcrs’ pools, as tiic 
shippers have their pools up to 
December 8, in readiness, it is 
expected.
So, if no unforscch delay oc­
curs, the returns to tlic growers 
on the disposal of tlio 1037 apple 
crop should be going out from 
tlic sliippcrs’ offices at least with­
in a week after June 15, and cer­
tainly before July 1.
KELOWNA MAN IN CHARGE province, a po.silion held lust year by
OF FORESTRY TRAINING CAMFS Hanger Woods. Hia work in tho Kc- 
. , lowna di.stricl is bcinj; taken ovei byAX SXREET C!ORNER Nluude-Roxby, well-known forest- yy jyj john.son, formerly of Vernon.
^ ry departrneiil head here, has been ap- who is assistant fore.st ranger. Mr. and
|)ointed supervisor of the young men’s Mrs. Joluison me living on R 'wclille 
Auto Driven by Roy Murphy training camps in llie interior of the Avenue.
Turns Upside Down in Collision
PLEA MADE FOR 
UNDERSTANDING 
LIBRART^ROBLEM
Commission Chairman Asks Pati­
ence and Sympathy for Valley 
Library Unit
T H R E E -Q U A R T E R S  R E A D  
F IC T IO N
BOYS’ BAND PLANS 
FIRST CONCERT
W ill Appear for First Public 
Performance on June 16
Kelowna Boy’s Band, which has been 
developing for the past two years, is 
to emerge from its cry sal is on Thursr 
day evening, June, 16th, by giving a 
band concert in the Park (from the 
bandstand). This is the band’s first 
public appearance, and those who are 
in touch with the organization and 
have heard the boys recently are con­
fident that the public Will have a de­
lightful surprise.
The band has made great progress 
lately under the leadership of A. C. 
Guild, and is ready to give a good ac­
count of itself. Mr. Guild is an ex­
perienced band master and orchestra 
leader, and is taking a great interest 
in the boys’ band. He is confident that 
with a little support from the public 
there will soon be developed a boys’ 
band that will be a credit to Kelowna.
The boys are full of enthusiasm' 
and have been working hard to per­
fect an extensive repertoire.
The band is to follow the first concert 
with a second one two weeks later, on 
June 30th.
MATINEES
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2.30 
25c and 10c
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c. 
Children, 15c
Thursday, Fri., Saturday
JUNE 2 - 3 - 4
STARRING
T O M M Y  K E L L Y  
M A Y  R O BSO N
----  ADDED —
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
Jiine 6 -7
Get set for thd thrill of your 
life in WARNER BRO$/
ISLAND
A  First National Picture 
A COSNIOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
PLUS —
DAO TOSSES HIS 
;hat in  the ring
t a n d  w hat a to s s -  
/ in g  a r o u n d  h e  
g e t s !
MARCH OF TIM E  
PARAMOUNT NEWS
LAST COMPLETE SHOW 
STARTS AT 9.05‘
Wednesday and Thursday
June 8 - 9
TAKE OH A LAUGH- 
LOAD of HYSTERIA
will in
4 HORSEMLR 
OF HILARITY!
A NEW UNIVERSAL PICTURE
■— PLUS — •
LAST COMPLETE SHOW 
STARTS AT 8.30
KIDS! SATURDAY MATINEE AT 1.30 p.m. SATURDAY WESTERN“ SUDDEN BILL D O R N ”
BRING YOUR 
NABOB 
C O U PO N S
Unit Like a New  Ship With Crew 
But no Cargo
“The Okanagan Union Library is 
like a magnificent ship, fully equipped 
and manned by a splendid crew, but 
without the necessary cargo to make it 
an economic success,” H. Norman Lid- 
ster, chairman of the B. C. Library 
Commission, told the local Rotary club 
at its regular luncheon on Tuesday.
Mr. Lidster substituted for Dr. Lamb 
at the last moment and gave a spark­
ling address on the library and its pro­
blems. “It is the ambition of eyery lib­
rary,” he said, “to have two books for 
every person living within the district 
it serves, but I know of only one lib­
rary, that in Washington, which ap­
proaches that mark. On that basis, the 
Okanagan library unit would require 
well over fifty thousand volumes.
“Do not think of the library as a 
building or a place where books are 
kept.' It is not that. It is a service 
given the district. A  service which 
cannot be built in its entirety in a day, 
but a service which is increasing in 
value and efficiency every year. Give 
it a chance,” he pleaded, “to grow a 
little before condemning it; Remember 
it is less than five years old and that 
with the steady growth it has shown, 
it Will in a few years be giving the 
type of service which was the dream 
of the founders.”
The speaker outlined the various lib­
rary services conducted by the pro­
vince and briefly traced the history of 
the growth of the library district unit. 
He pointed out that there had been, 
some criticism because the libraries 
had not a complete list of bopks when 
the doors opened but this, he said, was 
a physical as well as a financial im­
possibility.
One of the great problems of all lib­
rarians is to maintain a proper balance 
between the fiction and non-fiction 
readers. Seventy-five per cent are 
those who read for pleasure and like 
fiction. He is a proud man, the lib­
rarian who can point to his records 
which show that only seventy per cent 
of the books read from his library are 
fiction. The average cost of the fiction 
book is about $1.25 while that of the 
non-fiction is about $2.70. These figures 
only add to the difficulty of keeping 
a proper balance. The available funds 
must be allocated in such a manner 
as to keep all types of readers satisfied.
“Where does the library fit into the 
community?” the speaker asked and 
answered his own Measure. “Men read 
for pleasure, for profit and through the 
necessity of keeping themselves abreast 
of the times. The library must be con­
sidered an adjunct to the life of th? 
business man and the professional man 
and a great boon to those who read for 
pleasure.
“We have become so used to install­
ment buying that sometimes our view­
points are a trifle warped. When we 
buy on the installment plan we have 
the article to use while we are paying 
for it. Unfortunately this makes it 
difficult for some of us to appreciate^ 
the fact that some things must be built 
up gradually. The library is one of 
these. Consider it as a child which 
must grow up to maturity before _ it 
can render its best service. Bear with 
it in the interval in which it is grow­
ing. Be patient and look forward to 
the not-too-distant future when it is 
going to give your district the type of 
service which will be invaluable to 
you. Remember that it is a system of 
distribution of books which will, I be­
lieve, provide a break for a lot of the 
unrest so prevalent in the world.”
ADVERTISING AND SALES TO
GERMANY AH>ED IN CLEAN-UP
The Vernon office of the one-desk 
sales committee closed on May 31 and 
the balance of the work is being car­
ried on in the Kelowna office, under 
the direction of L. R. Stephens. The 
main factors contributing to the earlier 
clean-up of the 1937 crop were, accord­
ing to Mr. Stephens, first the advertis­
ing campaign carried on all over Can­
ada, assisted by the Dominion and pro­
vincial governments and with the. co­
operation of all branches of the indus­
try, brokers, jobbers and retailers. Se­
condly, the sale of approximately 110 
cars of late varieties to Germany aided. 
A ll of these shipment seemed to have 
been received in excellent condition.
Two young Kelowna men e.scaped 
serious injury in a motor crash at the 
corner of Abbott and Eli on Monday 
eveninj', May 30, at about 0.30 p.m. 
J. V. Butt was driving south on Abbott 
street and Roy Murpliy was travelling 
west on Eli wlien tlie collision occurr­
ed.
, Both drivers applied their brakes and 
tried to swerve to avoid an accident, 
they reported, but Butt’s cur hit the 
rlgiit rear of Murphy’s cur with the 
right-liand corner of tlie front bumper, 
turning Uio Murphy automobile over 
on its top.
The Butt car escaped with but minor 
damages, but the Murphy auto was 
rather badly damaged.
BOYS’ LEADERS TO  
ARRIVE HERE TODAY
Bert Fiddes and Three Young 
Men From Coast to Stay Week
Bert Fiddes, formerly connected with 
the United Church young people’s work 
in Kelowna, will pay his annual visit to 
Kelowna this week, accompanied by 
several boy leaders from Vancouver. 
The party will ax'rivc here on Thurs­
day and w ill remain until the follow­
ing Wednesday.
On Friday evening, in the United 
Church hall, they will preside at a 
Young People’s and Sunday school 
teachers’ gathering. On Sunday they 
will have charge of the evening ser­
vice at the United Church and will at­
tend a' rally of the Young People’s Soc­
iety afterwards.
Mr. Fiddes is now secretary of boys’ 
works for the Religious Education 
Council of B.C.. and along with Mr. 
Fiddes there will be Norman Gantschi, 
Ray Brooks and Norm McLellan.
BANKER COMES FROM MERRITT
E. G Stilwell, accompanied by Mrs. 
Stilwell, arrived in Kelowna on Wed­
nesday to take over his new duties in 
the Bank of Montreal branch here, re­
placing W. Forsythe, who left on May 
24 for Trail. Mr. and Mrs. Stilwell 
took an active'.part in badminton and 
tennis circles at Merritt, where they 
resided from April, 1935, and many 
Merritt friends are sorry to see -their 
departure.
Pensions Advocate
W ill be at the Canadian Legion, Kelowna,
on
JUNE lO  and 11
To interview applicants for pension claims.
44-2C—2-lc
Canadian Legion
Zone Picnic
TO BE HELD IN THE
CITY PARK, KELOWNA
JUNE 9th
Parade will leave Canadian Legion, headed by Canadian Legion 
Pipe Band at 11 a.m. for short Service at Cenotaph and Ccremoniai
in Park.
SPORTS BEGIN 1 P.M .
RACES,' F O O T B A L L , S O F T B A L L  M A T C H E S
between Branches in competition for Zone Cup.
Everybody welcome, no charge for admittalice.
Free refreshment tickets for veterans’ children.
44-2C—3-lc
A L L  SET  FO R Y O UR
V A C A T I O N ?
W e have everything that you could possibly want 
in the way of vacation clothes. :
Cool Snnuner W ear
JANTZEN SPORT SUITS—In Rght pastel shades and aU white 
—2- and 3-piece suits—-for a week-end special at 5 4  PKICE. 
HAMPTON'S SWIM and PLAY  SUITS—Tootal’s prints with 
jersey underlining. Fast colour and unshrinkable, <1*0 Q C  
Sun tan back and brassiere front .......................  tD O m U O . .
BATHING CAiPS in white and colours of red, blue green and 
yellow—Fits the head without a wrinkle.
Straps and without straps ..... O t I L .  e J irL .
WHITE HANDBAGS— F^or holiday wear. All white and trim-
9 5 c , $ 1 .2 5 , $1 .50 :’"’“ $ 1 .7 5 ,
Men’s
Tropical Suits
MEN’S TROPICAL SUITS—In
the newest styles and colours. 
Single and double breasted with 
belted back for the young man, 
and single breasted two-buttoh 
model for the more conservative. 
Colours: white, fawn, green, grey, 
blue and British tan; priced at
$ 1 9 .0 0  $ 2 2 .5 0
MEN’S FLANNELS—Best grade 
English flannels in white and 
grey; priced at—
$4.00, $5,00, $6.50, $7.50, $8.75
SPORTS SHIRTS—Men’s knitted 
sports shirts with short sleeves 
—polo collar. Plain colours as 
well as the newest <g'| A D  
colour combinations. u J A o V "
LIGHT SUMMER HATS—The
newest in light felts and wash­
able 
; straws. $ 2 ,2 5 ‘"$ 3 .8 5
SWIMMING TRUNKS—Jantzen, 
Skintite and Flash trunks. The 
smartest and best; priced at— 
$1.50, $1.95, $2.95 and $3.95
Jantzen 
Sport Suits
SLACKS—In flannel, ^ ey , navy, 
brown and royal. Priced at —
$2-8S -$2-95 - $3-50
Grey Faille Slacks— <^Q
for hot weather . ....  tOO* • tJ -
SPORT SWEATERS— F^or wear 
with slacks and shorts, polo col­
lar and crew neck, white, 
yellow and stripes ........ •
JIGGER COATS—Polo cloth and 
fancy flannels, one button effect 
and long, rolled collar effects. 
$12.50, $12.95, $15.95 and $17.95 
ANKLE SOX—In lisle, silk, lisle 
and cotton, in every 2 ^ 4 *  
shade, all sizes; pair ....
Vacation
B ^ g a g e
We have complete stocks of twin 
sets Travelite cases, week-end 
eases, Gladstone bags in cowhide 
and pig-skiri. Suit cases club 
bags, trunks, etc.—Prices are mo­
derate and quality the best.
MEN’S SUMMER ' SHOES—The
newest styles in white <j*ff K A  
buck shoes. See these tp tyatJv ;
$5 .50
SKIN TITE 
BATHING SUITS $4 .95
Harvey Woods Bathing Suits 
$2.95 and $3,95
JANTZEN BATHING SUITS 
$4.95, $5fi5, $6,95 and $7.95
MEN’S, GREY CALF OXFORDS
—^Very smart; 
priced at ..... .........
MEN’S KEDSMAN SHOES—
In white with red crepe sole 
white with black sole, and brown 
with r6d sole. Ideal for bowhng 
or street <1*0 K A  A A
wear.
OTHER VACATION 
SUGGES’TIONS
Forsyth Shirts Golf Togs 
and Pyjamas Neckvvear 
Ankle Sox Golf Sweaters
Tennis Togs Fishing Togs
Summer Undei'wear
Geo. A. Meikle, Ltd.
Quality Merchandise.P H O N E S  : 143 and 215.
